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ABSTJ;lACT 
This study involves an investigatioh into the nature and 
effectiveness of the pre-service training, where provided, 
of secondary school Mathematics teachers at the 11 colleges 
of education administered by the House of Representatives 
1n the Repub l ic of South Africa. 
The purpose of 
HOE (Secondary) 
this study is to 
course offered 
determine 
at some 
whether 
of 
the 
the 
aforementioned colleges of education is justified, 1n spite 
of the fact that it contravenes the requirements of the 
Education Act , No . 73 of 1969 . 
Three different questionnaires were designed and during 
1986 were sent to heads of Mathematics departments at the 
aforemention colleges of education , to Mathematics teacher 
educators at these colleges and to beginning secondary 
school Mathematics teachers , teaching at schools 
administered by the House of Representatives in the Eastern 
Cape and Natal . 
The findings of this study show that the secondary course 
for Mathematics teachers is only offered at 5 of the 11 
colleges of education and only a small percentage of 
viii 
students take this course. During 1986 most of the 
Mathematics teacher educators at the colleges of education 
were not suitably qualified. The study also shows that the 
Mathematics curriculum for the training of secondary school 
teachers is inadequate and a revision thereof lS thus 
recommended . An obvious conclusion drawn from the findings 
is that the training of secondary school Matllem~ tics 
teachers at these colleges of education lS still in an 
early stage of development. 
One of the main recommendati ons of this study is that the 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers at 
colleges of education administered by the House of 
Representatives should be terminated , i n view of its 
ineffectiveness and In accordance with Education Act , No . 
73 of 1969. On the othe r hand, in case this is not 
possible, suggestions are also made for the improvement of 
the p r e-service training of secondary school ~lathematics 
teachers at these colleges of education. 
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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
For the past fifteen years I have been directly involved with 
both the pre - service and in - service training of ~1athematics 
teachers , both as a lecturer at a college of education and as 
a senior subject adviser (Mathematics) for the Department of 
Education and Culture: House of Representatives . 
After completion of my initial training as a secondary schoo l 
teacher at the University of the Western Cape, 
. post as lecturer at a college of education. 
I accepted a 
In spite of 
having had no previous teach i ng e xperienc e , I was immediately 
confronted with the task of training prospective primary and 
secondary school Mathematics 
tertiary tra ini ng experience I 
difficulty with the handling 
teachers. Having had no 
initially encountered much 
of the section on Subject 
Didactics . The available sy l labi were not specific enough 
and no departmental gu idelines for the training of teachers 
of Mathematics were available . 
The general pattern of i nstruct i on followed by most of the 
other lecturers for the teaching of Subject Didactics 
promoted rate learning by the students of certain t09ics from 
a departmental guideline designed for the junior primary 
phase. Available lecture notes were compiled from mate r ial 
2 
which had been used by the lecturers during their own initial 
training periods . 
Communication with lecturers from the other training 
institutions did not bear much fruit as the same pattern of 
approach emerged . The genera 1 trend was that Subject 
Didactics was being neglected and that most of the lecturing 
time was utilized for teaching the content section of the 
syllabi. 
Faced with this problem I was compelled during the first few 
years to obtain and compile some suitable study material for 
the t eaching of Subject Didactics. Reference material on the 
teaching of Mathematics in the college library was largely 
limited to copi es of secondary school textbooks and reference 
material from a local un iversity library had to be utilized. 
In my present capacity as senior subject adviser for 
secondary teachers of Mathematics, I have direct contact with 
approximately 170 Mathematics teachers from 49 secondary 
schools . During informal discussions and inspection visits 
it has become evident that the sections on Subject Didactics 
are still generally being neglected by most lecturers and 
that rote learning of lecture notes seems still to to be the 
general approach . 
3 
As a direct consequence of my ~ersonal experiences, I propose 
of the to investigate the nature and effectiveness 
pre- service training of secondary school Mathematics teachers 
at colleges of education under the control of the House of 
Representatives. 
The general aims of this investigation can be summarized as 
follows : 
(a) To determine the nature and effectiveness of the 
pre-service training of secondary school Mathematics 
teachers provided by co l leges of education administered 
by the House of Representatives. 
(b) To determine the attitude of the l ecturers at colleges 
.of education towards the p r e - serv ice train ing of 
secondary school Mathematics teachers . 
(c) To determine the attitude of beginning secondary school 
Mathematics teachers towards thei r pre - service training . 
(d) To evaluate the current Mathematics syllab i offered for 
the pre- service training of secondary school Mathematics 
teachers at colleges of education and to present 
possible proposals for a revision . 
The field of study is dealt with in Chapter 1. It includes 
d i scussions of the training of secondary school teachers in 
the RSA and the pre -servi ce training of secondary school 
t 
4 
Mathematics teachers at colleges of education under the 
control of the House of Representatives . 
Chapter 2 contains a review of the nature and value 
of Mathematics and Mathematics Education. Chapter 3 looks at 
Mathematics t eacher education and includes discussions of the 
professional life of Mathematics teachers , pre - service 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers and 
in-service support for Mathematics teachers . 
The research design is discussed J.n Chapter 4 . Chapter 5 
discusses the results of the survey . My findings and 
recommmendations are dealt with in Chapter 6, which also 
includes the conclusion . The appendices contain the three 
questionna i res , the HDE (Secondary) Mathematics syl)abus and 
a list of library books available at the col leges of 
education . 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE PROBLEM AREA 
1.1 I NTRODUCTION 
This study i s based on the pre - service training of secondary 
school Mathematics t eachers at co l leges of education under 
the control of the House of Representatives. In the Republic 
of South Africa (RSA) education for the different population 
groups is regarded as a so called ' own affair ', each with its 
own Administration and Ministe r of Education . 
This chapter will g i ve a br i ef back g r ound to the education 
system for the population group classified as ' Coloured ', as 
well as a historical background to the pre - servi c e training 
of ' Coloured ' teachers . In this chapter I will also be 
l ooking at the structure of the pre-service courses for 
secondary 
colleges . 
school Mathematics teachers at the relevant 
According to the National Education Policy Amendment Act (Act 
No . 73 of 1969) t he training of teachers for the secondary 
school was to be solel y the function of the universities as 
from 01 January 1976 . Yet colleges of education for the 
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'Coloured ' population group are presently training teachers 
for the secondary school . Because of this situation I would 
like to investigate the state of the pre - service training of 
secondary school Mathematics teachers at these colleges of 
education. The increasing demand for secondary school 
Mathematics teachers , especially for ' Coloured ' pupils , could 
result in these colleges of education playing an even greater 
r ole . 
1.2 THE TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN 
THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA: THE STATUS QUO 
In November 1968 a report on the training of ' White ' teachers 
in the RSA was prepared by a commission of enquiry under the 
c hairmanship of Dr . J . S. Gericke and was laid before the 
Min i ster of National Education. One of the most important 
recommendations of the commission in th i s report was that the 
training of all seconda r y school teachers , except i n the case 
of a few practical subjects , should be the responsibility of 
the univers i ties. The provincial colleges of education 
should then be responsible only for the training of primary 
school teachers , bu t this too should be in close co - operation 
wi th the universities . 
The r ecommendations of the Gericke Commission were accepted 
and placed on the Statute Book i n 1969 as t he National 
7 
Education Policy Amendment Ac t, Number 73, by the Parliament 
of the RSA. In order to carry out the provisions of the new 
Education Act , No . 73 of 196~ the Minister of National 
Education subsequently ordained by way of Notice 1103 in the 
Goverment Gazette dated 10 July 1970 that all secondary 
school training courses , as were then being offered by the 
provincial colleges of education , should be terminated by 31 
December 1975 [Behr 1971 1. 
The new Education Act (Act No . 73 of 1969) was primarily aimed 
at reorganizing the training of secondary school teachers so 
that it is in this field that the greatest change has been 
i mplemented . 
colleges of 
Presently only primary teachers are trained at 
education for ' White ' persons. One of the 
greatest problems that arose as a result of this change was 
that of training student teachers who do not have full 
matriculation exemption . Such students had previously been 
admitted to the provincial colleges of education and had 
qualified for a Secondary School Teacher's Diploma. The 
univers ities, however, have always insisted on full 
matriculation exemption as the minimum requ irement for entry 
into any of their facul ties. The admittance of 
non-matriculation exemption students posed a problem 
situation, as the new Education Act was aimed at raising the 
standard of secondary teacher training by stipulating that 
8 
the duration of the training had to be not less than four 
years, and that a minimum of 8 degree c;ou rses had to be 
passed as laid down in the November 1972 Revised Edition of 
the "Criteria for the Evaluation of South African 
Qualifications for Purposes of Employment in Education . " 
There were two possible solutions to the above - mentioned 
problem . The first was to admit non - matriculation exemption 
students and provide courses for them at a less strenuous 
tempo than the usual degree courses. The second solution was 
to simply admit the non-matriculation exempcion students and 
l et them attempt the degree courses as provided by the 
universities , but this would result in a high failure rate in 
especially Mathematics and other science courses, whic h would 
in turn result in further aggravating the shortage of 
teachers in thes e subjects. 
The aforementioned cri ter·ia make provis~on for three 
different types of teacher training courses , namely, a 
four - year non -degree course, a Bachelor's degree and 
post - gradua te diploma four-year combination , as well as a 
four-year Bachelor's degree in Education. Before the passing 
of the National Education Policy Amendment Act (Act No . 73 of 
1969) all tr.e universities in the RSA were , to a lesser or 
greater extent, active in the training of secondary school 
teachers. The universities have subsequently extended their 
9 
teacher t raining courses considerably by also offering a 
four - year non - degree teacher training course for aspirant 
sec ondary schoo l teachers who do not have a mat r iculation 
e xemption [Van Der Berg 1976J . 
The universities have been given a c ompa r atively free hand in 
the choice of syllabi for the training of secondary school 
teachers . At a few univers i t i es the practice i s to combine 
the Mathemat i c s a nd the methods lectures in a single cou r se , 
whi l e at othe r univers i t i es they are trea t ed separately . 
1.3 PRE-SERVICE TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
TEACHERS AT COLLEGES OF EDUCATION ADMINISTERED BY 
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
1. 3.1 The education system for persons of the • Coloure d , 
population group 
Duri n g 1984 the South Af r ican Constitution was changed to 
allow the '·Coloured ' and Ind ian populat i on groups t o ta ke 
part in the election of the Par l iament of the RSA . A 
tri - cameral pa r l i ament (consisting of three houses) was 
established with the House of Representa t ives administering 
the affairs spec i fically co ncerned wi th t he ' Coloured ' 
popu l ation group . 
According to the new Constitution and the goverment's 
education policy as stated in its White Paper (1983) and 
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further expla ined in a 1985 publication of the Department of 
National Education, "The Structure and Operation of the South 
African Educational System", the formulation and execution of 
policy for all education in the RSA is the function of the 
central umbrella Department of National Educat ion under the 
Minister of National Education . 
The actual provision and administration of education is 
decentralized into substructures , known as Executive 
Departments of Education , each headed by a Minister 
of Education and Culture , a Director - general and an Executive 
Director . Each of these substructures serves a particular 
population group. It manages the schools , colleges of 
education and other institutions in which pupils and students 
of that group are educated . This new system has done away 
with the system of provincial authorities and has instead 
created a new type of decentralization of the administrative 
aspects of education on a popula ti on group and regional 
basis. 
The challenge of the new system is to provide equal 
educational opportunities and education of ·an equal quality 
to all population groups . Harmse [1987] listed two factors 
that contribute towards this undertaking of providing equal 
education for the population group classifi ed as ' Coloured'. 
Firstly , the accommodation facilities available at the 
11 
schools were to a great extent inadequate and wiping out this 
accommodation backlog was a priority which would require 
time . A second major problem was the inadequate training of 
serv l ng teachers . The upgrading of their work would 
necessitate additional In-serVlce training . Linked to this 
was the unavailability of suitable recruits to be trained as 
teachers , to staff the secondary schools especially. 
Another challenge yet to be met , at the national level , is 
the co - ordination of the ac tivities of the various racially 
segregated Education Departments and the promotion of 
co - operation , thus avoid i ng unnecessary duplication of 
services , research and faci l ities . 
1. 3.2 Historical ba ckground t o t he p re-service tra ining of 
teachers 
In the RSA as elsewhere in developing countries , the children 
requiring education vastly outnumber teachers who can provide 
the required education . I n the past the ability to read and 
wr i te was often the only qualification required for teachers . 
At f i rst schools fo r the local inhabitants were the concern 
of religious denominations and missionaries themselves 
catered for the education of their converts. 
During those earl ier times , teachers were trained in the 
12 
classrooms , mostly by the missionaries themselves . Later 
training schools were established where pupils who had some 
forma 1 educa t ion were trained to teach the younger pupi 1 s . 
Some of these training schools were also established by the 
state . The first such school was established in 1838 in Cape 
Town . 
By 1964 there were a total of 8 training schools for 
'Coloured ' teachers in the RSA. These training schools 
enrolled pupils who had passed standard 8 for a two year 
training period. In 1977 t he duration of this course was 
extended to three years and led to the Junior Primary 
Teachers' Certificate . This course was completely phased out 
in 1983 , because it was regarded as inadequate training for 
teachers. ' 
In 1941 the first training college for training of "Coloured ' 
teachers at the post-Senior Certificate l evel was established 
in Cape Town, offering the Primary Teachers' Certificate 
(PTC). By 1964 there were 4 training colleges ; they also 
offered the three - year Primary Teachers' Diploma (PTD) . 
Since 1980 these colleges have been known as colleges of 
education . At present there are 12 colleges of education -
one in the Transvaal , one ~n Natal and 10 i n the Cape 
Province. 
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In view of the dire need for qualified teachers for the 
secondary schools the PTD course was revised in 1979 in spite 
of the fact that teacher training for the secondary schoo l s 
was considered to be the function of the universities and not 
of the Education Department . Differentiated training was 
also introduced for the first time 
by allowi ng certain students to 
in colleges of education 
specialise ~n certain 
subjects at a more advanced level , with the view of teaching 
i n the secondary school . The practice of utilizing 
micro - teaching and closed circuit television ~n teaching 
pract i ce was also introduced in 1979. 
In a publication compiled by the Education Bureau , Harmse 
[ 1987] states that due to poor co - ordination between the 
departments of education and the universities , as well as a 
lack of proper planning and a systematic training programme, 
the provision of teachers fo r the secondary schools was 
mainly left to chance. The increase in the secondary school 
population during the seventies and eighties aggravated the 
problem and the supply of teachers did not keep up wi th this 
population expansion , resulting in the fact that teachers 
trained for the primary schoo l were called upon to occupy 
posts ~ n secondary schools. In 1985 only 27 , 8% of the 
secondary school teachers at 
adequately trained [Harmse 1987] . 
I Coloured I schools were 
14 
In 1982 a new system of teacher training at col l eges of 
education was introduced at post - Senior Certificate level 
with a duration of not less than three years. This system 
made provision for the introduction of a four - year diploma 
course. The following courses are presently be ing offered at 
colleges of education administered by the House of 
Representatives : 
(a) Diploma in Education (Pre - primary) a three year course 
for the pre-primary phase . This course is offered at 
only one college of education . 
(b) Diploma in Education (Junior Primary) - a three year 
cou r se for the junior primary phase . 
(c) Diploma in Education (Senior Primary) - a three year 
course for the senior primary classes. 
(d) Diploma in Education (Practical Subjects) this 
diploma qual if ies teachers to teach the practical 
subjects they specialised in at primary and secondary 
school level as well as certain academic subjects at 
the primary and junior seconda r y school level. 
(e) Higher Diploma in Education (Secondary) - a four year 
course in academic subjects for teachers who wish to 
teach in the junior secondary classes . 
(f) Higher Diploma in Education (Junior Primary / Senior 
Primary / Practical Subjects) a one year course 
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following the three year course of the Dip l oma ~n 
Education. 
The HDE (Secondary) course is at present only being offered 
at five of the colleges of education . In the light of 
available statistics the department annually decides which 
courses are to be offered at the different colleges of 
education . The entrance requirements for the 'HDE (Secondary) 
course as well as the number of students that qualify at the 
end of thei r f i rs t year p l ays a major role in determining 
whether the HDE (Seco ndary) course will be offered at a 
particular college . 
1. 3 . 3 The Curriculum for the HDE (Se condary) course 
The HDE (Secondary) course stretches over four years . The 
time allocated for each subject is indicated ~n brackets 
below : 
1.3.3.1 Curriculum for the first year : 
Both Official Languages (30%) , Class Teaching (5%) 
Pedagogics(7 , 5%) , Mathematics(lO%) , Science(7 , 5%) , 
Geography(7 , 5%) , History(7 , 5%) 
Teaching Aids and Speech Training(5%) , Scripture(5 %) 
THREE of the following : Art, Music , Handicraft, Needlework or 
Physical Education (15%) . 
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1.3.3.2 Curriculum for the second year: 
Both Off icial Languages (30%), Class Teaching(7 , 5%) , 
Pedagogics( 12,5 %) , Teaching Aids and Speech Training(5%) 
THREE of the following : Mathematics , Biology, Physical 
Science, Geography or Hi story (45%) . 
1.3. 3 .3 Curriculum for the third year : 
Both Officia l Languages (35%) , Class Teaching(lO%) 
Pedagogics(15%) , Teaching Aids and Speech Training(5 %) 
TWO of the following: Mathemat ic s , Biology , Physical 
Science , Geography or History (35%) . 
1.3.3.4 Curriculum for the fourth year: 
Pedagogics(20%) , Cl ass teaching(7 , 5%) 
TWO of the following subjects which were passed in the third 
year: Of ficial Language 1, Official Language 2 , Mathematics , 
Biology , Physical Science, Geography or History (40%) 
ONE of the following subjects discontinued after the second 
year: Mathematics , Biology , Physical Science , Geography or 
History (15%) , Individua l Study(7 , 5%) . 
Subject Didactics for all the school subjects is included in 
the different syllabi , but only exam i ned from the second year 
of study . Refer to Appendix D for the content of the 
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Mathematics syllabi for the HOE (Secondary) course as 
presently being offered at the colleges of education . 
The number 9f lecturing periods per week allocated to the 
teaching of Mathematics for the fou r years of study is as 
follows: 
HOE 1 
HOE 2 
HOE 3 
HOE 4 
1. 3.4 
Content Method Tutorials TOTAL 
3 1 4 
4 1 1 6 
5 1 1 7 
6 1 1 8 
Entrance ~nd pass requirements for the HOE 
(Secondary) course 
Only candidates selected by the Department of Educati on 
and Culture are admitted to a college of education. 
Selection is subjec t to the requirements for admission and 
the need for teachers in a particular course of study is 
taken into account. 
Only those candidates are admitted who are in possession of 
the Senior Certificate with : 
(a) passes in both official languages , one as First 
Language Higher Grade , obtaining at least 40%, and the 
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other at least as Second Language Higher Grade , 
obtaining at least 33,3 %. 
(b) passes in at least TWO of the following subjects of 
which at least one must be on the Higher Grade: 
Biology, Physical Science , Mathematics, Accounting , 
History , Geography, Biblical Studies , Woodwork, 
Needlework, Home Economics , Technical Draw ing, Music, 
Art , a third language . 
(c) passes in TWO other sUbjects. 
Subjects which a student has not passed in the Senior 
Certificate either on the Higher or Standard Grade cannot be 
offered for the HDE (Secondary) course. 
The number of students admitted to a college of education 
every year for the first year of the course is determined by 
the Department. The quota for a class in the first year of 
the course is thirty students . 
At the ends of the first , second and third year of study 
internal examinations are conducted in all subjects . At the 
end of the fourth year of the course external question papers 
are provided for some subjects or sections of subjects , while 
an internal examination is set for the remainder of subjects 
or sections of subjects. Practical teaching £xaminat i ons are 
conducted internally and moderated by the inspectorate of the 
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Department . 
The requirements for proceeding to the follOl·,ing year of 
study and pass requirements are set out as follows : 
A passma rk is 50% throughout . 
(a) First year : 
In order to proceed to the second year of the course a 
candidate must achieve a passmark in the examination 
as a whole ; achieve a passmark in his First Language ; 
obtain at least 35% in the o t her language ; obtain a 
passmark in Mathematics , Geography and History OR a 
passmark in Science and one other subject . 
(b) Second year : 
In order to proceed to the third year of study a 
candidate must achieve a passmark in the examination 
as a whole ; both languages and a passmark ln TWO 
academic sUbjects. 
(c) Third year : 
In order to proceed to the fourth year of the course a 
candidate must achieve a passmark in the examination 
as a whole ; passmarks in both languages; obtain a 
passmark in ONE academic subject and a subminimum of 
40% in the other academic subject. 
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(d ) Fourth year : 
1. 3.5 
In order to pass the final examination in the fourth 
year of the HDE (Secondary) course a candidate must at 
least obtain : a passmark ~n the examination as a 
whole; a passmark in Class Teaching; passmarks in 
THREE subjects and at least 40 % ~n the rema~ning 
subject . 
A candidate who does not obtain at least a passmark in 
the examination as a whole o r fai ls in more than TWO 
subjects must repeat the fourth year of the course in 
its entirety . 
Practical training 
The practical training of the student is an important facet 
of his training and takes place in collaboration with 
neighbouring schools under the control of the Department. 
Time is allocated weekly on the col l ege timetable for 
guidance , 
lessons. 
Teaching . 
demonstration, "micro-teachi ng and criticism 
Th i s form of practica l training is known as Class 
Periodically students visic neighbouring schools for a period 
of continuous Practice Teaching . During this period the 
student conducts at least half of the lessons to a class 
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under the guidance and supervision of the class teacher . The 
students are also visited by lecturers who evaluate their 
lessons . Marks awarded for lessons form the basis of the 
student's mark for Class Teaching . 
Time allocations for the two forms of practical training for 
the different years of the course are indicated in the 
following table : 
YEAR CLASS TEACHING PRACTICE TEACHI NG 
HDEI 2 periods/week 3 wee k s 
HDE2 3 periods/week 5 weeks 
HDE3 4 periods/lveek 5 weeks 
HDE4 4 periods/week 3 weeks 
During the first semester the first year students normally do 
not teach , but observe demons tra tion 1 essons given by the 
sen i or students or by the lecturer s themselves . I n their 
first year the students do teaching practice in standards 1 
to 4. From the second year of study the HD E (Secondary) 
students do teaching practice in the junior secondary 
standards, while in their fourth year they practice teach in 
the senior secondary standards . 
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CHAPTER TWO 
MATHEMATI CS EDUCATION 
2 . 1 THE NATURE AND VALUE OF MATHEMATICS 
When Plato wrote over the porta l of his school: 
" LET NO ONE IGNORANT OF GEOMETRY ENTER HERE " 
he did not mean that questions relating to lines and surfaces 
would be discussed by his disciples. On the contrary , the 
topics to which he directed their attention were some of the 
deepest problems social , politica l, moral - on which the 
mind cou l d exercise itse l f . What had Geometry to do with 
these t h in gs? S i mp l y this : That a man whose mind had not 
undergone a r i gorous tra i n i ng in systematic thinking , and the 
art of drawing legitimate inferences from premises , was unfit 
to enter on discussion of these high topics ; and that the 
sort of logical discipline which he needed was most likely to 
be obtained from Geometry the only mathematical sc i ence 
which in Plato's t i me had been formulated and reduced to a 
system . At school we are expected to learn a good deal about 
topics like curves , angles , numbers and proportions , not 
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because thes e topics are necessarily relate d to the needs of 
our lives, but because i n the very act of learning them '.ve 
are l ikely to acquire that h.abit of steadfast and accurate 
thinking , wh i ch is indispensable to success in all purs u its 
of life . 
In any discussion about proposed curricula, at any school 
level, Mathematics is always included. What is Mathematics , 
and why in spite of changing content and teaching aims , does 
it have this insistent claim when discussing curricula? 
Any attempt to formulate a definition of Mathematics that 
wou l d include all its attributes would be inadequate , becaus e 
its nature is such that no single attribute can be isolated 
and some of its attributes can easily be overlooked or might 
not be known to the mathematicians of our time. 
In my attempt I am go i ng to look at some of the maLn 
characteristics of Mathematics, such as the part it plays in 
history and culture , its aesthetic value , the language of 
Mathematics , Mathematics as a tool in the changing world, the 
products and processes of Mathematics and the axiomatic , 
hierarchical structure of Mathematics . 
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2.1.1 Mathe matics as part of his t ory and cu l ture 
A study of the manner in which Mathematics evolved from 
primitive to modern forms can glve us some perspective 
regarding its nature . All ancient cultures found it 
necessary to devise elementary counting symbols that were 
needed for the ability to communicate . Social pressures 
forced the invention of Ar i thmetic , which can still be 
regarded as one of man's greatest intellectual achievements . 
Today the cultural demands on Mathematics , in the form of 
problems posed by both the natural and social sciences , 
p redominate In the so - called stimuli for Mathematical 
research. Until recent times the chief source was the 
nat u ral sciences . 
Babylonian Mathematics contained vi rtually no Geometry as we 
know it and its Algebra was verbal and proof consisted of 
empirical ve rification. Egyptian Mathematics was the chief 
source upon which the Greeks constructed their Mathematics . 
The Greeks brought Mathematics to a higher level of 
abstraction , the geometric ru Ie of the Egyptians became a 
mathematical theorem , and proof became a matter of logical 
deduction . The axiomatic method as a research tool was begun 
by the Greeks . The contributions of the Arabs and Orientals 
resulted in the invention of a symbolic apparatus for Algebra 
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and from this a fusion of Algebra and Geometry was achie ved . 
Early in the nineteenth century non - Euclidean Geometries were 
conceived by mathematicians like Gauss , Bolyai and 
Lobachevsky . These were important events as they resulted in 
the theory of relativity and the development of nuclear 
fusion . Mathematics was no longer bound by empirical 
considerations or by the compliance with the ordinances of 
some imaginary world. The axiomatic method shared in this 
metamorphosis. Without these developments Mathematics as we 
know it could ha r dly exist. Finally in the late nineteenth 
century a powerful tool for Mathematics in the form of the 
theory of Sets was created by Cantor and necessitated the 
inventi on of new proof principles. In no period of the past 
has there been so much research in Mathematics as there is 
today . 
Mathematics is a unique discipline in not renouncing its past 
insights , but rather developing new insighs out of what has 
gone before: 
"In most sciences one generation tears down what 
another has built and what one has establ ished 
another undoes. In Mathematics alone each 
generation builds a new story to the old 
structure .. " 
HERMANN HANKEL 1884. 
in MORITZ 1942, p78. 
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The history of Mathematics is filled with instances of 
mathematical concepts which were subsequently applied to 
other sciences. Mathematics gradually added concepts of its 
own to the world of r eality , so that the domain of its 
applications included not only the physical environment, but 
also the cultural environment. Television , radio, air travel 
and so many other things would not have been possible without 
Mathematics. These phenomena bear witness to the cultural 
and sc i entific nature of Mathematics . A major function of 
culture is to control man's environment. No mathematician 
can escape his cultura l environment , which is a participant 
in the evolution of Mathematics. Every mathematic ian must 
recognize that whatever he is engaged in , it is connected 
with the culture of his time . 
Since the history of Mathematics is essentially a report on 
the discovery or invention of theorems and the gradual 
evolution or change of certain concepts , De Villiers [1986] 
suggested that a historical conception should be an important 
prerequisite to the development of a sound perspective on 
Mathematics . Prospective secondary school Mathematics 
teachers should be able to describe the historical and 
cultural significance of some of the mathematical principles 
taught at secondary level . 
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Mathematics as a fine art 
The beautiful has its place in ~lathematics as elsewhere . 
Although mathematical forms are increasingly used in graphic 
art it is really in the galnlng of aesthetic satisfaction in 
Mathematics itself that one thinks of Mathematics as an art. 
"This aesthetic satisfaction can only be gained by actua l ly 
doing Mathematics" [Noble 1985, p2]. 
Mathematics also has its triumphs of creative imagination , 
its beautiful theorems, its proofs and processes whose 
perfection of form has made them classic. Just as the 
musician is able to form an acoustic image of a composition 
which he has never played by merely loo k ing at its score, so 
t he equation of a curve, which he has never seen, furnishes 
the mathematician with a complete pictu re of its 
course. [Moritz 1942] 
Bertrand Russell in his Philosophical Essays has so aptly 
stated that: 
"Mathematics possesses not only truth, but supreme 
beauty a beauty so austere, like that of 
sculpture without appeal to any part of our weaker 
nature, without the gorgeous trappings of painting 
or music, yet sublimely pure, and capable of a 
stern perfection such as only the greatest art can 
show _ II 
in MORITZ 1942, p182. 
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~lathematics has its beauties of its own, a symmetry and 
proportion in its results, a lack of superfluity and an exact 
adaptation of means to an end. These beauties can and should 
be exemplified to children, but not overdone or insisted upon 
and prospective Mathematics teachers must be e xposed to ways 
of achieving this. 
The fascination of Mathematics is the same as the fascination 
of exploration, except that the discoveries are made in the 
realm of ideas rather than in that of physical space. It is 
not possible for our pupils to rediscover the whole of 
Mathematics for themselves, but the pleasure can still be 
e xperienced unde r guided discovery. For children to 
appreciate the beauty in Mathematics they must be exposed to 
the elegant aspects as well as the drudgery of computation. 
Prospective secondary school Mathematics teachers must be 
able to identify resource materials that may be used to 
develop concepts and to generate enthusiasm for Mathematics 
in pupils. 
2.1. 3 Mathematics as a language 
"Mathematical 
simplest and 
any, but also 
language is not only 
the most easily understood 
the shortest." 
H.L. BROUGHAM 
in MORITZ 1942, p194. 
the 
of 
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Mathematics is a concise , yet elegant language . Its value as 
a language is that it enables the mathematician to 
communicate his ideas 1n an unambiguous wa y and at the same 
time helps him to organize his ideas. 
Before the introduction of the Arabic notation , 
multiplication was difficult , and division of integers called 
into play the highest mathematical faculties . Probably 
nothing in the modern wor ld would have a s toni shed a Greek 
mathematician more tha n to learn that under the influence of 
compulsory education the whole population of Western Europe 
could perform the operation of division. Our modern power of 
easy reckoning with decimal fractions is the most miraculous 
result of a perfect notation . 
The languag.e of Mathematics is objective and universal with 
its own vocabulary and syntax . It i s consistent, clear and 
lacks ambiguity . The language is international for the 
symbols employed have acceptance 1n many countries whose 
languages differ . As Scopes so aptly states , "an effective 
symbolism frees the mind to concentrate on essentials " 
[Scopes 1973 , pl6] . 
Th e business of translation is fundamental to much of the 
uti l ity of Mathematics in the real world. A function of 
language , besides conveying meaning , is persuasion; nothing 
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is more persuasive than logical argument . 
The way 1n which Mathematics forces us to clarify our ide as 
and to use language with care 1S one of the more powerful 
arguments for its place in the school curriculum . Marjoram 
[1974] 1S of the opinion that it th e study of Ma t hematics 
does not induce in the l earner some objective traits and 
linguistic conc ern , one may question how effectively it has 
bee n taught . But language is not enough , and it later 
bec omes t oo cumbersome for s ome of the mathematical ideas we 
wish to e xpress . 
We never re l i nquish the use of language , but what really 
happens is that we use it in natural conjuction with more 
symbolic means of communi c ation. The lack of an effec t ive 
symbolism 1n Greek Mathematics final l y prevented further 
progress in their Mathema t ics . Prospective secondary school 
Mathematics teachers must thus be able to use the 
mathematical terms and symbols appropriate to the secondary 
school level . 
2.1. 4 Mathematics as a tool in the changing world 
"How can it b e that Mathematic s , a product o f 
the human thought, inde pe nden t o f experience , 
is so admirabl y adapte d to the o b j ect s o f 
r eality?" 
ALBERT EINSTEIN 
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Historically, intellectually and practically, Mathematics is 
primarily man's finest creation for the investigation of 
nature. It is valuable because of its contributions to the 
mastery and understanding of the physical world. 
Insofar that it is a study of space and quantity, Mathematics 
directly supplies information about aspects of the physical 
world. It enables the various sciences to draw i mplications 
of their observational and experimental findings. Science 
has become a collection of mathematical theorems adorned with 
a few physical facts. I ts concepts and methods of obtaining 
knowledge have been most effective in representing and 
investigating the motions of the heavenly bodies; the motion 
of objects; the phenomena of sound, light, heat, electricity, 
wave structure, structure of matter, chemical reactions, 
structure of biological organisms and various other 
scientific phe;lOmena. The practical advantage of studying 
Mathematics is to satisfy man's intellectual curiosity. 
Mathematics is devoted to the study of the physical world. 
Actually it studies certain abstract concepts, the most 
elementary of which are derived from physical objects. 
Physical straight lines have thickness, colour and often 
rigidity. The mathematical straight line has none of these 
properties. Likewise, other geometrical forms and the 
concepts of arithmetic are abstractions of certain properties 
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of the physical object. On the basis of such abstractions , 
Mathematics creates others that are even more remote from 
anything rea 1. Negative numbers, equations , functions , 
integrals and others are abstractions bui 1 t upon 
abstractions. 
The concepts, ideas , methods of reasoning and the ideals 
which have been pursued were fashioned by human minds. The 
mind plays a part in the creation of mathematical concepts 
and in determining the direction that r easoning shall pursue, 
but the mind does not function independently of the world 
outside. Unfortunate ly the relationship of Mathematics to 
nature is not present in the dry and technique-soaked 
textbooks used in our schools. 
2.1. 5 Mathematics as products and processes 
Mathematics also has a twofold character, namely it lS a 
!lverb" as well as a "noun". What do we obtain when we use 
Mathematics? What do we do when we "mathematize "? Processes 
• are developed from Mathematics that in turn yield products. 
Postulates, theorems, undefined and defined concepts are some 
of the products of Mathematics. A concept lS a 
classification of objects, object-properties, or events by 
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the process of abstraction. Postulates are statements 
accepted without proof , which together with defined and 
undefined conc epts are used to prove theorems .by means of 
deductive logic. Theorems are remarkable products of 
Mathematics . Given the same set of postulates and concepts , 
they are statements that are true for all time. Mathematical 
models are also products of Mathematics . A mathematical 
model refers to a set of mathematical terms and statements 
which appear to be an idea 1 i zed ref lection of the da ta or 
events in the physical world. Much of the Mathemat i cs taught 
at school would be more meaningful to pupils if the concept 
of a mathematical model were introduced. 
The consideration of mathematical models leads us to the 
second aspect of Mathematics in answer to the question : What 
do mathematicians do? Remember that Mathematics is also a 
"verb " . 
assuming , 
reasoning 
Some of the deductive processes of Mathematics are : 
computing, hypothesizing 
i s the method of proof 
and proving . Deductive 
used in Mathematics . 
Testing , conj ecturing and generalizing are some of the 
inductive processes of Mathematics . Generalizing 1S a 
valuable tool of the scientists , as is idealizing , but the 
processes most characteristic of the mathematician are those 
which result in a mathematical system . Inductive reasoning 
is an excellent way to he l p pupils see for themselves some of 
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the rules and concepts of ~athematics . 
symbolizing 
Mathematics. 
are two of the idealizing 
Abstracting and 
processes of 
A synthesis exists between the product and process aspects of 
Mathematics . A schematic thought model of Mathematics as 
proposed by M. A. Farrell and W.A. Farmer as shown in Fig.l is 
a synthesis of the process/product vie\"s of Mathematics ~n 
rela tion to the physical and idea worlds . [Farrell 1980 , p87] 
Each of the lines and shapes in the schema is there t o convey 
an aspect of the thought model of Mathematics. The curved 
arrows between the phys i cal and idea worlds are curved toward 
one another to suggest a c yc lic movement in and out of the 
two worlds . The dynamic nature of Mathematics is conveyed by 
the chain of arrows in the circular shape . 
Although the concepts and assumptions "'hich form the basis 
for every mathematical system are inventions of the human 
mind, they are not the gibberish "'hich might be assembled by 
a robot , because there is rationale behind each such product 
of Mathematics. The rationale can take the form of a 
motivating force, a need i n the physical ",orld or a desire 
for simplification . 
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FIG.I : A SCHEMATIC THOUGHT MODEL OF MATHEMATICS 
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2. 1. 6 Mathematics as a n a x i omatic, hi e ra rch i cal s tructure 
A strik i ng feature of Mathematics is the h i gh degree of 
abstraction to which it aspires . An important tool ln the 
abstraction process is the axiomatic method . A system of 
axioms is merely a system of rules which has to be used in 
the derivation of new theorems. 
In the past it was falsely believed t ha t axioms are 
"self - evident truths " derived from physical experience . The 
mode r n be l ief is summed up by Hilton when he sta t es t hat : 
E . B. 
lIAxioms are 
e ntities and 
pos t u la tes about unde fin e d 
not self-evide nt t r ut hs about 
actual ob jects." 
i n DE VI LLI ERS 1986, p40. 
Wilson expresses the same thought differently by 
stating : 
"The familiar definit i on: An Ax iom is a 
s e lf-evide nt t r uth, me ans if it me ans 
anything , that the pro po s i t ion which we ca ll 
an axiom ha s been appr ove d b y us in the l ight 
of e xpe ri e nce and i ntu i t i o n . In thi s sense 
Mathematics has no axioms , for Mathematic s i s 
a f orma l s ubj ect over whi c h f o r ma l not 
ma t e rial implicat i ons re ign." 
in MORITZ 1942, p3 51. 
\ 
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In free artistic play , guided only by a sense for 
mathematical values , one can modify , omit and add individual 
axioms or c r eate or examine entirely new systems of axioms . 
Axioms play an important role' in the aesthet i c side of 
Mathematics . 
2.1. 7 Summary 
To summarize , we have now seen how Mathematics has corne to be 
regarded as a language a means of communication 
i ncreasing l y used by economists , geographers, businessmen and 
others; as a training ground in which objectives can be 
atta i ned ; as a tool whose value increases rapidly ; and as a 
subject worthy of study for its own sake , capab 1 e of giving 
p l easure and creating interest . When designing curricula it 
will be necessary to decide what weight has to be given to 
each of these objectives and how we are to interpret the 
terms "language ", "train i ng ground ", "tool'l and "subject ll • 
A recent study by Thompson [1985) has indicated that a 
teacher's conception of the nature of Mathematics may playa 
significant role in his teaching p r actice. 
When considering why we should teach Mathematics we often 
forget that education has wider aims than are apparent from 
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the school timetable . When considering the role of 
Mathematics in the curriculum it ~s important to r emember 
that our primary concern should be the improvement of the 
overal l education of the child and that a teacher's job is to 
educate not merely instruct . 
Without a sound conception of the nature of Mathematics and 
its part in man's c u l ture and 'society , i t is impos s ible to 
formulate pedagogically sound teaching aims to justi fy the 
place of Mathematics ~n the general edu c at i on of c hildren . 
Prospective seconda r y school Mathematics teachers must thus 
be shown how to identify different aspects of the philosophy 
and nature of Mathematics illustrated in the secondary school 
syllabi . 
2 .2 MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
2.2.1 The role of Mathematics Education 
Great and r apid changes in Mathematics courses are taking 
place in schoo l s , colleges and universities throughout the 
world today . The s e developments have resulted from a 
re - evaluation of the content and purposes of Mathematics 
teaching . In recent years the subject has expanded 
dramatically in its content and applications , leading to a 
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situation in which there is considerable difficulty in making 
the selection of material to be included in any curriculum. 
Knowledge and skills not only from Mathemati c s are needed to 
discuss, plan and implement such changes . This has g ~ ven 
rise to t he new dis c ipl i ne "Mathematics Educat i on ". 
The Mathematics Section of the British Association of 
Teachers in Colleges and Departments of Education (1970) 
define Mathematics Education as : 
"A study of aspects of the nature and history 
of Mathematics and the psychol ogy of its 
learning and teaching which contribute to .the 
teacher's understanding of his work with 
children, together with a study and analysis 
of mathematical curricula for schools, the 
principles underlying their deve lopment and 
the practice of their use in the classroom." 
in WAIN 1978, p2. 
Griffiths and Howson [1974J see the nature of Mathematics , 
nature of society, nature of children and the nature of 
teachers as four important factors essential for producing a 
cu rr icu l um. Neglect of any of these factors is 1 ikely to 
produce a curriculum that will be ill-balanced, ir r elevant 
and i mpossible to i mplement. Mathematics Education being a 
practical activity and not mere l y a theoretical study must 
then of necessity draw upon the knowledge of other 
disciplines . 
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There 1S an increasing awareness of the need to cons ide r the 
rol e of Mathematics Education and the difficulties of 
designing Mathematics curricula . This is also seen in the 
establishment of an international congress on mathematical 
education . The first International Congress on Mathematical 
Education (ICME 1) was held in Lyon , France , in 1969 ; the 
second in Exeter , England , in 1972; th e third in Karls ruhe , 
West Germany , in 1 97 6; the fourth in Berkley , USA , in 1980; 
the fifth in Adelaide , Australia, in 1984 and ICME 6 will be 
held in Budapest , Hungary , during 1988. The success of these 
congresses has shown the number of people a round the world 
involved in the study of mathematical education at all 
levels . 
Mathematics Education is essentially concerned with the 
problem of deciding what Ma thematics should be communicated 
to the next generation to s at isfy their individual needs as 
well as the needs of the subject itself and the needs of 
society . 
Elizabeth Fennema [1981] summarizes the main areas in which 
Mathematics Education research can make contributions as 
follows: 
(al description of what has been, 
(b) description of what is, and 
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Ic) description of what is possible . 
2 . 2 . 2 Some aspects of Mathematics Educat ion 
Firstly we are concerned with the nature of Mathematics as an 
academic discipline and its importance in detern,ining how we 
should set about to communicate it effectively to the next 
generation . We have to bear in mind the need to ensure that 
Ma t hematics retains for everyone a coherence that reflects 
its current developments as well as the need to train· the 
future specialist mathematicians . The past century has seen 
a dramatic development 1.n the internal organization of the 
subject itself . It is vi tal to take note of the changes 
occurring in the subject in order to be aware of wh~t should 
be considered relevant within the subject at all levels of 
teaching . Even more recently there has been a dramatic 
increase in the range of applications of the subject . 
Secondly , while the subject matter is of immense importance 
in decisions about mathematical education we also have to 
consider the nature of the people involved in Mathematics. 
This sociological aspect of Mathematics is important as the 
place in society of professionally trained mathematicians has 
radically changed . The steadily increasing demand for 
mathematical skills in industry and commerce, in research and 
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in' an ever widening range of subjects is witness to its 
importance. Once one looks at the people involved in 
mathematical activity one is concerned with a sociological 
viewpoint ; The important people in the act.ivity of 
mathematical education are the teachers who are engaged Ln 
communicating the subject to their pupils and students . The 
way they are trained , the skills they utilize , the attitudes 
they have towards the subject are all crucial factors in this 
communication process . The quality and quantity of the 
teaching force may be a fa r more important factor in the 
decision making process about the curriculum than is often 
believed. The consequences that this sociological aspect has 
for the training of Mathematics teachers are profound . 
Thirdly we have to cons i der the psychological aspects of 
Mathematics as the Psycho l ogy of Mathematics is be c oming an 
increasingly important determinant of curricula development . 
I t is assumed by Dienes [1973] that in order to learn 
Mathematics we require a battery of skills of a particular 
type and that the contribution of psychologists is to enable 
the teacher to most effective l y allow the pupil to acquire 
those skills . He also sees the task of the psychologists as 
one of iden ti fy ing these ski 11 s and he 1 ping the teacher In 
transmitting them through the now less important subject 
material . ~iathematics then becomes an intellectual activity 
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aimed at developing abilities such 
general izations , symbolizations and p r oof . 
as a?stractions , 
The mathematical 
content of the learning process becomes to s ome exten t 
subservient to the development of these abilities . 
A fourth aspect of mathematical education ~s the process of 
e v aluat i on and assessmen t of curricula and pupils at the ends 
of courses . Examinat ions have a role to p l ay besides the 
grading and c la ss i fy i ng of pup i ls as they can help the 
t eacher by s howing h i m where his t eaching has failed or 
succ eeded. Eva l uat i ve proc esses wi l l assis t t he teac her to 
check whethe r or no t objec tives have been attained . The 
requi r ements of examina t ions should not be the determinants 
of what is taught , but assessment me t hods should r eflect the 
o bject i ve s o f t he cou rs e just as much as the c ontent a nd 
t eaching s t yle tha t has been adop t ed . 
2 . 2.3 A mode l for the process of t eaching Math e matics 
The process of teach i ng Mathematics is schemat i cal 
represented by M.A . Fa rrell and W. A. Farmer as i llustrated in 
Fi g . 2 . 
The i nter - dependence and cyclical nature of these s~x aspects 
of the process i s indicated by the di r ection of the arrows . 
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In teaching , the most attention is generally given to the 
aspec t tllnstruct ional Strategies ", but with limited 
effectiveness if the other fa ctors and their interplay are 
not also considered . 
FIG.2: THE PROCESS OF TEACHING MATHEMATICS 
Nature of Content Intellectual 
to b e Learned Devel o pment 
of Students 
How Humans Learn 
Various Categories Objectives 
of Content Specified 
Instructional elicited 
Strategies Feedback Resulting 
(i nc l uding sequence from Implementa-
of teaching/learn- ticn o f Plans 
iog modes and plans 
for getting and used to 
giving feedback) modify 
Impleme ntation 
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Note that the coupled aspects " Nature of Content to be 
Learned " and " Intellectual Development of Students " form the 
bases for the aspect 
systematic approach to 
"Objectives 
teaching it 
Specified " . 
is vital to 
In any 
formulate 
clear objectives that closely match both the students they 
are presumed to affect and the subject matter content they 
are claimed to represent. As the rest of the model depicts, 
these objectives will be used to design "Instructional 
Strategies ", guide the collection of "Feedback" and then be 
reassessed in the light of the resultant learning. Thus the 
teacher's comprehension of the subject matter of Mathematics 
will have profound effects on all aspects of teaching . 
, 
The position of the aspect "Objectives Specified " as an 
output based on analysis of the content of ~lathematics and 
analysis of the " Intellectual Development of Students " is a 
reminder that these two aspects of planning are precursors to 
defining "where you are going ". 
Also note the two feedback loops depicted in the schematic . 
One leads to and from ' the key aspect " Instruct i0l)al 
Strategies " which is the summation of the planning dimension 
of the teaching model . Decisions on what worked and didn't 
work and the reasons why , must be made intelligently on the 
basis of "Feedback " results . A positive classroom atmosphere 
depends on careful planning and consistent response to 
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feedback during the class period. The feedback loop to 
"Objectives Specified " points to the need for a firm data 
base upon whicR to judge the deg r ee to which important 
objecti ves have been rea 1 i zed. Initial objectives may need 
to be revised in the light of th i s experience . 
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CHAPTER THREE 
MATHEMATI CS TEACHER EDUCAT I ON 
3 . 1 ASPECTS OF THE PROFESSI ONAL LIFE OF MATHEMATICS 
TEACHERS 
As a result of modern communication techniques teachers of 
Mathematics can nowadays be found in all corners of the 
world , teac hing Mathematics to children and adults , to the 
il li tera t e and the learned , to the eager and the reluctant . 
Griffiths and Howson [1974 ] are of the opinion that the 
potential of an educational system is directly related to the 
abi l ty of its teachers , and the rate at which change can be 
assimilated into an educational system depends greatly on the 
teacher . Dr Beeby postulated that an educational system in 
developing countries must of necessity pass through four 
stages as described by the follow i ng model [Griff i ths and 
Howson 1974 , p63] : 
Stage 1 : The "Dame school" stage : at which teachers are 
ne i ther trained nor educated . 
Stage 2 : The stage of "formalism": at which the teachers 
are trained , but poorly educated . 
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Stage 3 : The stage of "transition" : at which the teachers 
are trained and better educated , but still 
lacking full professional competence . 
Stage 4 : The stage of "meaning" : at wh ich teachers are 
well trained and well educated. 
Beeby's hypothesis that it is impossible to omit any of these 
stages , has far reaching implications for developing 
countries like the RSA where teaching is generally at Stage 
2 . The findings of this study have also shown that the 
system of Mathematics teacher education at colleges of 
education under the control of the House of Representatives 
is at most at Stage 2 . To move from Stage 2 to Stage 3 
requires better education and more professional awareness; 
not more trai ni ng . Steps are constantly being taken in an 
attempt to ensure that teachers entering the profession are 
better trained and better educated than their predecessors. 
During his professional life a Mathematics teacher may 
influence the attitudes towards Mathematics of thousands of 
young people and decis i vely affect many of their career 
choices. The shortage of well - qualified Mathematics teachers 
in especially secondary schools has increased considerably 
both as a result of the increasing number of pupils ~n 
schools and also of the increasing demand for mathematicians 
in industry and commerce . Harmse [1987] in his research on 
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the education for 'Coloureds ' in the RSA, has shown that 
during the period 1970 to 1985 there has been an increase of 
250 , 75% in the number of secondary school pupils and an 
increase of 318 % in the number of secondary school teachers. 
It is an extremely difficult task to determine the shortage 
of teachers in any subject: "officially" there is no 
shortage , because all the classes in every school have 
teachers standing in front of them. The problem is that many 
teachers are not trained for teaching the subjects they are 
called upon to teach . An unhealthy situation presently 
exists in most secondary schools for 'Coloureds' in the RSA 
where teachers trained for the primary school are teaching in 
secondary schools. Harmse [1987] in his study found that 
during 1985 , 11,6% of the secondary school teachers had no 
professional training, while 51 , 83% of the secondary school 
teachers had been trained for the primary school. There is 
no evidence to suggest that the situation has improved since 
1985 . Not only are such teachers not suitably trained for 
this secondary school work , but they do not contribute to the 
increase of mathematical expertise which is so badly needed 
in primary schools. 
There can be no Joubt that the most important resource for 
good Mathematics teaching is an adequate supply of competent 
Mathematics teachers trained by equally competent trainers. 
• 
5 0 
3.1.1 Qualities o f profess ional Mathe ma tics teache r s 
What is a professional Mathematics teacher? One defintion ~s 
that a professional Mathematics teacher is simply one who is 
a good teacher. But what is a good teacher? J . C . Egsgard , 
in a paper delivered at ICME4 (1980) , defines a good teacher 
as follows : 
"A good teacher of Mathematics is one who uses his 
knowledge and love of Mathematics as we ll as his 
love and respect for his students to lead students 
to enjoy the study of Mathematics." 
JOHN EGSGARD 
IN ZWENG 1983, p144. 
Egsgard says nothing about the student being successful , 
because he believes that a student who enjoys the study of 
Mathematics will be successful. According to his definition 
it is only necessary to discover the attitude of the students 
of a person to determine whether or not a person is a good 
teacher of Mathematics . 
In a draft policy document on Mathematical Education in 
South African schools (1981) the Ma t hematical Association of 
South Africa (MASA) found that professional teachers of 
Mathematics should possess at least the following qualities 
[Nero 1981}: 
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(a ) A wide enough background of Mathematics to e ncompass 
the range of contents , activities and meanings dealt 
with in present and future curricula for Mathematics . 
This background should facilitate a full grasp of 
Mathematics in education. 
(b) A deep enough grasp of some areas of Mathematics and 
applied Mathematics to promote some understanding of 
the dynamic nature of Mathematics . 
(c) A thorough knowledge and understanding of strategies 
and techniques that may be used in the teaching of 
Mathematics . Proficiency in the utilization of these 
alternatives including the ability to make sensible 
choices for the purpose of dealing with specific 
contents , objectives , pupils and conditions . 
(d) Proficiency in the design and production of suitable 
curriculum material; the interpretation of given 
syllabi; identification and remediation of problems 
of both mathematical and attitudinal character which 
may be experienced by pupils with respect to 
Mathematics. 
J . H. Webb [1985] in an address delivered at the Symposium on 
the Content of Mathematics Courses for Prospective Teachers 
(1984) insisted that Mathematics teachers must be 
mathematicians, because he supports the view of Hilary Shuard 
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that more highly trained mathemat i cians are more able to 
analyse the possibilities inherent in a situation which their 
pupils are studying. Mathematicians are able to call on a 
range of knowledge which he·lps them both to recognlze the 
importance of the concepts their pupi l s are developing and to 
analyse the mathematical difficulties they find . 
These demands might seem to be extreme considering the 
existing shortages of Mathematics teachers , but it would be 
fool i sh to limit p r ovisions for professional growth of those 
teachers that may benefit from such provisions because there 
are teachers functioning on lower levels. To ra i se the level 
of competence of all Mathematics teachers to the qualities 
mentioned above, it is necessary to implement short - term and 
long-term measures , even if it might take decades to 
accomplish . Considering Egsgard ' s definition of a good 
Mathematics teacher it seems a pity that the requirement that 
a teacher of Mathematics must enjoy and love Mathematics has 
not been included i n the above qualities as proposed by MASA . 
We would certainly like to have teachers who know Mathematics 
in considerable depth ; who are comfortable with the role of 
Mathematics in society ; who understand and communicate with 
pupils; who can ably perform the task I n the classroom ; who 
will lead their pupils to goals of independence and 
self-esteem and who will provide moral and intellectual 
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models for their pupils. Most teachers will not possess all 
of these characteristics of a master teacher , but should aim 
for the best that their individual personalities allow them 
to achieve . 
3 .1. 2 Phase s of the profess i o nal li fe of Mathe matics 
t e a c he rs 
I n t he past , even in such illustrious nations as Britian and 
Ameri c a , many teachers entered the profession without any 
professional training . Unfor t unately this is still the case 
here i n the RSA . The tradi tiona 1 idea of the task of the 
Mathematics teacher was that he was to pass his own knowledge 
of Ma thema t ics on to a sma l l section of the population who 
were selected to r eceive an academic education . The tools of 
the Ma thema tics t eache r were bas ica 11 y the. bl a c kboard and 
textbook and he operated by demonstrating techn i ques , giving 
proofs and setting e xe r cises . This p i cture of the task of 
the Mathematics teacher has be c ome total l y outdated . 
The Cockcroft Committee in their report (1982) on an Inquiry 
into the Teaching of Mathematics in Schools sees the three 
main tasks of Mathematics teachers as [Cockroft 1982J: 
(a) Enabling each pupi l to develop wi thin his own 
capabilities the mathema t ical understanding and 
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skills required for adult life, for employment and 
further study. 
(b) Providing each pupil the opportunity to develop as 
far as possible his appreciation and enjoyment of 
Mathematics . 
(c) Creating the awareness in each pupil that Mathematics 
provides him with a powerful means of communication. 
Programs for the training of Mathematics teachers should thus 
strive to equip prospective Mathematics t eachers with those 
skills , and with 
appreciations of 
thereby enabling 
profession . 
understanding , thinking strategies and 
Mathematics and the teaching thereof , 
them to practice effectively their 
Mathematics 
debate , as 
is 
a 
Ln a very exposed position in the equality 
subject where individual differences are 
particularly visible. Developments in the idea of the role of 
teachers have resulted in Mathematics teachers having a much 
broader concept of their professional li fe. Some see 
themselves first as teachers and secondly as Mathematics 
teachers, with others it is the other way round. 
It is difficult to separate the teacher's professional life 
from the pre - service preparation for entry into teaching . 
The teacher's professional life has to be built on the 
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equipment of knowledge and skills with which the teacher 
enters the profession . Problems of teaching Mathematics stem 
directly from the fact that the knowledge and skills with 
which the teacher enters the profession are inadequate for 
the task that he is expected to perform. Few teachers start 
their teaching careers with sufficient psychological 
background to understand the problems of slow-learners, for 
example . They can therefore not devise suitable learning 
experiences for a wide range of pupil abilities . 
average ability can also present problems 
Pup ils of 
to the 
inexperienced teacher and he may res pond to the less able 
pupil by providing watered down courses . 
Induction to the profession can be seen as the fi rs t phase of 
professional life . It is a time of adjustment and a search 
for solutions to problems that the new teacher might not have 
foreseen or wi th which he has not yet learned to 
cope . During this time of strain and self - testing the 
teachers need to be supported by more experienced t eachers . 
The next phase is characterized by a need for continuing 
education . 
development 
Two main aspects of this phase are staff 
and further professional study, where the 
emphasis is on the individual teacher. Another phase in the 
profess iona 1 1 ife of Ma thema tics teache rs is the poss ib le 
movement in and out of teaching. Shuard and Quadling [ 1 980J 
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suggest that a spell in industry or commerce may be useful to 
a teacher , broadeni ng hi s hor i zons and enab 1 ing him to see 
the application of his work. The process of learning is 
never finished for a good Mathematics teacher. No matter how 
well a teacher is prepared , he must continually learn; for 
example, by reading Mathematics journals and by attending 
meetings and congresses of Mathematics associations and 
organizations and by taking further courses to keep his 
knowledge up to date. Professional organizations , both 
national and international l i ke MAS A and ICME, are an 
essential part in the growth of the good Mathematics teacher. 
The good secondary teacher of Mathematics must be willing to 
share with other secondary school teachers . 
A major trend in the professional life of Mathematics 
teachers is likely to be a growing awareness of the need for 
involvement in co-operative study and problem solving with 
their collegues in the Mathematics department , as well as for 
links with the community outside the school . Professional 
life needs to be seen as a lifetime growth and development as 
well as the gradual involvement with available support 
services like advisers , teachers' centres , universities and 
colleges. There is thus a need for closer integration 
between pre-servlce education and the in-service needs of the 
teachers. 
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College teacher training should pave t he way for teachers to 
develop throughout these phases : 
"If we fail to develop Mathematics teaching into a 
worthwhile profession we shall continue to fail to 
attract into the profession a continuing supply of 
able mathematicians on whom the future health of 
school Mathematics d e pends, and for whom there are 
so many counter-attractions in industry, bus iness 
and other professions." 
SHUARD AND QUADLING 1980, p139 . 
3.2 PRE- SERVICE TRAINING OF SECONDARY SCHOOL 
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
"How do we teach tomorrow ' s teacher to teac h the 
Mathematics of the day after tomorrow." 
The assembling of a competently t ra ined force of Mathematics 
teachers is a long-term objective. The vast computer 
industry certainly has had the effect of reducing the number 
of Mathematics graduates who are attracted to teaching . Even 
granted suff icient recruits one must decide how a Mathematics 
teacher must be trained . 
Approaches to teacher education vary greatly from institution 
to institution and from country to country, and there would 
seem to be as many course designs as there are trainers . As 
stated earlier , steps are continuously being taken to ensure 
that teachers entering the profession are better trained and 
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better educated than their [Jredecessors. Teacher education 
should be regarded as a life -long [Jrocess - although when we 
loosely refer to teacher education we usually mean initial or 
[Jre-service education. Moodley [1985J contends that teacher 
education [Jrograms should [Jrovide experiences that will 
foster continuous growth in the qualities of the teacher so 
that he will enhance learning by his [Jupil. 
3.2.1 Objectives for the training of Mathematics teachers 
The task of training is one of taking a student with all his 
existing skills and attitudes to the subject and turning him 
into a specialist teacher. In addition it is hO[Jed to 
[Jrovide him with an ap[Jropriate start to a career in which he 
will take the responsibility for his own personal development 
and be aware of the variety of support services available to 
him. Thus initial training must be seen as having limited 
objectives in terms of practical skills, but must 
nevertheless introduce the student to a wide variety of 
aspects of his future profession and indicate to him how to 
ado[Jt a truly [Jrofessional approach to his work. 
Prospective teachers must acquire a sound perspective on the 
roles of Mathematics in contemporary society and in the lives 
of individuals, and it is of particular importance that 
prospective teachers obtain not only mathematical knowledge, 
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but also mathematical know-how. 
In this section I will look at some objectives for the 
training of Mathematics teachers for the secondary school. 
These objectives have been formulated as a result of the work 
of The Mathematics Teacher Education Project which was set up 
during 1974 in England [Wain 1980]. 
{al To broade n awar e nes of Mathe mati cs as a sub ject 
The aim here is to provide prospective teachers with the 
opportunity to explore their own understanding of 
Mathematics in such a way that their knowledge will 
enable them to exploit fully the opportunities at school 
level. possibilities for creative work within school 
topics exist and prospective teachers should thus be 
able to apply their knowledge to enliven their teaching . 
Quite often students do not see in elementary situations 
applications of more advanced work that they have 
a 1 ready encoun tered as they tend to divorce it from 
school Mathematics . 
It is therefore important for pre - service Mathematics 
teachers to be aware of the vast range of reference 
material which can provide them with background 
knowledge of their work. A pre - service teacher must 
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a 1 so be aware of the s igni f icance 0 f wha t he wi 11 be 
teaching and have a wide view of his subject . One of the 
aims of the teacher training course must therefore be to 
try to broaden" the students" approach by enlarging their 
idea of what is interesting mathematical activity . 
One trend In methods courses for pre-service teachers 
has been towards developing more practical ideas and 
techniques such as preparing activity cards ; collecting 
games and puzzles ; making mani pulative teaching aids ; 
watching videotapes about teaching and planning lessons . 
O"Daffer [1984] finds that although these experiences 
are extremely helpful, we also have to help pre- service 
teachers to develop an awareness of the curriculum and a 
working philosophy of Mathematics instruction. To 
increase their awareness of content and process goals , 
pre - servi c e teachers require a carefully deve l oped set 
of v i vid , brief and interesting experiences , because of 
the l im i ted time available for method courses . 
Since beginning teachers generally rely on a textbook 
fo r syllabus content and teaching sequence it would seem 
reasonable for teacher trainers to focus initia l ly on 
textbook interpretations of the syllabus . Interesting 
items in Mathematics journals can also provide an 
awareness of curricular developments for pre - service 
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teache rs, for example , that the current emphasis on 
problem solving is not new but a part of the cyclic 
pattern of evolution in all Mathematics curricula . 
(b) To gain an understanding of the way children think 1n 
Mathematics 
It 1S cl ear tnat a teacher should know something of the 
way his pupils' thinking determines their ability to 
learn Mathematics . Richard Sk emp [1979J sees the 
problems of learn i ng and teaching as psychological 
prob lems and says that before much improvement in the 
teaching of Mathematics can be made we have to know more 
about how Mathematics is learnt. There is a large and 
growing body of knowledge in the general area of the 
psychology of learn ing Mathematics that pre- service 
teachers should e ncounter . This is the area where there 
are obvious links wi th general educational studies . 
Pre-service t eachers do not easily make the link between 
theory and practice so it is necessary to look at a 
variety of topics in the spec ifically subject - based part 
of the course . 
A consideration of some particular mathematica l ideas 
from the point of view of concept development can 
provide insight into the difficulties of teaching . The 
analysis of 
Mathematics 
the 
is 
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problems 
a 1 so an 
of 1 anguage 
important 
in teaching 
activity for 
pre - service teachers. The task of the teacher is to 
tread carefully between the formal language of 
Mathematics and the natural language of the child. 
Other topics that can be included under this objective 
incl ude : the study of problem solving in children and 
adults; the nature 
age abilities; the 
of proof appropriate for different 
complex nature of mathematical 
activity and the essential difference between practice 
of skills and encouragement of creativity. 
(c) To develop a knowledge of tea ching styles and methods 
With regard to this objective we are primarily concerned 
with the development of practical classroom procedures. 
Much of this work will be related to teaching practice 
which itself needs to be planned to provide the 
necessary opportunities for pre- service teachers to 
develop an appropriate and wide range of skills . These 
skills include : preparation and presentation ; the use of 
questioning techniques in developing a topic o r 
ini tia ting di scuss ions; organizing practical work and 
groupwork and deve loping an abi 1 i ty to make dec is ions 
quickly and effectively . Classroom teaching is a 
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complex business and it would seem to be necessary to 
isolate various techniques and develop particular skills 
in situations where the complexity can be reduced and 
the resultant improvement in teaching environment can be 
exploited . Approaches such as micro-teaching , group 
teaching , video recording , analysis of lessons and 
simulation techniques should be considered . In a later 
section mo r e will be sa i d about teach i ng practice . 
(d) To explore the needs of var i ous groups o f childre n 
New teachers are required to teach across a wide 
spectrum of age and ability . I t is therefore necessary 
to think carefully not only about t he needs of the 
gifted but a l so the average , less able , the remedial 
groups , the d is ill us ioned , the unmotivated , the 
non-specialist , the early l eaver , and so on . Devising 
wor k for the below- average child is general l y a p r oblem 
that practising teachers find hard to resolve and 
pre - service t eachers need to be aware of the dimensions 
of the problem. 
Differences in mental ability must be taken into 
account : the ability to reason or think reflective l y and 
to solve problems must result in increasingly divergent 
levels of attainment if each child is encouraged to work 
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to the best of his ability . Some pupils may have 
special talents , such as a creative flair , or special 
deficiencies such as a lack of reading skill; and these 
again will have a major bearing on the type of work that 
is appropriate for the child to pursue . Then there will 
be differences of learning habits , 'self - discipline , 
attention and retention span, and organisation of 
written work. Naturally these differences should be 
taken i nto account in some deg r ee by the overall school 
structu r e . In dealing with such diverse groups schools 
have devised a large number of organizational structures 
such as streaming and mixed ability groupings . 
(e) To deve lop knowledge o f r es ources a vailabl e to the 
Mathematic s teache r 
If pre - service training is seen in its proper context as 
only an introduction to a profession and as the first 
part of a caree r- long programme , then the introduct i on 
to resources Ln its widest sense LS one of the most 
vital parts of a training course. Included here would 
be an introduction to journals , associations , library 
resources , suppliers of equipment , films , books , 
worksheets, etc . Teachers need access to a wide range 
of information and therefore knowledge of resources of 
that i nformation. Gaining that knowledge is thus an 
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important aim of any teacher training course . 
(f) To explore the r e lationship between Mathema t ics and 
other subj ects 
For most teachers Mathematics rema i ns an isolated 
subject, despite the growing inte r est in integrated 
studies . Mathemat i cs has increasingly become an 
impor tant service subject. The need for certai n bas ic 
skills In Physi cal Science has been well known , but now 
other subjects su c h as Bi ology and Geography are 
demanding a mathematica l approach in several aspects of 
their study. Mathematics teachers have always made use 
of a wide range of e xamples drawn from other subjects , 
while on the othe r hand , teachers of those other 
subjects demand that certain basic skills are taught by 
Mathematics teachers and qu i te often complain abou t the 
lack of these skills . 
The r e i s thus a real need for a closer i nteg r ation at a 
much deeper level , where Mathematics and other subject 
teachers explore ways in which their subjects can 
converge. Intelligent pupils might survive a situation 
in wh i ch subjects are taught In isolation , but it is 
doubtful whether this approach would be acceptable for 
the less able . It would be desirable that pre - service 
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teachers see some of the potent i al of inter-disciplinary 
co-operation. 
(g) To learn essential parts of school Mathematics not 
previously studied 
There is a need for pre - service teachers to be given the 
opportunity to fill in some of the gaps in their own 
knowledge of Mathematics . Many need an introduction to 
topics such as Transformation Geometry, Statistics, 
Applied Mathematics and Numerical Analysis . Webb [1 985J 
in his plea ·that "Mathematics teachers must be 
mathematicians " succintly points out that you cannot be 
a good teacher of anything without mastering the subject 
at a significantly higher level than the level at which 
you are going to teach, and only after you have mastered 
the subject should you give your attention to t e aching 
it. 
In genera 1, as a minimum , a Ma thema tics teacher must 
know all the material that he will need to teach as well 
as the place of this material in the spectrum of the 
Mathematics curriculum. Experience confirms Egsgard's 
[1983J suggestion that the extent of this knowledge 
should be determined for each country by a committee 
consisting primarily of secondary school teachers, 
3.2.2 
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assisted by current teacher trainers and a few tertiary 
mathematicians who have demonstrat ed an interest in 
secondar y Mathemati c s education. 
Mathematical content of pre-service training 
courses for secondary school t eachers 
Mathematics continues to grow in scope and complexity and it 
is app li ed to an increasing range of social and techno l ogical 
problems . As Mathematics advances there is frequently 
feedback to its more elementary parts , and ideas on how to 
sequence well - established material are sometimes modified . 
In consequence a teacher needs a general idea of the range of 
the subject , including new developments , as well as detailed 
familiarity with a modest area which the pre-service teacher 
will be able to use with competence. Fu rthermore the 
pre-service teacher needs a foundation wh ich he can cont i nue 
to expand and modify throughout his professional life . 
Fletcher [1983] found that there was general consensus among 
many mathematicians that the two most dominant topics for a 
course for prospective teachers should be Calculus (Analysis) 
and Linear Algebra . There was also some consensus that 
courses should also inc l ude a strong element of Geometry , 
although he personally favoured a course that included a 
historical perspective of Geometry. There was also wide 
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agreement among his respondents that both a computer 
orientated approach to problems and Numerical Analysis should 
be major parts of any course , and Statistics and Probability 
are important studies . 
But prospective Mathematics teachers require more than a good 
knowledge of a number of fie I ds Ln Mathematics. They a 1 so 
require an overview of how the parts fit together and need a 
perspective into which they can fit fresh knowledge as they 
acquire it. Such an overview involves the history of the 
subject as well as the philosophical foundations and 
knowledge of where the current expanding frontiers are to be 
found . The history and foundations of Mathematics need to be 
incorporated Ln courses in such a way that their social 
relevance and their relevance to the school classroom are 
clearly seen . It is certain that potential users of 
Mathematics in business and industry require mathematical 
modelling as part of their studies and the intending teacher 
needs some familiarity with this , if only to understand 
better why society employs so many mathematicians. 
Pre - service teachers need to gain confidence in their ability 
to pick up fresh Mathematics by their own efforts. Fletcher 
[ 1 983] found that there is a tendency for many prospective 
teachers to gain no more than a p recari ous grasp of ideas 
which are presented at a level as sophisticated as the 
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lecturers can make it . The abstraction and generality ln 
courses could be reduced and it would be preferable for 
pre - service teachers to attempt rather l ess . but acquire 
greater confidence in the work they cover . The intend ing 
teacher needs the opportunity to learn at his own level by 
methods which he could later adopt in his teaching. Whatever 
mathema ti cal content is involved . the student should meet the 
ideas in forms wh i ch respect his previous knowled ge and his 
methods o f thinking. 
A common c omplaint among young teachers is that their course 
preparation was too much concerned with developing 
mathematical knowledge and too littl e with showing them 
worthwhile methods of teaching. In teaching Mathematics to 
pre - service teachers it should be remembered that Teaching 
Method (Subject Didactics) is not a separate subject . as 
F l etcher aptly states: 
" ... good Mathematics and good methods can be 
studied simultaneously to the benefit of both." 
3.2.3 
FLETCHER 1n ZWENG 1983. pll3 
The rol e of Me thodology in the pre-se rvice 
training of secondary school Mathema tics t eachers 
In the past decade much thought has been given to teaching 
"better " Mathematics in schools . but this has not always 
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resul ted in teaching 'Mathematics "better ". No matter what 
content is included in the curriculum , when presented in an 
unimaginat i ve rote way , it will become meaningless and most 
likely implant in the pupils a dread of Mathematics . 
Any curriculum for pre - service Mathematics teachers should 
not only spell out mathematical content , but should also 
indicate possible methodology that will convey the "spirit of 
the curricu 1 urn " [Nero 1981] . Prospective teache r s shou ld be 
made aware of alternative methods of presenting various 
t opics as there is no bes t method for a topic . 
The history of pre - service training shows that it has always 
been a problem to find the right balance between theory and 
practice in these courses. 
types of courses: firstly 
There are generally three basic 
courses where educational theory 
predomina tes over method courses , second 1 y ba 1 anced courses 
where educat i onal theory and method courses are still treated 
separately and thirdly courses where educational theory and 
method are interwoven . There must of course be an interaction 
between methodology and general education studies. Rising 
[1983 ] suggests that it would be helpful if trainees were to 
interpret , "make sense of ", and occasionally even contradict 
the ideas they meet in their educational psychology and 
sociology courses . 
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At ICME5 (1984) in Adelaide , the BACOMET (Basi c Components 
of Mathematics in Education of Teachers) group suggested the 
follow i ng principles for 
[Laridon in Olivier 1985] : 
pre-service training courses 
(a) The approach must be "fundamental" in that it should 
be based on theory. 
(b) The courses need to be "elementary " in the sense that 
they must be accessible to prospective teachers . 
Courses should thus prepare the trainee fo r the 
practical i ssues to be faced and must be stimulating . 
(c) The methodology needs to be "exemplary ". The 
prospective teacher needs to experience how theory is 
to be related to practice . 
Courses for prospective Mathematics teachers should strive to 
equip them with those skills, understanding , thinking 
strategies and appreciations of Mathematics that will enable 
them to practice their profession effectively . The method 
course must thus be seen as the "central integrating factor" 
[Moodley 1985] . Informa tion about the nature of methods 
courses can be obtained by analyzing the contents of 
textbooks used for such courses . 
The Methods section of training courses should aim at the 
pract i cal considerations of " putting across" sections of the 
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school syllabus to pupils and must also prepare the trainee 
with the skills fo r adapting to curricular changes . Moodley 
[ 1985] also contends that a method course should be developed 
around four important questions relating to the interacting 
components of the curriculum , namely : 
aims and objectives (Why?) 
con t e n t (What?) 
method (How?) 
evaluation (Whether?) 
The methods course shoul d include opportunities for real 
(with actual 
mic r o - teaching 
school pupils) or pseudo 
lessons whi c h are discussed ln 
(wi th peers) 
detail and if 
possible retaught in different sett i ngs . Teach i ng practice 
sess i ons at schools for long periods should be preceded by as 
much clinical practice , such as t utoring and teaching small 
groups, as possible . 
3.2.4 School experie nce a nd t eac h ing pra ctic e 
The teaching 
training of 
e xperiences ' conta i ned in 
teachers p r ovide a capstone 
the 
to 
pre- service 
the study of 
mathema tica 1 content and methods , because the ob jecti ves of 
both areas 
Mathematics 
experiences 
teachers' 
whole - class 
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unite to form 
teacher. Dossey 
in the clinical 
programme should 
an effective and 
[1983] suggests 
dimension of the 
competent 
that the 
pre - service 
include opportunities for 
instruction; sma 11 group work; t e aching of 
concepts , facts, techniques and skills; and working with 
pupils of varying ability levels. 
These clinical experiences must be carefully integrated with 
the various topics in the methods section of the pre-service 
programme . 
observations 
They should 
to full class 
be sequenced 
instruction . 
from structured 
At the same time 
these clinical experiences must be allowed to grow in both 
duration and level of responsibility. 
Initial experiences might involve the observation of selected 
students during concept learning or problem solving 
situations. These activities can provide th~ basis for 
discussion of related teaching sections and methods of 
meeting individual needs. They could also assist in 
describing effective methods of classroom organization and 
management . 
The observation phase might be followed by assisting the 
classroom teacher in the final stages of the lesson . This 
assistance might involve working with small groups of 
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children as they complete an e xercise . As the trainee gains 
e xperience , lesson planning should gradually shift from 
instructor to trainee. As the trainee grows in con fidence , 
the transition of this responsibility becomes necessary and 
appropriate . 
Rising [1983] found that when a classroom teacher is asked to 
describe his pre- service training , he is most likely to 
discredit all but the teaching practice . This view is 
supported by Howson [1983] who states that the part of the 
pre-service training that USA students value most is their 
period of practice teaching in schools . This would certainly 
also be the response of many newly qualified teachers in the 
RSA . Learning about teaching and about whether or not one 
should become a Mathematics teacher becomes real in the 
c l assroom . I believe that one learns to teach by doing, not 
by listen ing . 
Teaching 
research 
practice 
findings 
is an aspect 
in the USA has 
of teacher training which 
pinpointend as one of the 
major areas requiring attention in any training course. Not 
only are the short periods of teaching practice , two or three 
weeks , with a few criticism lessons evaluated by lecturers , 
being proved inadequate , but also is the fact underl ined that 
proper and meaningful discussion afterwards does not occur 
when the visiting lecturer has to fulfil a criticism l esson 
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appointment a short whi le later at anothe r venue . 
The practice of sending students to observe lessons is 
considered a waste of time by Ame rica ns doing res earch 1n 
this field, because these students do not know what to look 
for and seldom appreciate the significance of an experienced 
teacher's actions . New techniques using video tapes and the 
introduction of micro-teaching have proved to add 
significantly to the va l ue of teaching practice as a 
preparation for teach i ng . The HSRC of the RSA (1976) 
recommended that special attention be given by all teacher 
training i nstitutions to new developments in teaching 
practice techniques such as micro-teaching and video tapes to 
make teaching practice more dynamic and meaningfu l. 
As an alternative to classroom practice for pre-service 
teachers Ris i ng [1983] proposes an apprenticeship type of 
training for beginning teachers. These teachers would then 
be assigned to successful secondary school teachers who are 
currently teach ing at school. As 1n other apprenticeship 
programmes these trainees should be paid a nominal sala r y . 
His view is that under this alternative , there would be no 
need for pre - service courses in the philosophy o r psychology 
of education since the important ideas obtained from these 
courses wou ld arise in the practical sphere during the year 
that the trainee spent with the co - operating teacher . He 
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envisaged a programme where the trainee and "e xpert " teacher 
would be responsible for the same classgroups and ample time 
would be set aside daily fo r preparation and discussion. One 
of the reasons why he thinks that apprenticeship is an 
essential part of teacher preparation ~s that it gives 
teacher trainees an opportunity to share in the joy of 
teaching. 
This problem of bridging the gap between theory and practice 
is by no means found only at institut ion s and un iversities in 
the RSA. This is a problem that has troubled educationists 
allover the world for decades and many schools of thought 
have evolved, each offering a solution to the problem . 
3.2.5 The place of micro-computers in the pre-service 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers 
A great amount of research is currently being done on the use 
of the micro - computer in the Mathematics classroom. The 
impact of the calculator and micro-computer is such that 
school curricula are certainly go~ng to be affected ~ n the 
near future. Hence the importance for pre-service courses to 
take timeous cognisance of the potential impact of 
calculators and computers in the Mathematics curriculum. 
Fraser [1983J sees that teacher education faces two major 
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tasks in this sphere. The firs t l s to he 1 p teachers ga In 
confidence in their ability to handle the technology and the 
second is to he l p them adapt to the changes in the curriculum 
which the availability of cheap calculating and comput e r 
power will promote. Unlike passing fads in education, 
electronic calculating devices are sure to have a lasting 
influence . Considering the rapid growth of technology, the 
potential for electronics staggers the imagination. 
Calculators and computers have permeated society, including 
the fields of education and Mathematics. 
Graf [1981] is of the opinion that for appropriate and 
successful computer use in the future the inclusion of 
computer studies as a subject In the curriculum of 
pre- service Mathematics teachers will be crucial. In view of 
these trends computers cannot be ignored in pre - service 
programmes for Mathematics teachers. 
Two reasons for pre - service Mathematics teachers requiring 
instruction in computer science were given by Tony Ralston 
during a seSSlon on computers in Mathematics Education at 
ICMES (1984) as : 
(i) In the forseeable future demands will be made on 
Mathematics teachers to give instruction in Computing 
and Computer Science In secondary schools. 
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FIG.3: A MULTIDIMENSIONAL MODEL FOR TEACHER EDUCATION 
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( i i ) The impact that Computer Science lS having on 
Mathematics . 
A multidimensional model for Teache r Education was suggested 
by Rosemary Fraser [1983] in her paper delivered at ICME4 as 
shown in Fig . 3 . The model is such that it should be possible 
for each teache r or trainee teacher to find a participating 
r ole that suits him . The required involvement may only be 
the intr oductory course i n operat i ng a micro - computer , 
followed by the course in using prepared compute r-based 
materials . The model must be well supported by course and 
computer mate r ials . The centre of the model shows curr i cular 
development and teacher training as parallel activities with 
two possible development loops . 
3.2.6 Mathe ma tic s t eacher e duca tors 
One of the diffi culties of the present system of teacher 
training In colleges of education throughout the world is 
that there are teacher educators who have lost touch with 
what is going on In the classroom . The r e a r e peop l e 
expounding ideas on how to teach who have never tried these 
i deas in a school class . 
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"It is not what teacher educators do not know 
about teaching that hurts their trainees, but 
what they do know for sure that turns out to be 
wrong." 
CONFUCIUS. 
In other words the closer teacher educators are to their 
classroom teaching experience, the more they will be able to 
assist teachers. Since the pedagogic example set by trainers 
can be expected to hav.e a lasting inf luence on the teaching 
styles and perspectives on Mathematics of pre-service 
teachers, it is to be ensured that this influence is a 
beneficial one. In the Draft Policy Document on Mathematical 
Education in S.A. compiled by MASA (1981) it was proposed 
that teacher trainers, In addition to being excellent 
teachers of Mathematics, should possess all or some of the 
following qualities: 
(a) The ability to assess existing curricula, curriculum 
materials, teaching and evaluation practices 
critically and constructively. 
( b) Thorough knowledge and proficiencies regarding 
strategies and techniques of teacher training, 
teacher counselling and guidance , curriculum 
development and dissemination of curricula. 
(c) Thorough acquaintance with the existing body of 
knowledge in the field of Mathematics Education. 
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(d) Some acquaintance with Mathematics syllabi, teaching 
practices and training programmes in other countries. 
The qualities mentioned above may be fostered through 
full-time and in- service training offered by universities and 
other institutions . 
At college level Mathematics teacher educators engage in many 
professional activities, including instructing pre - service 
and in - service teachers , conducting research and addressing 
various other problems. Mathematics Education is directed 
toward the implementation of mathematically and educationally 
appropriate programmes for students and the provision of high 
quality Mathematics instruction . Peggy Coulter [1979] 
believes that everyone involved with teacher education 
programmes should have some responsibility for their 
effectiveness . 
Peggy Coulter [1979] in her research study suggested that 
Mathematics teacher educators should be accountable for 
producing programmes which value students' needs , adhere to 
goals, and take into account current research findings. 
Furthermore she also suggested that teacher educators should 
promote and engage in research in order to strengthen the 
teacher training programme. 
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Trafton's [1984J suggestion is imperative: Mathematics 
teacher educa t o r s need to have close, ongoing relationships 
with schools and with the day-by - day teaching of Mathematics , 
if their efforts are to result In improved programmes and 
instruction . 
Mathematics teacher educators thus have a ma j or stake In 
school Mathematics. It is in the many thousands of classrooms 
where their proteges carry out Mathematics education that 
change mus t be implemented if progress in Mathematics 
teaching is to occur. Mathematics educators need to 
understand better the problems and constraints of the 
classroom . They need to be willing to work closely with 
schools on real-world 
implementing change . 
additional demands 
problems and wrestle 
Although working with 
on the Mathematics 
with ways of 
schools p l aces 
educator , the 
satisfaction and lear~ing that result from such work make it 
a valuable and productive experience . 
To be able to deal with the real world Bender [in Olivier 
1985 J suggests that teacher trainers should have spent some 
time working outside the educational system and should get to 
know many examples of Applied Mathematics and Mathematics 
relevant to those who will never become mathematicians or 
Mathematics teachers themselves . 
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In order to facilitate bridging the gap between theor'l and 
practice, it is essential to ensure that trainers of teachers 
who are- responsible for the Subject Didactics (Method) 
course have the necessary qualif i ca t ions . This will ensure 
that trainers who are Mathematics specialists will not 
utilize time set aside for Method for further instruction in 
Mathematics content. 
The danger of trainers having no insight i nto the didactical 
implications involved in the teaching of Mathematics is that 
their students wi l l teach as they themselves were taught at 
schoo 1 . It is also true that without a sound mathematical 
background teacher trainers will be unable to inspire 
prospective Ma thema tics teachers in the sub ject . For these 
reasons the HSRC of the RSA in its report on "The Training 
of Mathema ti cs teachers in The Republic of South Afri c a and 
some Western Countries " recommends that : 
"Le cture r s r e sponsibl e for the Me thod of 
Mathematics should have a Bac h e lors' Degree in 
Education and an Honours de gree in Mathematics 
as a minimum academic qualification." 
VAN DER BERG 1 976 , p2 80 
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3.3 IN-SERVICE AND SUPPORT PROGRAMMES FOR MATHEMATICS 
TEACHERS 
It is generally r eal i sed that it is not sufficient to ensure 
that teachers enter s c hools we l l trained and we l l edu c ated at 
t he beginning of their wor k ing 1 ives . St e ps must a l so be 
t aken to ensu r e that they rema i n so as cond i tion s change . 
Thus the r e is a n evident need fo r continuing in - se r vice 
e d uca tion . 
Patri cia As hto n [ 19 83 J i n he r book , Tea c he r Edu cat i o n in the 
Cla s s r oom: I nitia l a nd I n-s erv ic e , wr o t e t he fo ll owing about 
in - servi c e t r a i ning : 
"In-service courses were first offe red in the U.K. 
and elsewhere, to compensate for the inadequacy of 
ini tial training. Late r · on the purpose of INSET 
began to change and the range of courses designed 
widened to update, refresh and improve the 
competence of already trained teachers . " 
ASHTON et al 1983, p13. 
Mos t educators woul d a gree that the neophyte teac her is no t a 
finished p r oduct at the end of a th r ee o r four yea r c ourse of 
professional training , but i s o nly at the r eadiness s t age to 
begin teac hing . Th e gap between the ideal situat ion as 
s tudied during p r e-service t ra i ning and the real situation i n 
s c hools ha s still to be br i dged . I n a study by t he 
Un iversity of Cal ifornia on Con tinuing Education for Teachers 
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it was found that in - service training is probably more 
important than pre - service preparation , because in the 
pre-service programme the prospective teacher learns about 
teaching whilst in the classroom the beginning teacher learns 
how to teac h [Dunkley in Zweng 1983]. Teacher education ' is 
increas ingl y seen as a cont inuum 0 f wh ich pre - service and 
in-service programmes form integral parts. There is value in 
Dunkley's view that educat ional systems have a responsibility 
to provide support and assistance to enable beginning 
teachers to develop towards their maximum potential as 
quickly as possible. 
These support programmes should be directed towards the needs 
and concerns of the beginning teacher . Al though teachers 
welcome the kind of support which clear guidelines bring to 
the teaching of Mathematics one cannot assume that the 
guidelines will be implemented as recommended. Guidelines 
need also to foster confidence among teachers . 
3.3.1 Support programmes for beginning teachers 
There is considerable variation in the type and extent of the 
problems of beginning t eachers . Since they have different 
backgrounds and enter different kinds of sch ools , it is not 
surprising to find that these difficulties show a divergence. 
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If the beginning teacher is to complete his adjustment to 
teaching he will need an opportunity to relate the theory he 
has mastered to the practice in which he is now involved and 
to do this in a supportive environment . 
The specific content of ind~ction programmes should reflect 
the major concerns of beginning teachers . We should also not 
lose sight of the fact that many new entrants to the teaching 
profession are of first rate calibre, well-motivated towards 
their work and capable of reaching a high level of 
performance in their first year. In developing an induction 
programme , it is easy to overlook or forget their particular 
problems and needs and to devote attention to the average or 
unsuccessful beginning teacher. Only by careful planning can 
we develop induction programmes which identify and satisfy 
all these ,varied individual needs and only then will the 
initial year become meaningful and relevant to every new 
teacher. 
3.3.2 School-based support programmes 
Th e essence of school - based in-service support is that it 
accomplishes the development of individual members of staff 
whilst they are improving the work of the school [ Love 1981]. 
Even for very experienced staff , this will be a major 
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contribution to their development as teachers . Every staff 
has both the conditions for developing in - service work and 
the context in which to do it . The context lS that of 
improving the mathematical education provided by t he school . 
The case for some form of school - based support is strongest 
when such work is concerned to explore and develop the group 
dynamics of the classroom with particular reference to the 
learning of Mathematics . This can only happen when people 
are prepared to share classes during the working day and then 
meet to reflect on what has happened. The staff work in 
teams rather than as individuals. While some teachers may 
have the capacity to "go it alone" , all ideas benefit from 
scrutiny and criticism by others . The easing of an 
individual teacher's work-load that co-operative working 
allows , enables further development to be more readily 
considered . Meetings are a necessary part of the procedure , 
but can be seen by staff as part of their lesson preparation . 
Stephens [1983] sees the co - ordination of Mathematics 
teaching as an indispensable condition of any school - based 
support for teachers . Whether it is done through a 
designated position of head of department or through some 
alternative structure, it is the role which is critically 
important . 
In co - ordinating the teaching of Mathematics within a school , 
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one of the key functions is that of maintaining links between 
teachers and those support services external to the school. 
This will include maintaining school memberships of regional 
and national associations of teachers of Mathematics . 
School-based support has the advantage fo r the less confident 
teacher of being on "home ground" so that he may feel more 
comfortable and less threatened. The disadvantage can be in 
the restriction of ideas or expectations which results when 
participants share the same working background. 
3.3.3 Mathematics advisory teachers 
Advisory teachers most commonly work alongside teachers in 
the classroom. They spend a period of several days in the 
same school or visit each group of schools on a regular 
basis . They may perhaps help with drawing up or revising a 
scheme of work or assist with in-service courses arranged by 
the education authorities. They can play a valuable role ln 
providing 
with the 
in-service support in a school and in assisting 
introduction of new approaches to teaching. Faux 
[1985J 
make a 
points out 
valuable 
that an advisory teacher may be able to 
contribution ln rural areas where the 
distance between schools and problems of transport can make 
it difficult for teachers to take part in the activities of 
teachers' centres or to meet teachers in other schools. 
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3.3.4 Tertiary institutions and research 
There are many examples of contributions that can be made by 
individuals who teach in colleges or universities . 
Establishments of higher education have for many years made a 
major contribution to the in- service support of teachers . In 
addition to providing full-time and part - time courses for 
serving teachers , their staffs engage in many other kinds of 
in - service support. 
The university has a unique role to play because of its 
independence, bu t its contribution must be exploited ~n 
collaboration with that of others such as advisers and 
teachers' c entres. An in-service activity run by advisers 
carries with it the implication of putting across an official 
point of view. A course run by an independent body is quite 
clearly a take-i t - or-l eave-it situation and an approach to 
teachers as profess i onals demands that they should make the 
final choice . Advisers and teachers' centres have a very 
important role to play in follow - up work and support in 
schools . 
Increasingly , staff of train i ng institu ti ons assist with 
school based in'service work , especially in schools in whish 
they have become known as a result of their visits to 
supervise students on teaching practice . 
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3 . 3.5 Professional associations 
Professional associations operating at regional and national 
levels provide important services to teachers . Conferences 
have tended in recent years to st ee r away from 
the " speaker - and -those-spoken - to" model and have encouraged 
greater participation through workshops and material 
deve l oped. Local branches of professional associations can 
a lso give teachers opportunities to discuss particular school 
programmes and to observe them in operation. 
Journals and newsletters and a wide variety of in"formal 
a more practical publications 
c ommunicati ng 
have 
to 
applied 
t eachers information about 
approach : 
successful 
and Rising programmes and teaching approaches. Johnson 
[ 1972J see professional activity in Mathematics and 
Mathematics Education to be intimately related to two aspects 
of developing quality teaching: broadening background and 
improving classroom instruction . 
Unfortunately most teachers seem to look upon participation 
i n professional organizations as a rather arduous duty , 
however, many teachers have derived tremendous enjoyment and 
satisfaction from these activities. Often the answers to 
teaching problems are found in professional journals or at 
professional meetings. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
RESEARCH DES I GN 
4.1 AIMS 
As stated in the Introduction and Overview p r eceding Chapter 
One , the general a i ms of this investigation can be summariz ed 
as follows : 
(a) To determine the nature and effectiveness of the 
pre - service training of secondary school Mathematics 
teachers prov i ded at co l leges of education administered 
by the House of Representatives . 
(b) To determine the attitude of Mathematics teacher 
educators at colleges of education towards the 
pre - service t r aining of secondary school Mathematics 
teachers . 
(c) To determine the attitude of beginning secondary school 
Mathematics 
training. 
teache r s towa r ds the i r pre - service 
(d) To evaluate the current Mathematics syllabi offered for 
the pre - service training of secondary school 
Mathematics teachers at colleges of education and to 
present possible proposals for a revision . 
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4.2 THE SAMPLE 
In order to investigate the pre-service training of secondary 
school Mathematics teachers at colleges of educatiqn under 
the control of the House of Representatives, questionnaires 
were sent to: 
(a) All heads of Mathematics departments at colleges of 
education administered by the House of Representatives. 
(b) All Mathematics teacher educators at the above colleges 
of education. 
(c) Beginning .secondary school Mathematics teachers with 
less than 4 years teaching e xperi ence . 
4.2.1 The sample of heads of departments 
There are presently 12 colleges of education under the 
control of the House of Representatives, but questionnaires 
were sent to only 11 of these institutions, because one of 
the colleges of education only trains teachers for the 
pre-prlmary level. The 11 colleges are situated in 3 
provinces of the Republic of South Africa: one in Transvaal, 
one in Natal and nine in the Cape. Although presently only 5 
of these colleges offer the HDE (Secondary) course, data from 
all the colleges were gathered because the possibility exists 
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, 
for the HDE (Secondary) course to be offered in future at any 
of the colleges (refer to 1 . 3.2) . Teachers trained at the 
othe r 6 colleges are i n any case presen t ly teaching i n 
secondary schools, even though they have not been trained for 
secondary school teaching. 
Ques t ionnai r es were sent to al l the heads of Mathematics 
departments at the 11 colleges of education and all the heads 
of departments responded to the questionnaire . The 
information gathered from the heads of departments thus fully 
r epr esents the total population. 
4.2.2 The sample of Mathematics teacher educators 
I nforma tion regarding the number of Mathemat ics teacher 
educators at the 11 colleges of education was obtained from 
the heads of Mathematics departments. During 1986 there were 
42 l ecture rs at the 11 colleges of education responsible for 
teaching Mathematics . Questionnaire s were sen t to al l 42 
Mathematics lecturers and 39 (92 , 9%) lecture r s responded to 
the questionnaire. 
The sample of Mathematics lecturers used for this 
investigation can thus be considered as representative of the 
tota l population of Mathematics lectu rers at the 11 colleges 
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of education. The informati on gathered from the sampl'e of 
Mathematics lecturers can thus be considered to be 
representative of the total population of Mathematics teacher 
edqcators at the 11 colleges of education . 
4 .2 . 3 The s a mple of beginni ng secondary school 
Mathemat ics teachers 
Data was also obtained from secondary school Mathematics 
teachers with less than 4 years teaching exper ience . The 
reason for limiting the experience to less than 4 years was 
tha t teachers wi th more than 3 years exper ience wou Id not 
have followed the current courses offered at co l leges of 
education (refer Chapter 1) . 
Official statistics regarding the total number of secondary 
schoo 1 Mathematics teachers during 1986 with 1 ess than 4 
years teaching experience were not available at the time of 
the survey . I decided to use convenience sampling by sending 
questionnaires to secondary school Mathematics teachers in 
Natal and the Eastern Cape. Details of beginning Mathematics 
teachers in the above regions were obtained from data that I 
had as subject adviser for these regions . During 1986 a 
total of 54 Mathematics teachers at secondary schools Ln the 
above regions had less t han 4 years teaching e xperi ence and 
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questionnai r es were sent to all of them. 
A t otal of 43 ( 7 9 ,6% ) teachers responded to this 
questionnaire . Three of the respondents (7 , 0%) had no 
p r ofessiona l train i ng , while 7 of the respondents (16 , 3%) had 
not completed their professional training. Rathe r than sc r ap 
these responses it was decided to take note of them , but 
prevent t hem from inf l uencing any r elevant statistics . 
The f ol l ow i ng ar e some of the ma i n cha r acte r istics of the 
samp l e of teachers : 
SEX 
Male 
3 3 
7 6 ,7 % 
LANGUAGE 
English 
2 0 
4 6 , 5% 
MEAN AGE 
Mal e 
2 4, 1 
Female 
10 
23 , 3% 
Afrikaans 
2 3 
53 , 5% 
Female 
22 , 9 
TOTAL 
4 3 
TOTAL 
4 3 
TOTAL 
23 , 8 
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TEACHING EXPERIENCE (in years) 
None One Two Three TOTAL 
15 6 9 13 43 
34 ,9 % 14 ,0 % 20,9% 30,2% 
MATRIC MATHEMATICS SYMBOLS OF TEACHERS 
A B C D E F 
2 3 7 15 9 4 
5,0% 7,5% 17,5% 37,5% 22,5% 1 0,0% 
* Three repondents had not offered the 
subject in matric. 
TOTAL 
*40 
During 1986 there were 212 secondary schools administered by 
the House of Representatives and the sample of teachers was 
obtained from 49 secondary schools and thus represented 23,1% 
of the total population of secondary schools. Data obtained 
from the heads of departments at the colleges of education 
(see Table 1 on p.102) showed that 20 HOE (Secondary) 
Mathematics teachers qualified in 1985 and the sample of 
beginning teachers included 6 (30 , 0%) of these teachers. The 
sampl e of teachers were trained at 7 of the 11 co 11 eges of 
educat ion and thus represented 63,6% of the colleges of 
education. 
Official statistics at the time of this investigation, 
regarding the number of Mathematics teachers at secondary 
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schools with less than 4 years teaching experience were not 
available . It was thus not possible to determine exactly how 
representative of the tetal population the sample was . 
4. 3 THE QUESTIONNAI RES 
Three different questionnaires were compiled for the 
different populations as set out in 4 . 2 . 
QUESTI ONNAIRE A : 
This questionnaire (see Appendix A) was sent to heads of 
Mathematics departments at colleges of education . It 
consists of questions on : statistical details of Mathematics 
students , personal details of lecturers , resources for 
teaching Mathematics and support services for Mathematics 
teachers . It is by means of this section that I wish to 
determine the nature of the pre - service training 
Mathematics teachers at colleges of education and 
determine the effectiveness of such training . 
QUESTIONNAIRE B: 
of 
to 
This questionnaire (see Appendix B) was sent to Mathematics 
lecturers at all colleges of education and consists of 2 
parts. The first part consists of q uest ions on personal 
details of the lecturers and the other part consists of 
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questions based upon the interest and attitudes of lecturers 
towards Mathematics , Mathematics Education and computers in 
education . A number of open-ended questions are also 
included in the second part of this questionnaire. 
One of the omissions of this questionnaire is that question 
read 
simply 
The 
3 .2 should have asked whether lecturers actually 
journals on the teaching of Mathematics instead of 
asking whether they subscribe to such journals. 
responses and comments of lecturers to question 8 of this 
questionnaire indicated that this question was not clearly 
phrased and some of the lecturers took offence at the 
inclusion of 
omission is 
this 
that 
question (as explained in 
the nature of appointment 
temporary) of the l ectu r ers was not considered . 
4 . 5) . Another 
(permanent or 
It is by means of this secti on that I wish to determine the 
interests and attitudes of Mathematics lecturers towards the 
pre - servi ce and in - service training of Mathematics teachers . 
QUESTIONNAIRE C: 
This questionnaire (see Appendix C) was sent to secondary 
school Mathematics teachers in their first 3 years of 
teaching and consists of 2 parts . The first part requires 
some personal details of the teachers and the other part 
consists of five questions r elating to the interes ts and 
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attitudes of the teachers towards their initial training a nd 
to micro - computers in the teaching of Mathemat i cs. 
It is by means of this section that I wish to determine the 
v~ews of beginning Mathematics teachers on their pre - service 
training at colleges of education . 
4.4 ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
The questionnaires were sen t during the seco nd term of 1986 
to individual heads of Mathemati c s departments a t coll eges , 
and to Mathematics lecturers at these colleges and beginning 
secondary school Mathemati c s teache r s . The . questionnaires 
were completed by each of these ind i viduals and were returned 
du ri ng the second a nd third terms of 1986 . 
4.5 SCORING OF THE QUESTIONNAIRES 
The frequencies of responses to the following items in the 
thr ee quest i onna i res were recorded (refer Tab l es 1 to 17 in 
Chapter 5): 
(a) Questionnaire A: Questions 4 and 5 . 
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(b) Questionnaire B : Questions 1; 2; 3 . 2; 3 . 3; 3 . 4; 4; 5; 
6.2; 7 . 1;; 7 . 2; 7.3; 7 . 5 ; 7 . 6. 
(c) Questionnaire C : Questions 1.2; 1.4; 1 . 5; 1 . 6; 1 . 7 ; 
2; 3 ; 5 . 1; 5. 1; 5 . 3; 5. 4; 5. 5; 5 . 6 . 
The responses of lecturers to question 8 of Questionnaire B 
showed tha t mos t of the respondents (58 , 9 %) did not answer 
this ques tion. This question required the respondents to 
relate 8 topics taken from the HDE (Secondary) didactics 
syl l abus to aspects of the process of teaching Mathematics . 
A number of respondents indicated that they did not 
understand the question and 33 , 3% were o f the opinion that 
the question aimed to test their knowledge and objected to 
its incl us ion. The responses of a number of lecturers who 
answered this question were also incomplete and would affect 
the results . In the light of this I decided to ignore this 
question in this investigation and the responses were not 
reco r ded . 
The responses to the following open - ended questions in the 
three questionnaires we r e recorded: 
( a ) Questionna i re A: Questions 4 . 1 ; 4 .2; 4 . 6 ; 5 . 1(b) ; 
5 . 2 ; 5 . 3 ; 5 .4; 5 . 5 ; 5 . 6 . 
(b) Questionnaire B: Questions 1 . 4 ; 2 . 1; 3 . 1 ; 4 . 5 ; 4 . 6 ; 
5 . 5 ; 5 . 6 ; 6 . 1 ; 6 . 3 ; 6 . 4 ; 6 . 5 ; 7 . 4 . 
( c ) Questionnaire C: Questions 1 . 2; 1. 3 ; 1. 5 ; 2 . 1 ; 5 . 7 . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
RESULTS OF THE SURVEY 
5.1 NUMBER OF STUDENT-TEACHERS TAKING MATHEMATICS AT 
COLLEGES OF EDUCATION FROM 1982 TO 1986 
This study is based on the exis ting pre-service training of 
secondary school Mathematics teachers at colleges of 
education administered by the House of Representatives . The 
present teacher training courses offered at the 11 colleges 
of education were only introduced in 1982 and previous 
courses were phased out at the end of 1983, therefore only 
data pertaining to existing courses was obtained. 
Table 1 gives an analysis of the number of students at the 11 
colleges of education taking Mathematics as a subject from 
1982 to 1986. The data pertaining to the HDE (Secondary) 
course was obtained from 5 colleges of education where the 
course was offered. 
Although this investigation is aimed at the pre-service 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers, data 
pertaining to all Mathematics students was obtained, because 
students achieving an aggregate of at least 65% at the end of 
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TABLE 1 : NUMBER OF S TUDENTS TAKING MATHEMATICS FOR 
THE VARIOUS COURSES FROM 1982 TO 1986 
Number of students offering 
Courses offered Mathematics as a subject during 
at Colleges of 
Education 1982 1983 1984 1985 
(a) Higher Diploma in N 20 
Education (Secondary) % 0,53 
(b) Higher Diploma in N 21 
Education (Senior Pr imary) % 0,56 
(c) Diploma in Education III N 20 36 
(Secondary) % 0,7 0,9 
(d) Diploma in Education III N 210 279 
(Senior Pr~mary) % 7,7 7,4 
(e) Diploma in Education II N 27 47 66 
(Secondary) % 1,6 1 , 7 1,8 
(f) Diploma in Education II N 509 794 1146 
(Senior Primary) % 30,7 29,1 30 , 4 
(g) Diploma in Education I N 142 201 250 309 
(Secondary) % 18 , 2 21,8 9,2 8,2 
(h) Diploma in Education I N 634 922 1405 1890 
(Senior Primary) % 81 , 8 55,9 51 , 6 50,2 
'lUl'ALS 776 1659 2726 3767 
1986 
24 
0,64 
3 
0 , 08 
37 
0,99 
380 
10,2 
---
57 
1,5 
1244 
33,29 
315 
8,4 
1676 
44,9 
3736 
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the first year of the DE (Senior Primary) course are allowed 
to change to the HDE (Secondary) course. A 1 so HDE 
(Secondary) students can, during their first 3 years of 
study, change to either the DE .(S enior Primary) or DE 
(Practical) courses, by applying to the Department of 
Education for the necessary permission . 
Of the original 142 HDE (Secondary) students who took 
Mathematics in their first year of study (1982) , only 27 
continued with the subject in their second year (1983) and 
eventually only 20 (14,08%) of the original 142 students 
continued with the subject in the fourth year of study 
(1985). A similar pattern is also found from the data for 
the second intake of students (1983) for the HDE (Secondary) 
course, when 201 students took the subject in the first yea r 
of study and only 24 (11,94%) of these students eventually 
ended . up taking Mathematics in the fourth year of study 
(1986) . 
With the introduction of the new courses of study (1982) only 
142 (18,2%) of the first year students took Mathematics at 
the advanced level as prescribed for the HDE (Secondary) 
course, while 634 (81 , 8%) of the first year students took the 
subject at the elementary level as prescribed for the 
DE (Senior Primary) course. In the final year of study 
(1985) only 20 (0,53%) out of a total of 3767 Mathematics 
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students took the subject for the HDE (Secondary) course , 
while 21 (0 , 56%) took the subject at elementary level for the 
HOE (Senior Primary) course . 
A similar pattern emerged for the second (1983) intake of 
students, when only 201 (21 ,8 %) of the first year students 
took the subject for the HOE (Secondary) course and 922 
(55 , 9%) took the subject at elementary level for · the 
OE (Senior Primary) course. In the final year (1986) only 24 
(0 , 64%) out of a total of 3736 Mathematics students took the 
subject for the HOE (Secondary) course , while only 3 (0 , 08%) 
students took the subjec t for the fourth year of the 
HOE (Senior Primary) course . 
The data as shown l n Table 1 indicates very high drop out 
rates of 85,92 % and 88 , 06% respectively for the first 2 
intakes (1982 and 1983) for the HOE (Secondary) course . The 
data in Table 1 also show that for the third (1984) intake of 
students for the HOE (Secondary) course a similar pattern of 
high drop out rates developed . One of the factors that has 
an effect on the drop out rate is that a student could have 
passed Mathematics in the first year , but possibly did not 
fulfi ll other requirements to continue with the 
HDE (Secondary) course (refer to 1.3 . 4) . It must also be 
remembered that Mathema t ics is a compulsory subject only for 
the first 2 years of study , but optional for subsequent 
years . 
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The available data as shown in Table 1 indicates that only 
small percentages of student - teachers at the 5 colleges of 
educa tion opted for the HDE (Secondary) course. The growth 
in the number of Mathematics students (1982 to 1986) is low 
relative to the growth of the total number of Mathematics 
students at the colleges of education over the same period . 
The negative growth rate ( - 13 , 6%) for the second year of 
s t udy during 1986 is possibly partly due to the lecture and 
examination boycott s at all the colleges of education during 
198 5. 
5.2 QUALIFI CATIONS OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATORS 
AT COLLEGES OF EDUCATION 
Table 2 shows the data obtained from the heads of the 
Mathematics departme nts at t he 11 colleges of education , as 
we l l as the responses of individual lecturers with respect to 
the academic and p r ofessional qualifications of Mathematics 
teac h er educators during 1986 . Table 2 shows that during 
1986 there were 42 Mathematics teacher educators at the 11 
co ll eges of education and that 39 (92 , 9%) of these t eacher 
educators responded to the questionnaire (see Appendix B) . 
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TABLE 2: ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS 
OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATORS AT 
COLLEGES OF EDUCATION DURING 1986 
Number of 
lecturers 
Mathematics 
at colleges 
of education during 
1986 
'N=39 % "N=4 2 % 
NON GRADUATES 7 18 , 0 7 16 , 7 
B. Sc. Mathemati c s II I 14 35 ,9 15 35,6 
Mathematics II 2 5, 1 2 4 , 8 
Mathe matics I 14 35 , 9 16 38 , 1 
u 
B. Sc . (Hons) (Mathematics) 2 5 , 1 2 4 , 8 
H 
:E Other Degrees B. A. 6 7, 6 6 14 , 3 
'" 0 
'" B. A. (Hons. ) t.l 1 2,5 1 2 , 4 
'" B. Sc . (Hons . ) 1 2,5 1 2 , 4 
M. Sc . 2 5 , 1 2 4 , 8 
, 
B. P , Ed . 1 2 , 5 1 2, 4 
B. Com. 1 2, 5 1 2,4 
'" 
PTD III 2 5 , 1 4 9 ,5 
'" :z 0 HDE/STD/U ED 17 43,6 18 42,8 H 
en 
en 
'" 
B, Ed . 12 30 , 8 12 28 , 6 r.. 
0 I '" Il. NONE 8 20 , 0 8 19, 1 
*N: Number of individual lecturers that responde d to the questionna ire 
**N: Total number of Mathematics l ecturers a t colleges of education 
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5.2.1 Academic qualifications 
Table 2 shows that in 1986 there were 7 (16 , 7%) Mathematics 
lecturers at the colleges of education with no university 
courses in Mathematics, 4 (9 , 5%) of these lecturers offered 
the subject for the PTD course and the other 3 (7 , 2%) only 
offered the subject at matric l evel. An honours degree in 
Mathematics had been attained by only 2 ( 4,8 %) of the 
lecturers, while 15 (35 , 6%) of the lecturers had taken the 
subject as a majo r fo r their degree and 16 (38 , 1 %) of the 
lecturers only had one degree course in Mathematics. 
Table 2 shows that there were 35 (83 , 3%) lecturers with 
science degrees , 7 (16 , 7 %) with arts degrees and one (2 , 4%) 
lecturer had a commerce degree. A Bachelor in Primary 
Education degree was offered by one (2 , 4%) of the lecturers . 
A Master of Science degree in some other subject had been 
atta ined by 2 (4,8 %) lecturers . 
The responses of the sample of Mathematics lecturers 
indicated that 27 (69 , 2%) graduate lecturers offered 
mathematically related subjects for their academic 
qualif i cations . The 6 subjects indicated by the 27 l ectu r ers 
were Physics (15) , Applied Mathematics (13) , Chemistry (9) , 
Statistics (8) , Computer Science (7) and Biology (1) . The 
sub j ect offered by most (55 , 5%) of the graduates was Physics , 
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while only 1 (3,7 %) lecturer took Biology. 
Considering the criteria (see 1.2 and 3 . 2.6) for the minimum 
academic qualifications for secondary school Mathematics 
teachers, only 19 (45 , 2%) of the Mathematics lecturers at the 
11 colleges of education during 1986 were qualified to teach 
at secondary school l evel . If an honours degree In 
Mathematics is considered as minimum academic qualification 
for teacher trainers, then only 2 (4 ,8 %) lecturers at the 11 
colleges of education were academically qualified for their 
positions as college lecturers. 
5.2.2 Professional qualifications 
Table 2 shows that in 1986 there were 8 (19 , 1%) Mathematics 
lecturers at the 11 colleges of education with no 
professional qualification. The Bachelor of Education degree 
had been attained by 12 (28 , 6%) of the lecturers , while 18 
(42,8%) lecturers had a post - graduate teachers' diploma and 4 
(9 , 5%) lecturers had a three - year teachers' diploma (PTD) 
obtained at a college of educat ion. Three types of 
post-graduate teachers' diplomas, namely, HDE , STD and UED , 
were indicated by the respondents. One of the l ecturers had 
followed a four-year degree in primary education (see 5.2.1) . 
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If the recommendations of the HSRC of the RSA (1976) with 
regard to minimum professional qualifications for teacher 
trainers are take n as the yardstick then only 12 (28 , 6 %) 
lecture rs du r ing 1986 were professionally qualified for the 
pos i t i ons they were hold i ng . And if the recommendations of 
the HSRC with respect to both mLnimum academic and 
professional qualifications are app l ied , then none of the 
l e cturers during 1986 were qualified fo r their posi t ions as 
Mathematics lectu r e r s at colleges of education (see 3 . 2 . 6). 
5.2. 3 Quali f icat i ons of Mathe matics t e ache r educators 
instructing HDE (Secondary) stude nts during 1986 
Table 3 shows the qualiEications oE Mathematics lecturers who 
du r ing 1986 instructed the HDE (Secondary) students at the 5 
col l eges of educa t ion where the course was offered . 
Du r ing 1986 the HDE 1 (Secondary) Mathematics students at the 
5 c olleges of education were instruc ted by 5 professionally 
tra i ned lectu r ers . One of these lecturers had no un i versity 
courses in Mathema t ics , 3 lecturers had one course Ln the 
subject and one lecturer had majored in the subject. 
During 1 985 the HDE 2 (Secondary) students were instructed by 
6 lecturers of whom 2 had no professional qualiEications . 
One oE the lecturers had no university course in Mathematics , 
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3 lecturers had one course in the subject, while 2 lecturers 
had majored in the subject . 
The HDE 3 and HDE 4 (Secondary) students were instructed 
during 1986 by 5 professionally qualified lecturers of whom 2 
had honours deg r ees in Mathematics , 2 had majored in the 
subject and the other lecturer only had 2 university courses 
in the subject . 
TABLE 3: QUALIFICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER 
EDUCATORS INSTRUCTING HDE (SECONDARY) 
STUDENTS DURING 1986 
NUMBER OF LECTURERS 
UNIVERSITY COURSE IN MATHEMATICS 
'tEAR OF STUDY 0 1 2 3 HONOURS 
!!DE 1 1 3 1 
!!DE 2 1 3 2 
!!DE 3 1 2 2 
!!DE 4 1 2 2 
TOTAL 
5 
6 
5 
5 
III 
5.3 TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER 
EDUCATORS AT COLLEGES OF EDUCATION 
Table 4 gives the primary , secondary and tertiary teaching 
expe r ience of all the Mathematics teacher educators up to 
1986. The experience of the heads of departments and other 
Mathematics lecturers has been recorded separately . 
Information regarding the nature (pe r manent or temporary) of 
appointment of the lecturers is not included in th is study , 
because of a shortcoming i n the quest i onnaire . 
5.3.1 Teaching e xperience o f heads of Mathematics 
departments 
Table 4 shows tha t the tertiary experienc e of he ads of 
Mathematics departments at the 11 col l eges of education 
ranged from ° to 16 years , while the secondary school 
e xperience o f the lecturers ranged from 4 to 18 years . The 
data as shown i n Table 4 also indicates that most (6 4,3 %) of 
the heads of departments had less than 6 years secondary 
school experience and the mean teaching experience of the 
heads of departments was 7 , 4 years. Also most (60 , 6%) of the 
heads of departments had less than 6 years t ertiary 
experienc e , t heir mean teaching e xpe r ience being 6 , 3 years. 
All the heads of departments at the 11 colleges of education 
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TABLE 4: TEACHING EXPERIENCE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHER 
EDUCATORS AT COLLEGES OF EDUCATION 
EXPERIENCE 
NUMBER OF MATHEMATICS LECTURERS 
TEACHING 
IN YEARS N % *N % **N % ***N 
Prirrery None 11 100 22 71,0 33 78,6 30 
Sch:cl. 1 - 5 8 25 ,8 8 19,0 8 
6 - 10 1 3 ,2 1 2 ,4 1 
None 10 32,3 10 23 ,8 10 
Seccrmry 
1 - 5 5 64,3 14 45 ,1 19 45,2 18 
Scb:xll 6 - 10 2 11,9 6 19,4 8 19,0 7 
11 - 15 2 11 ,9 1 3 ,2 3 7 ,1 2 
rrcre than 15 2 11 ,9 2 4,9 2 
None 1 9 ,1 7 22,6 8 19,0 7 
Tertiary 1 - 5 6 60 ,8 15 48,4 22 52,4 20 
(Col.l~) 6 - 10 1 9,1 5 16,1 6 14,3 6 
11 - 15 2 11,9 4 12,9 6 14,3 5 
more than 15 1 9 ,1 1 2,4 1 
Totals 11 31 42 39 
N Number of heads of departments 
* N Number of lectur ers excluding the head of department 
**N Total number o f lecturers 
% 
76,9 
20,5 
2,6 
25,6 
46,1 
17,9 
5,2 
5,2 
17,9 
51,3 
15,4 
12,8 
2,6 
***N: Number of lecturers that r esponded to questionnaire B 
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had some secondary school teaching experience , but none of 
them had p rimary school experience , while only one (9 , 1%) of 
them had no previous e xperience a t tertiary level . The 
respons es to the questionnaires also indicated that none of 
the heads o f departments had experience othe r than teaching . 
These stat i stics as shown ~n Table 4 i ndicate that the heads 
of departments at the 1 1 coll eges of education are mostly 
i nexperienced . 
5.3.2 Teaching experience of other Mathe matics 
teache r educators 
The data ( *N) as shown in Table 4 indicates that most (77 , 4%) 
of the 31 Mathemat i cs lecturers had less than 6 years 
secondary school teaching exper i ence and that most ( 71 , 0%) of 
them had less than 6 years tertiary experience . The mean 
teaching experience at primar y , secondary and tertiary levels 
of these l e cturers was respectively 4, 4,6 and 5,7 years . 
The tertiary exper ience of the 31 lecturers ranged from 0 to 
34 y ears , while their secondary school teaching experience 
ranged from 0 to 19 years and their primary school teaching 
e xperience ranged from 0 to 5 years . Table 4 also shows that 
7 (22 , 6%) lecturers at the 11 colleges of education had no 
previous tertiary experience, while 10 (32 , 3%) had no 
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secondary school teaching experience and only 9 (29 , 0%) 
lecturers had primary school teaching experience . 
The responses indicate that 5 (12 , 0 %) Ma thema tics lecturers 
had other experience apart from teaching. These 
non - teaching e xperiences included jobs In fields such as 
Metallurgy , Analytica l Chemistry , Chemistry , laborato r y work 
and resea r ch in Physiology . 
The data as r ef l ected i n Table 4 indicates that in 1986 mo s t 
of the lectu r ers a t the 11 co l leges of educat i on had limited 
teaching e x pe r ience a t the 3 teaching levels. In response to 
question 5 . 3 , i nqu i ring whether teacher educators should have 
school e x perience (see Appendix B) , 35 (89 , 2%) lecture r s 
·i ndicated that it is necessa r y for teacher educators to have 
schoo l teaching e xperience. 
5.4 INTEREST AND PROFESS I ONAL PREPAREDNESS OF 
MATHEMATICS TEACHER EDUCATORS 
5.4.1 Further studies of Mathema tics t eache r educators 
During 1986 f i ve ( 11,9%) lecturers at diffe r ent colleges of 
education were involved with further studies in the field of 
Mathematics Education . One of these lecturers , as a 
part - time student , took Curriculum Studies in Mathematics as 
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a subject for the B. Ed. degree. One of the heads of 
department worked on a dissertation during 1986 on 
Mathemati cs Education as part fulf ilment for a post-graduate 
degree at a British university , after having spent one year 
in the U. K. as a British Council scholarship student . A 
third lec t urer was doing research for the completion of a 
Ph . D. on Computer Assisted Instruction through an American 
university. The other 2 respondents did not indicat e the ir 
field of study. All the respondents agreed on the usefulness 
of r esearch on the teaching of Mathemat ics. 
Te n other lecturers at the colleges of education were 
following additional part - time courses in Mathematics and 
Statistics. Six of these l ecturers were doing Mathematics I, 
3 Mathemat i cs II and one lecturer was doing Ma~hematics III. 
This shows that 6 of the 7 lectu r ers (see 5 . 2 . 1) who had no 
univers i ty c ourses in Mathematics were attempting to acqui r e 
such backgro und . 
5.4.2 Affiliation to profe ssional associations 
Four colleges of education (see Table 6) indicated that they 
W2 r e affiliated to th e Mathematics Association of South 
Africa (MASA) . Table 5 shows that only 10 (25 , 6%) 
Mathematics lecturers indicated that they were affiliated to 
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TABLE 5: RESPONSES OF TEACHER EDUCATORS TO QUESTIONS 
(2.1 - 2.9) ON SUPPORT SERVICES FOR 
MATHEMATICS TEACHING 
Questions " 
en 
r.J 2 >< 
2.1 Affiliation to a Mathematical N 10 29 
Association % 25,6 74,4 
2. 2 Attendance of National N 8 31 
Conventions % 20 , 5 79,5 
2.3 Attendance of MAS A confer- N 9 30 
ences % 23,1 76,9 
2.4 What does IOIE stand for? N 3 36 
% 7,7 92,3 
2. 5 Attendance of IOIE con- N 0 39 
gresses % 0 100% 
2.6 Familiar with guidance ' N 11 28 
material of Subject Advisors % 28,2 71,8 
2. 7 Attendance of short N 13 26 
courses of Subject Advisors % 33,3 66 , 7 
2.8 Conference on training of N 39 0 
Mathemat ics t eachers % 100,0 0 
2.9 Ass istance t o pupi ls for N 15 24 
Mathematics Olympiads % 38,4 61,6 
~ 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
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TABLE 6: RESPONSES OF HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS TO QUESTIONS 
(5.1 - 5.6) ON SUPPORT SERVICES 
~ Questions . 12 ~ >< 
5.1 Refresher courses on current N 
° 
11 
(a) syllabi offered % 100,0 
5.1 Lecturers consult with lecturers N 6 5 
(b) from other Colleges % 54,5 45,5 
5.2 Subject meetings held by Head N 11 
° of the Mathematics Department % 100 ,0 
° 
5. 3 In-service-training of Mat hematics N 5 6 
teachers % 45 , 5 54 , 5 
5.4 Assistance to secondary or primary N 3 8 
school pupils % 27,3 72,7 
5. 5 Lecturers meet with Mathematics N 2 9 
Subject Advisors % 18,2 81,8 
5.6 Affiliation to mathematical N 4 7 
Associations % 36 ,4 63,6 
~ 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
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a mathematical association. The responses of the Mathematics 
teachers indicates that none of them were affiliated to any 
mathematical association (see Table 16) . Congresses of MASA 
had been attended by only 9 (23 , 1%) lecturers and only 2 
lecturers from the 11 colleges of education had attended the 
congress held at the University of Stellenbosch (1986) . This 
is a disappointing picture seeing that 6 of the colleges are 
situated in the Wes t ern Cape . Also 8 (20 , 5%) lecturers had 
attended the Nat i ona l Convent i ons of Science and Mathematics 
Te a chers a r ranged b y t he Fo undation for Scienc e , Ed uca ti on 
and Technology and only one lecturer from one of the colleges 
was present at a recent convention held at Rhodes University 
( 1987) . 
5.4.3 International Congress on Mathematical Education 
Table 5 shows that o n l y 3 ( 7,7 %) lecturers at t he 1 1 colleges 
of education responded correctly to question 2.4 , requir i ng 
the meaning of ICME (see Appendix B) , and that none of the 
lecturers had attended any of these congresses . It is 
alarming that 92 , 3% of the Mathematics teacher educators at 
the co l leges of education appear to be ignor ant about ICME . 
The 3 respondents referred to above erroneously interpreted 
ICME as a counci l or committee . Also the responses of the 
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sample of lecturers indicated that o nly 51 , 3% of the 
lecturers used the journal Spectrum, in which notices and 
reports on ICME congresses have been published (see Table 8). 
ICME congresses are held each leap year and are attended by 
leading mathematical educationists who discuss recent 
research and new developments in Mathematics Education (also 
see 2.2.1) . Trainers of Mathematics teachers should acquaint 
themse 1 ves with reports de li vered at these congresses and 
should at least be aware of the existence of such congresses . 
5.4.4 Involvement with support services 
In 1982 the Departmen t of Educa tion introduced an advisory 
service for Mathematics teachers . Only 2 (18 ,2 %) heads of 
departments (see Table 6) indicated that they had informal 
contact with MathematIcs subject advisers during panel 
inspections. Only 11 (28 , 2%) lecturers indicated that they 
were familiar with the guidance material issued by the 
subject advisers . Short courses and seminars are held 
annually for 
13 (13,3%) 
secondary school Mathematics teachers and only 
college lecturers indicated that they had 
VOluntarily attended such short courses previously . Some of 
the lecturers had recently been teaching at secondary schools 
and had had direct contact with the advisers . 1\ 11 the 
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respondents to the questionnaire (Appendix B) indicated that 
they would prefer to have greater contact with subject 
advisers and agreed that a conference for Mathematics 
lecturers on the training of Mathematics teachers should be 
arranged by the department. 
Five of the colleges of education are offering part-time 
courses for practising teachers to upgrade their 
qualifications. Three colleges of education run programs 
during school vacations for matric pupils in preparation for 
their final examinations. Fifteen (38,4%) lecturers 
indicated that they had previously given asistance to pupils 
in preparation for Mathematics olympiads. 
5.5 TEACHING FACILITIES AND RESOURCES FOR MATHEMATICS 
AT COLLEGES OF EDUCATION 
Table 7 gives the responses of heads of departments at the 11 
colleges of education to questions 4.1 to 4.10 (see Appendix 
A) relating to resources for teaching Mathematics. 
5.5.1 Teaching facilities 
Table 7 shows that 4 (36,4%) heads of departments ir.dicated 
that Mathematics l ecturers at their institutions had the ir 
own subject rooms and 4 colleges had a venue used as a 
laboratory for teaching Mathematics. Classroom facilities at 
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TABLE 7: RESPONSES OF HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS TO 
QUESTIONS (4.1 - 4.10) ON RESOURCES 
FOR TEACHING MATHEMATICS 
Response 
Questions ~ 
>< 
4.1 Prescribed textbook used for N 9 
Content Section % 81,8 
4.2 Prescribed textbook used for N 4 
Method Section % 57 ,1 
4. 3 Study material on Method Section N 11 
issued to students % 100 , 0 
4.4 Classroom/laboratory for teaching N 4 
Mathematics available % 57,1 
4.5 Mathematics lecturers have own N 4 
subject. rooms % 57.1 
4.6 College subscribes to journals on N 10 
Mathernatics Educ.ation % 90,9 
4.7 TextbQoks on the teaching of Mathema- N 9 
tics available in co l lege libraries % 81 , 8 
4.8 Funds available for acquiring N 6 
teaching aids for Mathematics % 54 , 5 
4.9 Teaching aids f o r mathematics supplied N 11 
by t he Education Department % 100,0 
4.10 Students required to construct N 11 
,f;eaching aids for practige teaching % 100,0 
~ ~ 
2 11 
18,2 
7 11 
42,9 
° 
11 
° 
7 11 
42,9 
7 11 
42.9 
1 11 
9,1 
2 11 
18,2 
5 11 
45,5 
° 
J.l 
100,0 
° 
11 
100,0 
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all the colleges of education are generally limi ted, 
resulting in lecturers having to share venues and at 4 
colleges specific venues are set aside for use by the 
Mathematics lecturers. The equipped classrooms 
(laboratories) for teaching Mathematics were found during 
personal visits to all the colleges of education in 1986, to 
be teaching venues used mostly by Mathematics lecturers and 
where wallcharts and some teaching aids were stored and 
displayed . 
5.5 . 2 Teaching aids 
Table 7 shows that all the heads of departments indicated 
that teaching aids are supplied by the Department of 
Education. During inspection visits to the coll eges in 1 986 
I found that the teaching aids referred to consisted of 
writingboard i nstruments , overhead projectors , audio and 
video apparatus as well as microcomputers . Six (54 , 5%) 
colleges make funds available to the Mathematics departments 
for the purchase of teaching aids and most of these funds are 
used for acquiring transparenc y films and overhead -pens . 
All the colleges indicated that student- teachers are required 
to construct teaching aids for use during practice teaching , 
but the responses (refer to Table 9) of the sample of 
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TABLE 8: RESPONSES OF TEACHER EDUCATORS TO QUESTIONS 
(3.2 - 3 .4 ) ON LIBRARY RESOURCES FOR 
TEACHING MATHEMATICS 
~ Quest ions . [3 ~ :>< 
3.2 Subscribe to journals on N 9 30 
the teaching of MathelT'atics % 23 , 1 76 , 9 
3.3a Spectrum N 20 19 
% 51,3 48,7 
3.3b The MathelT'atics N 17 22 
Teacher % 43,6 56, 4 
3.3c MathelT'atics Teaching N 9 30 
% 23 ,1 76 , 9 
3.3d MathelT'atical Digest N 11 28 
% 28,2 71,8 
3.3e Pythagoras N 6 33 
% 15,4 84 ,6 
3.3f Imstus News N 4 35 
% 10, 3 89,7 
3.3g Journal of the Natal N 0 39 
Teachers' MathelT'atics % 0 100 
. ASsociation 
3.4 Recommended list of N 38 1 
suitable refer ence IT'aterial % 97,4 2,6 
! 
39 
, 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
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TABLE 9: RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO QUESTIONS (5.1 - 5.6) 
RELATING TO THEIR PRE-SERVICE TRAINING 
Respons~ 
Yes No Other* Total 
Questions 
5.1 Made teaching aids for N 30 9 4 43 
Mathematics % 69,7 21 , 0 9,3 
5.2 Lecturer used teaching N 31 8 4 43 
a.ids. % 72,1 18,6 9,3 
5.3 Applied methods used by N 26 13 4 43 
lecturers. % 60,S 30,2 9,3 
5.4 Schemes of work were N 18 21 4 43 
discussed. % 41,9 48,8 9,3 
5.5 Mathematics syllabi for N 14 25 4 43 
schools were discussed. % 32,6 58 ,1 9,3 
5.6 Attention given to the N 16 23 4 43 
teaching of Mathematics 
to special students. % 37,2 53,S 9,3 
I 
* No response (no pre -service training) 
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secondary school teachers to a similar question (see Appendix 
C) show that on ly 30 (69,7 %) teachers stated that during 
their pre-service training they constructed teaching aids for 
teaching Mathematics. The responses or secondary school 
teachers (Table 9) show that only 31 (72 ,1 %) teachers agreed 
that teaching aids were used by Mathematics lecturers during 
their pre-service training . 
5.5.3 Library resources 
It is alarming to find (see Table 7) that 2 (18 , 2%) heads of 
departments indicated that reference material on the teaching 
of Mathematics was not available while , on the other hand , 
58 , 1% of the sample of teachers indicated that reference 
material was not available in the college library (see Table 
11). This was investigated and it was found that reference 
books on teaching Mathemat ics are in fact available, but are 
mostly limited to school textbooks . Lists of r eference books 
available in college libraries we r e submitted with the r eturn 
of the questionnaire (refer to Appendix E for the list of 
books available in the libraries at col leges of education). 
Only one college did not subscribe to journals on Mathematics 
Education . Nine (23 , 1%) lecturers indicated that they 
personally subscribed to journals on the teaching of 
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Mathematics (see Table 8). 
The Department of Education provides funds for colleges of 
education to subscribe to journals such as Spectrum , 
Archimedes , Mathematics Teacher and Arithmetic Teacher, and 
this could be the reason why 76 , 9% of the respondents 
indicated that they personally do not subscribe to such 
journals . One of the inadequacies of the questionnaire sent 
to lecturers is that it should rather have determined whether 
lecturers read these journals. 
with reference to Table 8 the journal Spectrum is used by 
51 , 3% of the sample of Mathematics lecturers. The second 
most popular journal used by lecturers is The Mathematics 
Teacher (43 , 6%). The journal of the Natal Teachers' 
Mathematics Associat i on is not used by any of the lecturers 
and the use of other local publ icat ions by the 1 ecturers 
ranges between 10,3 % and 28 , 2%. The newsl etter of MASA , 
Pythagoras , which is issued to membe rs, is used by only 15,4% 
of the lecturers . Responses to the question inquiring 
whether lecturers are affiliated to a mathematical 
association revealed that only 25 , 6% of the lecturers are 
affiliated to MASA . 
The low percentage of lecturers (see Table 8) who are using 
journals on the teaching of Mathematics is a matter of grave 
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concern , as it can be an indicat ion that prospective 
Mathematics t e achers at colleges of education are not fully 
exposed to the value of journals for their professional 
growth , as ref l ected i n Table 16 showing that only 4 (9 ,4 %) 
of the sample of Mathematics teachers subscribe to local 
journals on the teaching of Mathemat i cs. 
5 . 5.4 Refere nces for t e aching Subj ect Dida ctics 
Twenty six (66 , 7%) lecturers responded t o quest i on 3 . 1 , 
inquiring whether t hey used reference material for Subject 
Didactics (see Appendix B) , and indicated the reference works 
used by them . Of these 26 lecturers 5 commented that they 
refer to a number of r eference works for the teaching of 
Subjec t Didactics . 
A list of 10 reference books being used in 1986 is shown 
be l ow : 
Title and Author 
1. Mathemati c s in secondary schools . 
Number of 
lecturers 
P.G . Scopes . 2 
2 . Teaching kids Mathematics. C . Ba r nett . 2 
3 . Method of Mathematics . V. E . Schnugh , A.P . Fortuin . 8 
4. Teaching and Learning Mathematics for Secondary 
schools . F.H . Bell. 3 
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5. Teach ing secondary Mathematics . Butler, Wren 
and Banks. 
6 . Dynamics of Teaching Secondary school 
Mathematics . 
7 . Learning Mathematics: A cognitive science 
approach. 
8. Wiskunde vir onderwys studente vir die seniur 
primere fase. Van Rensburg et al 
9. Teaching Mathematics. University of Cape Town 
study guide . 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
10. Mathematics Subject Didactics . Unisa study guide. 3 
The most popular textbook used by the lecturers 1.S by V. E. 
Schnugh and A. P . Fortuin titled: Method of Mathematics . 
Eight of the respondents (30,8%) indicated the use of the 
aforementioned book as main reference for teaching Subject 
Didact ics. This 48 page book is completely inadequate as it 
is designed for use by primary school teachers and deals 
mostly with the administrative aspects of teaching 
Mathematics and is thus not suitable for the training of 
s econdary school Mathematics teachers . This is also the same 
book that 4 heads of departments indicated as being prescibed 
for the students (see Table 7) . 
Most of the lecturers (97,4%) in their responses indicated 
that a recommended list of suitable reference materia l on 
Subject Didactics would be of great assistance. Als o 29 
(74 , 4%) lecturers indicated that a textbook, if available , 
based on all the topics prescibed for Subject Didactics would 
be of great assistance . 
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5 .6 SUBJECT DIDACTI CS 
5.6.1 Me thod o f Mathematics a s a pre r equis ite f or 
Mathema tics t e ache r educator s 
From a total of 39 respondents to the questionnaire sent to 
Mathematics lecturers at colleges, of education , 20 (51 , 3%) 
lecturers had followed a course in Method of Mathematics for 
their initial training as Mathematics teachers . It has been 
found that 48 , 7% of the Mathematics lecturers who were 
engaged in the train i ng of Mathemat i cs teachers in 1986 had 
themsel ves not fo II owed a uni vers i ty course in Method of 
teaching Mathematics . This high percentage of lecturers who 
do not have a university course in Method of Mathematics is a 
matter of grave concern since all Mathematics teacher 
educators a t the colleges of education investigated are 
responsible for the teaching of Subject Didactics . 
Seven of the 19 lecturers who did not have any course in 
Method of Mathematics also had no professional 
qualifications , while 4 of the 19 lecturers had nothing more 
than the Method of Mathematics course obtained in their 
initial training at a college of education . 
The quest i onnaire (see Appendix B) also revealed that 17 
(43 , 6%) lecturers frequently referred to the original study 
material to which they were introduce d during their own 
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course of study in Method of Mathematics . Moreover 4 (10 , 3%) 
lecturers indicated that i n conducting their c lasses they 
used these study guides on Method of Mathematics as their 
ma i n reference for teaching Subject Didactics to their 
students . It was also found that all the lecturers at the 
colleges issued study material (lecture notes) to their 
students. 
5.6.2 Views of Mat he matics t e acher educators on the 
Subject Didactics course pres ented at colleges of 
e ducation 
Thirty fou r (87 , 2%) of the sample of lecturers indicated that 
spec i f i c lectu r ing t ime is set aside by them for the teaching 
of Sub j ect Didactics to the i r students (see Table 1 2 ) . This 
indica t es that there are teacher educators who are either 
integrating the content and method sections of the subject , 
or teaching these 2 sections in isola t ion . 
Twent y two (56 , 4%) l ecturers (see Tab l e 10) indicated that 
the y we r e satisfied with the topics as prescribed for tile 
Subjec t Di dactics section of the syllabus . Only 2 (5 , 1%) of 
the respondents indicated that there we r e topi c s that they 
felt should be excluded from the Subject Didactics sections 
of the syllabus. Also , only 9 (23 , 1%) lecturers named some 
topics that they were teaching that were not specifically 
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TABLE 10: RESPONSES OF TEACHER EDUCATORS TO QUESTIONS 
(7.1 - 7.6) ON SUBJECT DIDACTICS FOR 
MATHEMATICS 
~ "' Ul Z 0 Questions "-~ Ul ~ 0 "' z a: 
7.1 Use of study material N 17 15 7 
% 43,6 38,5 17,9 
7.2 Use of electronic N 4 33 2 
calculators % 10,3 84,6 5,1 
7.3 Satisfied with Subject N 22 10 7 
Didactics topics % 56,4 25,6 18,0 
7.5 Topics to be excluded N 2 16 21 
% 5,1 41,0 53,9 
7. 6 Use of text book as main N 29 6 4 
reference. % 74,4 15,4 10,2 
:i! . 
~ 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
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prescribed for Subject Didactics. The top ics named by these 
l ectu r ers are (numbers in brackets indicate the number of 
lecturers who named these topics): 
5.6. 3 
Psychology of Mathematics (3) 
Self - discovery learning (4) 
Prob lem solving techniques ( 4 ) 
Brainstorm approach (2) 
New school syllabi (1) 
Views o f Mathe matics teache r s on the Subje ct 
Didact i cs c ourse f o l lowe d at c oll e ges o f e ducation 
Tables 9 and 11 show the respon s es of the sample of secondary 
schoo l Mathemat i cs teachers to quest ions 3 . 1 to 3.9 (see 
Appendix C) based on their ini tia 1 trai ning at co 11 eges of 
education . Four of the respondents had not been trained at 
colleges of education and they did not respond to the se 
questions . 
Most of the respondents (76,7%) valued the Subject Didact i cs 
taught to them at college and found the course to be 
interesting , but a lower percentage (60 , 5%) indicated that 
they applied the teaching methods of their lecturers (see 
Tables 9 and 11) . Also 27 (62 , 8%) ind icated that not enough 
Subject Didactics was taught and 30 (6 9 , 7%) agreed that more 
l ectu ring time should be allocated to Subject Didactics. 
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TABLE 11: RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO QUESTIONS (3.1 - 3.9) 
RELATING TO THEIR PRE-SERVICE TRAINING 
Response 
Yes No Other 
Questions 
* 
3 . 1 Mathematical content N 29 10 4 
sufficient for teaching . % 67,4 23 , 3 9,3 
3.2 Value of Subject Didac - N 33 6 4 
tics . 01 ,0 76 , 7 14 , 0 9,3 
3.3 Enough Subject Didactics N 12 27 4 
taught at College . % 27,9 62,8 9 , 3 
3 . 4 tllore time to be allocated N 30 9 4 
to Subject Didactics . % 69,7 21 , 0 9,3 
3 . 5 Subject Didactics course N 33 6 4 
was interesting. % 76 , 7 14 , 0 9,3 
3 . 6 Inspired further s t udy in 'N 23 16 4 
the teaching of Mathema-
tics. % 53,5 37,2 9,3 
3 . 7 Used prescribed book for N 6 33 4 
Subject Didactics. % 14,0 76 , 7 9 ,3 
3.8 Received study material N 30 9 4 
from lecturers . % 69 ,7 21 , 0 9 , 3 
3.9 Reference material avail - N 25 14 4 
able in College Library. % 58 , 1 32,6 9,3 
* No response (no pre-service training). 
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A low percentage (53,5%) of the Mathematics teachers 
indicated that the Subject Didactics course followed by them 
inspired further study i~ the teaching of Mathematics . The 
tatter result could be due to the fact that they have only 
recently started teaching and were still adapting to the 
teaching situation. 
Only 6 (14 , 0%) teachers indicated that they used a prescribed 
textbook for Subject Didactics and most of the respondents 
(69 , 7%) indicated that they received study material (lecture 
notes) on the teaching of Mathematics from their Mathematics 
lecturers . 
Only 18 (41 , 9%) Mathematics teachers indicated that current 
school Mathematics syllabi were discussed during their 
pre - service training (see Table 9) . These low percentages 
could be due to the fact that only 43,5% of the respondents 
followed a training course for secondary school Mathematics 
t eachers . Also 41,9% of the respondents indicated that 
schemes of work for secondary school Mathematics were dealt 
with during their initial training. Sixteen (37,2%) 
respondents indicated that attention was given to the 
teaching of Mathematics to special students . 
Only 2 (4 , 7%) teachers who were trained at colleges of 
education did not glve their impressions of the Subject 
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Didactics course that they had followed . Eight different 
impressions were stated by the respondents and are listed 
below , with the number of respondents for each impress i on 
given in brackets : 
* Insufficient time spent on Subject Didactics 
and too much emphasis on Content (16) 
* Interesting and helpful (13) 
* Inadequate ( 4) 
* Not sufficient teaching approaches (3) 
* Too much emphas is on the use of the overhead 
projector (3) 
* Requirements and rol e of subject advisers 
lacking (3) 
* Enjoyed teaching practice (3) 
* Not stimulating (boring) (2) 
Alt hough 13 respondents found the Subject Didactics course 
they had followed to be interesting and helpful, the general 
impression was that insufficient attention is given to 
Subject Didactics . 
5.7 MATHEMATICS CONTENT 
All the Mathematics lecturers agreed that prospective 
secondary school Mathematics teachers require knowledge of 
the subject beyond matric level . Twenty nine (67 , 4%) of the 
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Mathema tics teachers (see Tab le 11 ) found the rna thema t ica 1 
content taught to them during their initial training to be 
suf f icient . The nega ti ve responses of the ot her teachers 
could be because some of them did not follow the course for 
secondary teachers. 
Table 12 shows that only 11 (28 , 2%) Ma thematics lecturers 
indicat ed that the content as prescribed is insufficient and 
that additional topics should be included for the pre-service 
training of secondary school Mathematics t eachers , while 4 
lecturers did not respond to this question (see Appendix B) . 
Topics not related to mathematical content were a lso given 
by the respondents and the follow i ng relevant topics were 
suggested by the lecturers: 
Most 
Transformation Geometry 
Discrete Mathematics 
Boolean Algebra 
Numerical Analysis 
More on Serie s 
More on Polar Coordinates 
of the colleges (81 , 8% ) prescribe textbooks for 
mathematical content. The prescribed books r efe rred to 
consist mostly of secondary school textbooks and only the 
fo l lowing 4 relevant books were listed: 
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* Calculus with Analytical Geometry. 
and C. Morrey . 
* Engineer i ng Mathematics . K. Stroud. 
M. Potters 
* Analytic Geometry and Calculus . A. W. Goodman . 
* Calculus . Shaum's series by F. Ayres . 
5.7.1 Need for change 
In response to a question (see Appendix B) on the necessity 
for the r evision of school Mathematics syllabi only 7 
l ecturers did not respond and the responses were grouped in 5 
categories as follows , with the frequencies ind i cated in 
brackets: 
* To keep pace with technological advances . (17) 
* Developments in Mathematics Education. (9) 
* New developments in Mathematics . (9) 
* Changing needs of society . (4) 
* Requi r ements for further study . (4) 
5.7.2 Euclidean Geometry 
In response to the question (see Appendix B) on the reasons 
for the inclusion of Euclidean Geometry in existing schoo l 
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syllabi, 12 lecturers did not respond and the following are 
the main r easo ns given by the res pondent s (f requenci es 
indicated in brackets): 
* Developing logical reasoning ~n children . (11) 
* Application of the axiomatic , deductive system . (7) 
* To relate with the real world . (7) 
* To teach problem solving techniques. (2) 
* To teach drawing skills. (2) 
* To promote analytical thinking ~n pupils . (1) 
Some of the aforementioned responses of the lecturers 
indicate that there are Mathematics lecturers who are not 
familiar with the value of Euclidean Geometry as a topic for 
school Mathematics . 
Also 22 (56,4%) Mathematics lecturers still regard an axiom 
as a self - evident t ruth , while 7 (18,0%) lecturers did not 
respond to the question (see Appendix B) . I find it alarming 
that such a high percentage of Mathematics lecturers still 
have this "classical " conception of an axiom in contrast to 
the modern belief. This is possibly due tu the lack of 
knowledge of the respondents regard ing Non - Euclidean 
Geometries and is further exemplified by the list of topics , 
suggested by 13 lecturers , that could be used for teaching 
the axioma tic - deducti ve structure of Ma thema tics at school 
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, 
level . Most of the lecturers (66 , 7%) did not respond to this 
question and the following topics were suggested, with 
frequencies indicated in brackets: 
* Topology (4) 
* Group Theory (3) 
* Trigonometry (3) 
* Transformation Geometry (1) 
* Projective Geometry (1) 
* Analytic Geometry (1) 
* Set Theory (1) 
* Number Theory (1) 
The topics Topo logy , Group Theory , Set Theory and Number 
Theory are suitable for inclusion in school Mathematics 
sy llabi, but the practical implications of the other 
suggested topics for teaching the axiomatic-deductive 
structure of Mathematics at school level are questionable . 
5 . 7 . 3 Functions 
The lecturers were required to write down a suitable 
definition of a function based on the 1984 secondary school 
syllabus . Sixteen lecturers did not respond to this question 
(see Appendix B) and the responses given were grouped by me 
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as follows , with frequencies given in brackets: 
* Sets of ordered pairs (9) 
* Special Relations ( 8 ) 
* Mappings (3) 
* Interdependence of variables (3) 
* Machines (1) 
It is disappointing that most of the respondents were not 
familiar with the greater emphasis on functions in the new 
syllabi and that only a few (3) were aware of the functional 
interdependence between var iables. 
5.8 MICRO-COMPUTERS 
Questions on the use and role of micro-computers .in the 
teaching of Mathema tics were included in the questionnaires 
for both the l ecturers and teachers (see Appendices B & C). 
Tables 13 and 14 show the responses of the sample of college 
lecturers and Mathematics teachers to quest i ons r elating to 
the role of micro-computers in the teaching of Mathematics. 
Presently computer literacy courses are offered at the 11 
colleges of educat ion using the Commodore 64 system and all 
secondary schools of the Departmerlt have been supplied with 
such systems. The TOAM computer system has also been 
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TABLE 13: RESPONSES OF TEACHER EDUCATORS TO QUESTIONS 
(4.1 - 4.7) ON MICRO-COMPUTERS IN THE 
TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS 
til 
Questions w ~ >< 
4.1 Usefulness of computers for N 39 
° 
the teaching of Mathematics % 100,0 
° 
4.2 Necessity for Mathematics N 39 
° 
teachers to have some 
knowledge of micro-computers % 100,0 
° 
4.3 Using computers for the N 6 33 
teaching of Mathematics % 15,4 84,6 
4.4 Assist students during N 11 28 
. computer sessions % 28,2 71,8 
4.5 Knowledge of operation of N 23 16 
a micro-computer % 58,9 41,1 
4.6 Knowledge of programming N 26 13 
% 66,7 37,3 
4.7 Interest in a course N 37 2 
on role and use of computers % 94,8 5,2 
;i 
I-{:. 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
39 
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TABLE 14: RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO QUESTIONS (2.1 - 2.6) 
ON MICRO-COMPUTERS IN THE TEACHING OF 
MATHEMATICS 
Response 
Questions 
2.1 Know how to operate a N 
micro-computer. % 
2.2 Knowledge of Computer N 
Programming. % 
2.3 Use computers to assist with N 
teaching Mathematics. % 
2.4 Computers can be useful for N 
teaching Mathematics. % 
2.5 Necessary for Mathematics N 
teachers to have knowledge % 
of the use of micro-computers. 
2.6.1 Computer literacy course N 
useful. % 
2.6.2 Written programs for use in N 
the Mathematics classroom. % 
* Only 15 of the 43 res pondents had attended 
a computer lite racy course. 
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supplied to some colleges, but due to the lack of suitable 
software it has not yet been utilized effectively. Fifteen 
Mathematics teachers had followed a computer· literacy course 
at these colleges and 11 (28 , 2%) lecturers indicated that 
they assisted students during these courses . On ly 3 (20 , 0%) 
of the sample of teachers that followed the computer literacy 
course did not find it useful . 
All the Mathematics lecturers at the 11 colleges of education 
and most of the teachers (93,0%) agreed that micro - computers 
can be useful for the teaching of Mathematics and that it is 
necessary for Mathematics teachers to have some knowledge of 
micro - computers. Most of the lecturers (84,6%) also agreed 
that the use of electronic calcu lators will not inhibit 
pupils' mathematical development or reasoning (see Table 10). 
Most of the Mathematics lecturers (58 , 9%) are familiar with 
the operation of micro - computers at basic level and 66,7% of 
them have an elementary knowledge of programming. On the 
other hand only 44 , 2% of the Mathematics teachers have 
followed a computer literacy course and 11 (25 ,6 %) teachers 
have some knowledge of programming. 
One lecturer has an M. Sc . in the Instructional use of 
Computers, 2 lecturers offered Computer Science I II as a 
major for their degrees, 4 offered Computer Science I , two 
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have a Diploma in Datametrics , one offered computer studies 
as part o[ an t·1.Ed. degree , while 15 lecturers followed a 
computer literacy course offered by the 
Education . The programming l anguages that 
lecturers have indicaten are as follows: 
Logo, Pascal , Pilot, Cobol and Lisp . 
Department of 
the 26 (66 , 7%) 
Basic , Fortran, 
Only 6 ( 1 5 , 4 % ) lecturers indicated that they use 
micro-computers to assist wi th the teaching of Mathematics . 
Even though 2 teachers indicated that they had written 
programs for use in the Mathematics classroom none of the 
sample of teachers used computers to assist with the teaching 
of Mathematics (see Table 14). Most of the lecturers (94 ,8 %) 
indicated that they would be interested in following a course 
directed at the role and use of micro - computers in the 
teaching of Mathematics . 
These results indicate that lecturers and teachers are aware 
of the potential role and use of micro-computers in the 
teaching of Mathematics and that prospective teachers need to 
be introduced to computers during their initial training as 
Mathematics teachers. The use of the computer for teaching 
Mathematics has not yet taken root in the classroom and here 
more attention should be directed duri~g pre - service and 
in-service training especially in the light of the 
availab ilty of computers at colleges and secondary schools . 
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5.9 OTHER SCHOOL SUBJECTS FOR MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Quest i ons were included in the questionnaires for both the 
lecturers and teachers (see Append ices B & C) to de t ermi ne 
which school subjects othe r than Mathematics are taken by 
p r ospect i ve Ma thematics teachers during their initial 
training . 
TABLE 15: SCHOOL SUBJECTS OTHER THAN MATHEMATICS OFFERED 
BY THE SAMPLE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS AS MAJORS 
FOR THEIR PRE-SERVICE TRAINING 
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% 53 , 4 20,9 23 , 3 7 , 0 11 , 6 18 ,6 9 , 3 
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Table 15 shows that most of the teachers (53,4%) offered 
Biology 
( 7 , 0 % ) 
as a sub ject for 
offered History. 
their initial 
Twenty - two 
training and only 3 
of the sample of 
Mathematics lecturers indicated that Physical Science should 
be offered as a subject for Mathematics teachers , while only 
6 lecturers were of the opinion that Biology should be 
offered by prospective Mathematics teachers as a subject for 
their initial t ra ining. Other sUbjects suggested by the 
l ecturers are as follows (with frequencies indicated in 
brackets): Geography (3) , Economics (3) and Accounting (3) . 
All the Mathemat i cs teachers offered at least one 
mathematically r elated subject for their initial training and 
most of the teachers (97 , 6%) indicated that they relate 
Mathematics to other school subjects (see Table 16). 
5 .10 EXPERI ENCES OF BEG INNING TEACHERS 
Table 16 shows that 10 (23,2%) Mathematics teachers indicated 
that they did not follow a teaching course with the specific 
intention of teaching Mathematics. The following are the 
other subject choices of these respondents : 
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TABLE 16: RESPONSES OF TEACHERS TO QUESTIONS (1.2 - 1.7) 
Response 
Yes No 
Questions 
1.2 Followed teaching course with the N "33 10 
intention of being a Mathematics 
teacher % 76,7 23,2 
1.4 Confidence in teaching N 41 2 
Mathematics % 95,3 4,7 
1.5 Affiliation to any mathematical N 
° 
43 
association % 100,0 
1.6 Subscribe to local journals on N 4 39 
the teaching of Mathematics % 9,4 90,6 
1.7 Relate Mathematics to other N 42 1 
school subjects % 97,6 2,4 
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* Music 
* Biology ( 2 ) 
* Kindergarten Didactics 
* Languages 
* Geography ( 3 ) 
* Accounting 
* Art 
Because of the shortage of Mathematics teache r s at secondary 
schoo l level , beginning teachers with some college 
qualif i cations in Mathematics are often required to teach the 
subject ~ n place of their major subject. Most of the 
teachers (95 , 3%) i ndicated that they felt confident in 
teaching Mathematics at secondary school level and the reason 
why the other 2 teachers possibly did not feel confident is 
because of their lack of sufficient background ~ n 
Mathematics . 
Table 17 shows that most of the respondents (34 , 9%) were in 
their first year of teaching and were instructing pupils from 
standard 6 to 10 . In 1986 , 13 (30 , 2%) respondents had 3 
years teaching experience , 9 (20 , 9%) teachers had 2 years and 
6 (14 , 0%) only had one year of teaching experience . 
Th e s e results show that beginning teachers are expected to 
teach a wide range of pupils in the different standards at 
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secondary school s and require sound training to cope wi th 
the se demands . 
TABLE 17: SECONDARY CLASS SECTIONS TAUGHT BY THE 
SAMPLE OF MATHEMATICS TEACHERS 
Experience in Less 
years than 
1 2 3 Total 
one 
Standards year year years years 
Six N 6 2 3 3 14 
% 32,5 
Seven N 7 1 4 2 14 
% 32 , 6 
Eight N 0 2 1 5 8 
% 18,6 
Nine N 1 1 1 3 6 
% 14, 0 
Ten N 1 0 0 0 1 
% 2 , 3 
To ~ .... al N 15 6 9 13 43 
% 34 ,9 14,0 20 , 9 30,2 1 100,0 
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CHAPTER SIX 
FINDINGS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUS I ON 
6.1 FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
In this section the main findings and recommendations of this 
investigation will be given . The analysi s and 
r ecommend a tions rega r ding t he content of the Mathematics 
syllabi for the four years of study for the HOE (Secondary) 
course are also included i n this section . 
6.1.1 Prospective Mathematics Te achers 
The da t a obtained f r om the questionnaires 
te a c he r s 
shows that only a 
at colleges of smal l per c en t age of prospective 
educa t ion take Mathemat i cs for the HOE (Seconda r y) course . 
The growth in the number of prospect i ve teachers taking 
Mathemat i cs as a subject for the HOE (Secondary) course is 
also very low . The po s s i ble reasons for the low growth rate 
and small number of prospective teachers taking Mathematics 
for the HOE (Secondary) course could be the following: 
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(a) The entrance requirements for the HOE (Secondary) course 
offered at colleges of education are equi valent to 
matriculation exemption , resulting in prospective 
teachers rather opting to follow courses offered at 
universities . 
(b) Only a small number of prospective teachers gaining 
entrance to colleges of education have taken Mathematics 
as a matric subject , resulting in only a few qualifying 
to offer Mathematics for the HOE (Secondary) course . 
(c) The lack of interest of prospective teachers · in the 
teaching of Mathematics . 
(d) The lack of interest of matriculants 1n teaching as a 
profession . 
The data obtained from the questionnaires also indicates very 
high drop - out rates of students taking Mathematics as a 
subject for the HOE (Secondary) course . Reasons for these 
high drop- out rates could be the following: 
(a) The lack of interest of students in Mathematics . 
(b) The lack of interest of students 1n the teaching of 
Mathematics . 
(c) The lack of motivation of students by Mathematics 
lecturers in the teaching of Mathematics . 
(d) Pass requirements for the HOE (Secondary) course could 
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resul t in students passing Mathematics ln their first 
year of study, but not fulfilling other pass 
requirements . 
(e) Mathematics being a compulsory subject only for the first 
two years of study for the HDE (Secondary) course and 
optional for subsequent years . 
Data obtained from the responses of the sample of Mathematics 
teachers show that most of them took a mathematically related 
subject for their initial training. Most of the sample of 
lecturers also agreed that prospective Mathematics teachers 
should take at least one mathematically related subject for 
their initial training. The findings of this study also show 
that the members of the sample of beginning teachers are 
required to teach Mathematics to a wide range of standards. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) According to the Education Act , No. 73 of 1969, the 
training of secondary school teachers should be solely 
the function of uni vers i ties, so, ln the 1 igh t of the 
ineffectiveness of the training of Mathematics teachers 
at colleges of education, the Education Department should 
reconsider its decision t o offer the HDE (Secondary) 
course at colleges of education . 
(2) The Department of Education should consider investigating 
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the effectiveness of the total curr~culum for the 
HDE (Secondary) course, because similar situations to 
that pertaining in Mathematics could also exist for other 
subjects. 
(3) The HDE (Secondary) course for prospective Mathematics 
teachers should rather be offered at only one or two 
colleges of education , because of the small number of 
students following the course. 
(4) Mathematics lecturers at the colleges of education should 
try to mo tivate more students to take Mathematics as a 
subject for the HDE (Secondary) course. 
(5) Prospective secondary school Mathematics teachers should 
take at least one mathematically related subject for 
their initial training . 
6.1. 2 Qualifications o f Mathematics teacher educators 
Th e data obtained from the questionnaires shows that only 2 
Mathemati cs lecturers at the 11 colleges of education have a 
post - graduate qualification in Mathematics and that there are 
Mathematics lecturers with no unive r sity credits in the 
subject teaching Mathema tics to HDE (Secondary) students. 
This is a matter of grave concern seeing that the Mathematics 
content of the course is based on topics taught at first year 
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university level. On the other hand , the investigation also 
found that there were lecturers following part-time courses 
to upgrade their knowledge of Mathematics. 
The findings of this investigat i on show that there are also 
Mathematics lecturers with no professional training and that 
only a small percentage of lecturers have a B. Ed . degree . 
The data obtained also shows that a high percentage of 
profess i onally trained Mathematics lecturers did not take 
Method of Mathematic s for their own i nitial training . On l y a 
small pe r centage of Mathematics lecturers at the time of this 
investigation were involved in further studies in Mathematics 
Education . 
The Subject Didactics for Mathematics is an i ntegrated part 
of the course and is taught by all the Mathematics lecturers, 
and it is a matter of concern that there are Mathematics 
teacher educators at 
professional training 
colleges of 
and that there 
education wi th no 
are also Mathematics 
teacher educators with no course in Method of Mathematics . 
A sign i ficant aspect of these findings was that none of the 
lecturers at the colleges of education fulfilled the minimum 
requirements for secondary school Mathematics teacher 
educators , as recommended by the HSRC in their report on the 
training of Mathematics teachers in the RSA . 
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The system of secondary schoo 1 Ma thema tics teacher traini ng 
at colleges of education under the control of the House of 
Representatives appears to be only at Stage 2 of Dr Beeby's 
four - stage model for the development of educational systems 
in developing countries . 
The appointment of Mathemat i cs lecturers at colleges of 
education who are not suitably qualified for the training of 
Mathematics teachers is possibly due to the following : 
(a) Shortage of suitably qualified Mathematics teachers . 
(b) The l ack of interest of suitably qualified Mathematics 
teachers applying for positions at colleges of education . 
(c) The lack of applicants for advertised posts at colleges 
of education . 
(d) The requirements for appointment of lecturers at colleges 
of education are too lenient. 
(e) Some of the colleges of education were originally 
training schools for non-matriculation teachers and 
maintained some of their existing staff when they were 
upgraded . 
(f) Some lecturers teaching Mathematics have originally 
applied for positions in other subject. departments and 
due to staffing problems are required to teach 
Mathematics . 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) The Department of Education should raise the minimum 
requirements for appointment of lecturers for positions 
at colleges of education . 
(2) The minimum requirements for appointment of secondary 
school Mathematics lecturers , as recommended by the HSRC, 
should be an honours degree in Mathematics as well as a 
B . Ed. degree . 
(3) Mathematics lecturers filling temporary positions and who 
are not suitably qualified could be transferred to 
secondary or primary schools . 
(4) Suitably qua lifi ed secondary school Mathematics teachers 
cou ld be seconded to the co lleges of educa tion where 
needed. 
(5) In- serv ic e training courses should be offered by the 
Education Department for Mathematics lecturers who are 
not su itably qualified but holding permanent posts at the 
colleges of education. 
(6) A time limit should be set for Mathematics lecturers at 
the colleges of education who are not suitably qualified , 
to acquire the necessary qualifications. 
(7) The assignment of Mathematics lecturers 
in Mathematics Education should be 
to teach courses 
made wi th the 
consideration of their interests and knowledge of 
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Mathematics and Mathematics Education . 
6.1. 3 Teaching experience of Mathematics teacher educators 
The data obtained from the questionnaires shows that all the 
heads of departments and most of the Mathematics lecturers at 
the colleges of educat i on have less than 6 years secondary 
school teaching experience , while a number of lecturers have 
no secondary school experience . Most of t he Mathematics 
lecturers at the colleges of educat i on have less t han 6 years 
experience at tertiary level , and only a few l ecturers have 
experience other than teaching . The i nvestigation also shows 
that a l l the lectu r ers agree that teacher educators for 
seco ndary school Mathematics teachers should have relevant 
teaching experience . 
In short, t hese f i ndings show that t he teaching experiences 
of Mathemat ics l ecture r s at the coll eges of education are 
generally limited and that some lecturers have no school 
e xpe rience. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) Mathematics teacher educators should be assigned duties 
in such a way as to take advantage of their specific 
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teaching experiences . 
(2) More rigorous selection standards should be imposed ln 
the recruitment process , by requ iri ng evidence of highly 
successful relevant school teaching experience so as to 
develop Mathematics teacher educators who are exemplars 
of effective teaching . 
(3) Since the pedagogic example set by trainers can be 
expected to have a lasting influence on the teaching 
styles and perspectives on Mathematics of pre-service 
teachers , t eacher educators should have relevant 
classroom experience and the closer they are to such 
experience the more they will be able to assist teachers . 
(4) In Vlew of (3) , secondary school Mathematics teacher 
educators shou l d periodically be assigned to teach a t 
secondary schools , to be able to understand the problems 
and constraints of the classroom . 
(5) To be able to deal with the real wor l d a system should be 
devised so that teacher traine rs cou l d spend some time 
outside t he educational system and thus get to know many 
examples of applications of Mathematics relevant to 
school Mathematics . 
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6.1. 4 Support services 
This investigation shows that most of the Mathematics 
lecturers at the colleges of education are not affiliated to 
any professional Mathematics association . Congresses and 
conventions of MASA have been attended by only a handful of 
Mathematics lecturers and most of the Mathematics lecturers 
were ignorant of the ICME congresses. The apparent lack of 
interest of Mathematics lecturers in professional Mathematics 
associations , as shown in the findings of this research , is a 
matter of concern . Not surprisingly , data obtained from 
beginning t eache rs shows that none of these respondents were 
affiliated to a professional association for Mathematics 
teachers. 
The apparent lack of interest in MASA could possibly be due 
to the following : 
(a) National congresses 
segregated and there 
because of this. 
of MASA were initially racially 
are lecturers still opposed to it 
(b) Some of the MASA c ong resses did not coincide with the 
school vacations for 'Col oured ' schools and colleges . 
The findings of this investigation confirmed that Mathematics 
lecturers at colleges of education have ha rdly any contact 
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with the subject advisers for secondary schools and the only 
association some lecturers had with the advisory service was 
during their period of teaching at secondary schools . The 
data obtained from beginning teachers as well as the 
responses of lecturers show that there exists a need for 
Mathematics lecturers and Mathematics subject advisers to 
work more close l y together. 
The data obtained from the questionnaires also shows that 
very few Mathematics lecturers are involved in offering 
assistance to secondary school pupils and teachers . However , 
some of the colleges of education are offering part-time 
courses for practising teachers to lmprove their 
qualificat i ons . 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) Colleges of educat i on and Mathematics lecturers should be 
affiliated to professional Mathematics assoc i ations. 
(2) The Education Department or the colleges of education 
could provide financial assistance for Mathematics 
teacher educators to attend national and international 
Mathematics Education congresses. 
( 3 ) The advisory service for 
teachers could be extended 
secondary school 
to include the 
Mathematics 
colleges of 
education . Mathematics subject advisers with college 
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experience could be used for this purpose. 
(4) Seminars and short-courses given by Mathematics subject 
advisers should also be attended by Mathematics 
lecturers. 
(5) Mathematics lecturers at coll eges of education should be 
more involved with the in - service support of secondary 
school Mathematics teachers , especially for beginning 
teachers. 
6.1. 5 Resource s f o r t eaching Mathe ma tics 
The data obtained from the questionnaires shows that special 
teaching facilit i es (laboratories) for Mathematics at the 
co l leges of education are non - existent , mostly be c ause of the 
shortage of teaching venues at all the colleges. This 
situation would be partly remedied by the current and planned 
extensions to existing colleges of education . 
Available teaching aids consist mostly of overhead projectors 
and micro- computers. Other concrete teaching aids for 
teaching specific concepts from the secondary school syllabi 
are mostly non - existent. 
The survey also revealed the lac k of suitab l e reference 
material ( journals and textbooks) on Mathematics and 
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Mathematics Education in college libraries . It appears that 
available funds for reference material are not sufficiently 
utilized for acquiring Mathematics journals and textbooks . 
The lack of suitable journals and textbooks 
1 ibraries cou ld be the reason why mos t of 
in the college 
the lecturers 
indicated that they were not familiar with certain journals 
on Mathematics Education. The low percentage of lecturers 
familiar with journals on Mathematics teaching is a matter of 
concern, as it could be an indication that prospective 
Mathematics teachers are not fully exposed to the use and 
value of journals for their professional growth during their 
initial training. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) Future planning and extensions of colleges of education 
should i nclude the provision of special teaching venues 
(laboratories) for Mathematics. 
(2) Resource centres for Mathematics teaching should be 
established at colleges of education to satisfy the needs 
of prospective teachers as well as practising Mathematics 
teachers at schools close to the colleges . 
(3) Appropriate resources in sufficient quantities should be 
readily available for use by prospective teachers. Such 
resources should include: periodicals and books for study 
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in Mathematics and Mathemat ics Education; audiovisual 
equipment ; instructional materials and micro-computers. 
6.1. 6 Subject Didactics 
The responses of the lecturers and teachers show that 
insufficient attention is given to the teaching of Subject 
Didactics. The responses of the teachers indicate that most 
of them found the topics on Subject Didactics interesting and 
useful, but not adequate for their needs. The single period 
set aside weekly by most of the lecturers appears to be 
inadequate. 
None of the colleges of educa tion prescr i be a suitable 
textbook on Subject Didactics for use by the HDE (Secondary) 
'students , and references used by some of the lecturers appear 
to be inadequate for the training of secondary school 
Mathematics teachers. The lack of suitable and adequate 
reference material on Subject Didactics in college libraries 
is a matter of concern . 
Most of the lecturers indicated their sat isfaction with the 
content of the Subject Didactics c ou rs e and very few 
suggested additional topics to be included for the training 
of secondary school Mathematics teachers . This apparent lack 
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of insight is a matter of concern. 
An analysis of the content of the Subject Didactics for the 
HDE (Secondary) course can be s ummarized as follows (also see 
Appendix D) : 
(a) Firs t Year 
The contents of the Subject Didactics component as prescribed 
for the first year of the HDE (Secondary) course are ba sed on 
the syllabi for the- senior primary classes and thus not 
related to the secondary c ourse. The contents of this course 
consist of a few topics on instructional strategies and 
objectives , while none of the other processes of Mathematics 
Education are inc~uded. The possible reason for the emphasis 
on the senior primary classes is that the fi rst year ~s 
considered to be a general course and students have the 
option of being able to change to the DE (Sen ior Primary) 
course. 
The Subjects Didactics for the first year is not examinable 
and this could result in possible neglect . 
(b) Second Year 
The second year Subject Didactics is aimed at preparing the 
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student for the junior secondary level . An in-depth study of 
the aims, content and lesson structure of Mathematics for the 
junior secondary 1 eve 1 is prescribed wi th spec i f ic emphas is 
on preparation of lessons and the use of teaching aids. Some 
of the topics included are based on the pre-1984 secondary 
school Mathematics syllabi . 
The nature of Mathematics , the intellectual development of 
pupils and how pupils learn various categories of content are 
the three processes of Mathematics Education that are not 
included in the Subject Didactics course for the second year . 
In my opinion , too much emphasis is given to instructional 
strategies and administrative procedures. 
(c) Third Year 
This year of study emphasizes the aims and contents of the 
Mathematics syllabus for Standard 8, but still includes 
outdated topics based on the pre-1984 secondary school 
Mathematics syllabi . 
TOpics based on 5 of the 6 aspects of the process of teaching 
Mathematics (see Fig.2 on p.44) are prescribed but there is 
no indication of the inter - relationship of th ese aspects. 
Topics of an administrative nature already dealt with in the 
second year of study as well as instructional strategies are 
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, 
again emphasized. 
(d) Fourth Year 
This year of study includes a few optional Subject Didactics 
topics that are not examinable. The aspect, Objectives 
Specified , of the process of teaching Mathematics is agaln 
not specifically prescribed and instructional strategies are 
again emphasized. The inter - relationship of the aspects of 
the process of teaching Mathematics is not evident from the 
selection of topics. 
Approaches to outdated secondary school Mathematics topics 
are agaln included and would be of very little use to the 
beginning teacher. Some of the optional topics have direct 
bearing on the new secondary school Mathematics syllabi and 
have not been dealt with during previous years of study . 
At l east three projects relating to topics as prescribed for 
Subject Didactics are required for the fourth year of study. 
A list of references for the prescribed topics is not 
included in the syllabi for the different years of study. 
The above overview of the Subject Didactics syllabi 
prescribed for the four - year HDE (Secondary) course for 
Mathematics teachers shows that the prescribed topics for the 
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different years of study are not carefully inte~ - related and 
no specific model for the different processes of Mathematics 
Education is prescribed. This course is based on the 
pre - 1984 secondary school Mathematics syllabi and includes 
teach i ng methods of topics not Ln the existing secondary 
school syllabi . 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
( 1) The Subject Didactics syllabi for the four - year HDE 
(Secondary) course shoul d be r ev i sed so as to be relevant 
to the Mathematics taught at secondary school level . 
(2) With the revision of the Subjec t Didactics syllabi for 
the four years of study , considerat i on should be given to 
applying a spec i fic model that illustrates the 
i nter - rela tionship of the different p r ocesses of 
Mathemati c s Education . 
(3) A l ist of suitable and eas i ly accessible references for 
the different topics should also be included i n t he 
sy l labi for the different yea r s of study . 
(4) The teach i ng of content and method of Mathematics should 
be integrated and not dealt wi th i n isolation . 
(5) More of t he lecturing time allocated for Mathematics 
should be u tili zed for the teaching of Subject Didactics. 
( 6 ) The teaching of the 
Mathema tics syllabi 
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Subject 
should 
Didactics 
rather be 
section of 
assigned 
the 
to 
lecturers with an adequate and relevant knowledge of 
Mathematics Education . 
6.1. 7 Mathematics Content 
All the Mathematics lecturers in their responses agreed that 
prospective secondary schoo l Mathematics teachers require 
knowledge of the subject beyond matric level. Most lecturers 
and teachers in their responses indicated that sufficient 
mathematical content is prescribed for the pre-service 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers and only a 
few lecturers suggested additional topics that could be 
incl uded for the pre-service training. 
Apart from the textbooks for secondary school Mathematics , 
only textbooks on calculus are prescribed by most of the 
colleges of education . 
From the response s of the lecturers to questions on topics 
from the secondary school Mathematics syllabus it appears 
that most lecturers are not familiar ' with the content changes 
as well as the changes of emphasis on functions and euc lidean 
geometry. This could be due to the fact that the present 
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Mathematics syllabus for the HDE (Secondary) course was based 
on the pre- 1984 school syllabus and contains topics from this 
outdated syllabus. Another re ason could be that most 
lecturers are not familiar with guidance given on the new 
syllabus 
advisers. 
to secondary school teachers by the subject 
The depth of treatment of topics in the syllabus for the HDE 
(Secondary) course is not specified and could result in 
lecturers and examiners having different interpretations. 
Lists of suitable references on the prescribed topics as well 
as possible textbooks are not included in the syllabi for the 
four years of study . An analysis of the mathematical content 
of the HDE (Secondary) Mathematics syllabus for the - four 
years of study can be summarized as follows (also see 
Appendix D) : 
(a) First Year 
This syllabus consists 
pre-1984 Standards 9 
of two modules 
and 10 Higher 
and is based on the 
Grade Mathematics 
syllabus. 
standard 
The first module lS basically a revision of some 
9 and 10 school Mathematics consisting of 
mathematical induction, relations and functions, linear and 
quadratic equations and inequalities , and linear programming . 
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The second modu le contains some trigonometry and geometr y . 
The euclidean geometry prescribed is a revision of Standard 
7, 8 and 9 work, while the trigonometry is a revision of 
Standard 9 Higher Grade work. 
The first year of study consists of a revision of some 
secondary schoo l Mathematics and the only additional topic 
not included in the pre-1984 secondary school syllabus is a 
section on linear programming. The topics prescribed for the 
first year of study do not cover the full spectrum of 
Mathematics prescribed for the senior secondary standards. 
(b) Second Year 
This year of study only involves one module on mathemat ical 
content which contains sections on algebra, trigonometry and 
analytic geometry, while no further euc lidean geometry is 
prescribed. 
The algebra is a continuation of the work prescribed for the 
first year and covers the sections of the pre-1984 senior 
secondary Mathematics not dealt with in t he first year. 
Three additional topics are included, namely, elimination, 
synthetic division and the r emainder theorem. 
The trigonometry is a continuation of t he first year work and 
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deals with the remainder of the senior secondary Mathematics 
not prescribed for the first year. The analytic geometry 
prescribed is based only on the properties and equations of 
straight lines . 
The second year of study does not contain post - matric 
Mathematics topics . The senior secondary school Mathematics 
syllabus has also not been adequately covered up to this year 
of study. 
(c) Third Year 
The syllabus for this year of study consists of two modules . 
The one modu Ie cons ists of a 1gebra and anal ytic geometry , 
while the other consists of differential calculus and some 
trigonometry. 
The first module contains the following topics: permutations 
and combinations , binomial theorem , matrices and 
determinants . The analytic geometry prescribed refers to the 
following curves: circle, parabola , ellipse and hyperbola. 
The depth and detail of the prescribed topics for analytic 
geometry is not specified. 
The second module contains the following topics on 
different ia 1 calculus: limits; continuity; gradients; 
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derivatives of polynomials , expone ntial functions , 
trigonometric and inverse tri gonometric functions; implicit 
differentiation; Rolle's theorem; second order derivatives; 
applications to graphs of functions 
problems , The trigonometry prescribed 
consists of the following: radian measure ; 
of a sector; graphical representation 
trigonometric functions . 
(d) Fourth Year 
and 
for 
arc 
of 
optimization 
this modu le 
length; area 
the inverse 
The syllabus for this year of study consists of two modules . 
A few non-examinable topics are also included, 
The first module includes the following topics: statistics; 
probability; logic; vectors; complex numbers; roots of cubic 
equations; 
fractions ; 
functions ; 
infinite 
polar 
Euler's 
series; infinite sequences; partial 
coordinates; inverse trigonometric 
polyhedron formula. The additional 
non-examinable topics include introductory topics: Bayes' 
rule, curve tracing and transformations in polar coordinates, 
spherical trigonometry , tesselations and transformation 
geometry . 
The second module deals with limits; continuity and 
elementary integral calculus. The concepts of limits and 
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continuity as prescribed for the third year of study are 
again included , but with emphas i s on formal definitions and 
applications . 
following : 
The topics on integral calculus include the 
concept of area ; trapezium rule; definite 
indefinite inte gral; funda mental theorem of integral; 
calculus; integration techniques; and areas of laminae . 
The integral calculus prescribed for this year of study is 
equiva l ent to that in most first year university courses . A 
number of universities have exempted students who have passed 
this course from repeating the first year Mathematics course. 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
(1) The Mathematics syllabus for the HDE (Secondary) course 
should be revised, considering the criteria for the 
minimum qualifications for secondary school Mathematics 
teachers, as we 11 as its re levance to secondary school 
Mathematics . 
(2) The revised syllabi for the four years of study should be 
at least equivalent to second year university level. 
(3) The secondary school Mathematics syllabus must be 
considered when r e vising the syl l abus, but a revision of 
s econdary school Mathematics topics should not be the 
only component of the first year of study . The first 
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year of study should rather be a continuation of school 
Mathematics. 
(4) Specific details relating to the depth of treatment of 
each topic shou l d be specified in the syllabus . 
(5) With the revision of the syllabus the contents of future 
secondary school Mathematics syllabi must be borne in 
mind . 
(6) A list of recommended references for ea ch topic as well 
as possible prescr i bed textbooks should be i nc l uded In 
the syllabus . 
(7) The Education Department should arrange courses for 
Mathematics lecturers and examiners to assist with the 
intepretation of t he revised syllabus for the HDE 
(Secondary) course before its introduction. 
6.1. 8 Micro-computers 
Computer literacy courses are included in the training of all 
HDE (Secondary) students at colleges of education using the 
Commodore 64 system . The responses of the lecturers show 
that most of them are computer literate, to a certain extent , 
but only a smal l percentage of lecturers are directly 
involved with the computer literacy courses 
lecturers have actually used computers to 
and only a few 
as sist \vi th the 
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teaching of Mathematics. All the lecturers agreed that 
micro-computers have a useful role to play in the teaching of 
Ma thema tics and that it is necessary for prospective 
Mathematics teachers to have some knowledge 'of 
micro-computers. 
The responses of the teachers on the other hand show that 
only a sma1l percentage of beginning teachers are computer 
literate and none of these teachers have used micro-computers 
for the teaching of Mathematics . Possible reasons why 
micro - computers have not yet been used by beginning teachers 
for the teaching of Mathematics could be that the schools at 
which they are teaching have not yet been suppl ied with 
micro-computers or that suitable software is not yet 
available. 
The facilit i es for exposing prospective secondary school 
Mathematics teachers to micro-computers are available at all 
the colleges of education , but it appears that suitable 
software for use in the Mathematics classroom is not yet 
available for the installed systems. 
RECOMMENDATIONS : 
(1) The Education Department must explore ways of finding or 
developing suitable software for use in the Mathematics 
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classroom and should supply all the colleges with such 
software mate r ial . 
(2) A course on the use of micro - computers in the Mathematics 
classroom 
lecturers 
should be 
at colleges 
expose their students 
a r ranged for 
of education 
a l l Mathematics 
so that they can 
to the value and place of 
micro - compute r s in the Mathematics classroom . 
(3) The role and use of micro-computers in the Mathematics 
classroom includ i ng exposu r e t o available software shoul d 
be considered wh en t he Subjec t Didact i cs sy ll abu s for 
seconda r y schoo l Ma t hemat i cs t eachers i s revised. 
6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
Future research on the pre - servi c e training of secondary 
school Mathematics teac hers at colleges of edu cation cou l d 
also include the views of subject adv i sers , inspec t o r s of 
education , examine r s , supervising teachers fo r practice 
teaching and subjec t heads at seconda r y schools . 
At the other extreme of the spectrum it is necessary to test 
the views of students who are actually being subjected to the 
present system of secondary school Mathematics teacher 
training at colleges of education. 
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One of the most urgent aspects of my investigation that 
requires further exploration 1.S the relevance of college 
Mathematics syllabi to the needs of prospective secondary 
school Mathematics teachers . 
As stipulated in the research design , the present 
investigation reveals trends in the Eastern Cape and Natal 
and this leaves open a profitable field of investigation 
along similar lines among beginning 
Mathematics teachers in the Western Cape , 
secondary school 
where the bulk of 
the so called ' Coloured "' secondary schools are to be found. 
The present investigation can provide no more than pointers 
of what may be representative of the total population of 
beginning secondary school Mathematics teachers. 
The data regarding the number of Mathematics students 
following the HOE (Secondary) c ou rse was adequate for many of 
my purposes , but had shortcomings when it came to analysing 
growth of student numbers and drop-out rates. Future related 
research could consider statistics of more recent intakes of 
prospective secondary school ~lathematics teachers, resulting 
in more conclusive findings on the effectiveness of the HOE 
(Secondary) course for prospect ive secondary school 
Mathematics teacher s . 
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6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MATHEMATICS EDUCATION 
Mathematics teacher education must be accepted both as 
pre - service preparation "and a professionalization process 
which continues through the career of the teacher. 
Mathematics teachers must be capable of diagnosing learning 
problems, developing curricular materials, experimenting with 
instructional procedures appropriate to the needs of a wide 
range of individuals, and evaluating the outcomes of these 
activities . The complexities and . responsibilities of the 
Mathematics teacher"s role are obvious . Yet, an analysis of 
the graduate preparation of most Mathematics teacher 
educators discloses that few have participated in programmes 
specifically designed to meet these complexities and demands. 
Mathematics teacher educators must become more knowledgeable 
about , and sensitive to , the relationship of their own 
speciality to all other speciality areas in the professional 
preparation of Mathematics teachers. This can be 
accomplished by a broad foundational experience l.n pedagogy 
and the supporting disciplines, designed to provide 
Mathematics teacher educators with an awareness of the 
contributions of Mathematics to the broad context of teacher 
preparation . Without such background, Mathematics teacher 
educators will leave to each prospective Mathematics teacher 
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the daunting task of integrating the miscellany of learnings 
into a coherent whole . The education of Mathematics teacher 
educators is largely ignored in the p r ofessional literature. 
The education of Mathematics teacher educators should emerge 
princ ipa l l y f rom the needs of prospective Ma thema tics 
teachers whom they prepare. 
It is clearly important that prospective Mathematics teachers 
should feel that all parts of their pre - service training are 
relevant to their needs. The relevance of courses on methods 
of teaching and classroom organization is clea r, as is the 
relevance 
education 
of school 
theory may 
experience, 
be less 
but the relevance of 
apparent , because some 
Mathematics teacher educators have an i nadequate background 
of Mathematics teaching . There is a need for close 
co- operation between Mathematics educators and Pedagogics 
lecturers so that education theory can be seen by prospective 
Mathematics teachers to be firmly grounded on practice in 
schools and to be a valid and necessary contribution to their 
pre - service training. 
6 .4 CONCLUS I ON 
This study of the pre - service training of secondary school 
Mathematics teachers at colleges of education under the 
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control of the House of Representatives shows that the 
education system followed is unfortunately still in an early 
stage of development. The findings also show that the 
Mathematics teacher educators at these institutions are 
mostly not suitably qualified and that the HDE (Secondary) 
course appears to be rather unpopular . 
The prescribed Mathematics syllabus for the HDE (Secondary ) 
course is found to be not fully s ui table for t he pre - service 
training of secondary school Mathematics teachers and a 
revision thereof should be seriously considered . On the 
other hand , the Education Department should rather reconsider 
its present policy of training secondary school teachers at 
colleges of education and leave such training to the 
universities , recognised by law and capable of providing the 
relevant educational function of training secondary school 
teachers. 
I wonder how many people were taught by a Mathematics teacher 
whom they loved and respected ; one who he 1 ped them ·~n many 
areas; bu t one who unfortunate 1 y was a person who feared 
Mathematics or disliked it? Until we get a generation of 
children who are happy in Mathematics , with teachers who are 
happy teachers of Ma thema tics , then there is lit t 1 e 
likelihood that we can change the publ ic attitude towards 
Mathematics. 
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Mathematics teachers 
school children to 
must develop many competencies to 
desirable achievement levels 
lead 
in 
Mathematics as well as 
the subject. These 
through the study of 
to promote positive attitudes toward 
competencies are developed not only 
selected topics in pre-service method 
courses but also in in-service training sessions . 
If we wish to take seriously the education of ~lathematics 
teachers , we have a responsibility to reflect seriously upon 
what that special knowledge is, which permits the development 
of professional Mathematics teachers and to consider what 
processes exist when teachers acquire that knowledge . The 
process of educating the professional Mathematics teacher is 
too important to allow ourselves to be moved by whimsical 
educational theories. 
It is the responsibility of those who train Mathematics 
teachers to ensure that prospective teachers experience a 
wide variety of teaching methods, and start teaching with an 
ability to use these methods in their teaching. Teachers who 
are better prepared for their profession, assure better 
education . 
There is no doubt that the most important resource for good 
Mathematics teaching is an adequate supply of competent 
Mathematics teachers guided by equally competent trainers. 
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The hope is hereby expressed that this study will contribute 
not only to the improvement of the training of secondary 
school Mathematics teachers at colleges of education 
administered by the House of Representatives , but also to the 
. improvement of the training of all Mathematics teachers in 
the RSA . 
.... 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAI RE A 
G:"~:ERAL I Nf'GRJ :ATIm: 
(To be cOIT.plt-ted by t he Head of the Mathel:' '' tic~ Department) 
!;IJ'~ OF TIlE COLLEGE : • ••••••• • •• • •• • ••• •• ••• • • • •••• ••• •• • ••••••••• •• •••• 
£TATISTICA1 DETAILS 
Ql!:;STI or; 1: Plea.se indicate in the tat1 e helm ... the rruJT.t-~r of 
stu dent s offering Ma t herr,ati cs as Orie of their 
su bjects for the various courses . 
NUITt-er of students tuing 
Mathen,ati cs as a subject duri ng 
NAHE OF COL'RSE 
the years : 
1gec. 1985 19B4 1983 19B2 
(, ) HOE (SECO"DARY ) 
(b) HDE (SEUlOJ\ PRIMARY) 
(0) H DE 3 (SECm,OARY ) 
(d) DE 3 ( SENIOR PRI MARY) 
( e) HDE 2 (SECO'1lARY ) 
(r) DE 2 (SEmOR PRn:ARY) 
(g) H DE I (SECOICDARY ) 
(h) DE I (SEtn OR. PRI MARY) 
TOTALS 
O:':Esnm: 2 
P l ease cClT.plete t he table bel 0"" , r egarding the l-latherr,atics lecturer!; . 
(NAY£S OF LEC'I1lRERS ~~E ~ RECUIREO) 
, 
'Q 1\1 t: ~ 
t: e 'rl"lj u ...... 
to 0 t:oo 0 v a H 
...... . ... J..<.s:: ..J 0 OJ 
VI c.. .j.J.jJ .s:: J.. 
~ is ~ ~~ g, ~ .a 
j.,. III .., ...... u u 
~ ~~ ~ ~ - t'~ ;:: U ~ 
't;I ~ ~ 8 .g.... .~::: 8 ~ .jJ 
v U)...... 1\1 III J.. V II> 
.j.J "-' >.L..s:: IIIU t3 10 .s:: 
L ~""Th'"RERS 1\1 .j.J tTl... ;;. u .jJ 
1:,1,; :;;..; 0 -;;: ~ ~ "E ~ ~;,; III 
LECTIffiER A 
(Head of the 
r. .. th eJT.~ tics 
Departmer.t) 
C L. til ~ r;) 
Of-< 4)0 VI I' III Vi 
'N·.-I > Il.. . I!I III ',J.. '"' J..o ~~ !i1rJ) Tlv~ I-o~ ~ ~ OJ g~ 
0..-1 U ::J.I-IV VtI) ~ ~ u U>, 
. ..-t_."" 1O.s:: u .: 
.jJ ..... ':n ..... U .jJ . .-I c; t: III H III 
,J U ..... . 0· .... VI 4.1.jJ ··1·....·... o·,-t 
uU) ...... 4.1 "OU.s::1I3 I-o..c 
..... . 10 Ht:·.-I ) E OJ v ILl VI.j.J 
..... 41 6- tJ H U U t} U 0. 0-
::: :; i! ~ at ~ ~ ~ 6 g> 
10 ...... ., a ' V:;:'oO "Ii ·.... J..o ..... 
6. . ~ t;. r: -5 "J;.l: ~j ~ i: tTl r; 
UOI .~~ ~'r:~ ~ .~] Q- ~ f] ~ ~ 
-g" :::1.0 .jJ~t: ........ cu~ t J OJ 0 .j.J~ 
OJ IVO VV·,-j 1lJ1Il ....... , III III Ill::: 
~ ~ 6':;3- ~ z ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~.,-4 
UIll J.,oC .l.J1IIg> .,1..100 .I.J .I.J .I.J .l.J1Il 
C(>. o..ftI lI);C·rl enuu en en lI) en· .... 
I 
LECTIiRER B 
~ECTURER C 
I-... ---+ - -l--.f----f-- +-+-+-+--
LECTIJRER D 
~ -
!..ECTI'iSR E 
LECTUP.ER F 
'---. 
II1 
<Xl 
.-< 
~lI:.S 'flOU: r:""2- se in~icc: t e the nunt,er C'f ]ectur ~ ng periods 
allocated to }l,athen,2.tics on th '! table be l ow: 
N-.Jn,be r of lecturing periods allocated 'W eekly 
to each of the f ollowing sectior.s: 
COL"RSE 
Conten t Didactics 1\1 tori al s Total 
(a) H. D. E. lv 
(b) D.E. III 
(c) D. E. 11 
(d) D. E. I 
- .. -
-- - - - - -- --
P.ESGL"RCES f OR TEAal] NG KATH EMATICS 
o .... .c:sn m; 4 : The f0110wing quest ion relate t o the resources for 
t eaching Kathematics at your College . 
4 . 1 
(please de lete ... 'hid; is not applicable) 
Are yrescri hed textbooks u s ed for t he Cc·n t ent Section 
of t he ty llabus ? ----
If you an~vered Yes, pl ease ~rite down the title£ and 
author s in the space beloy! 
~ . 2 Are Frescribed textbooks u s ed by the students for the 
lI, e thocl section of the syllabus? 
YES NO 
YES liD 
I 
I 
If you·answered YES , j>lease wrj te cowu thE.' titles 
and author s in t he sp .. ce bel 0 .": 
... ......... .. .... .. .... .. .... .. ... . " .... ... ..... . 
...... .. ..... ........ .... .. ........ ...... .......... 
... .......... ....... ... , .. " ...... .. .. " .... ...... . 
.... ..... ... ..... .... .... ... ..... ........... ...... . 
'1 . 3 Are ar.y study material/lecture notes/handouts on 
topics frolT. the roeth od (Didactics ) section iS S"..led 
to the students? 
4 .4 Does you r College hav e a classroclTo (s) or 
labora tory equiped f or teaching J.:athe;r,atics? 
4. 5 Do the lecturers of };athematics h1)ve their OW)) 
sutjectrooms? 
4. 6 Does you r Col lege sutscribe t o J ournal s or 
Putlica t ions on Hathematical Educat ion? 
If you a nswered YES , please list t he publications 
i n t he space below: 
.. ... ........... ........ ....... .... ............ .. .. 
. .. ... .... . " ........ ............. ........... ... .. . 
.. .... .. .. ... .. ........... .. ....... ... .... ..... .... 
........ .. .... ...... ... .... .. ...................... 
4 .7 Are sui t abl e textbooks for th e use by students and 
lecturers o n the Teaching of Mathe~atics available 
in your libr a ry? 
If you answered YES , p lease li st t he titl es and . 
author s on a separa t e sheet . Perhaps you r 
librarian wi ll help . 
~ . 8 Are special funds available for acqui r ing t eacr.ing 
aids/material f or Mathematics? 
4.9 Are any t eacting apparatu s/aids/materia l for 
Mathema tics supplied by the Department of 
Educati on and CUI ture? 
YES '0 
YES NO 
YES 1,0 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES J~O 
"" 00 
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1\ . 10 Are the students required to construct teaching 
aids for their teacl:ing of MathclI,atics? 
PRCf"ESSIOJ>AL PREPARElJNESS 
QUESTION 5: (PI ease delete ... ·hich is NOT applicable) 
5.1 (a) with the introduction of the current syllabi 
for the var:ious Mathematics courses as 
offered at your Colleg e , .... ere any refresher 
cour s es hel d by the Educatior. Department 
for the) ec turers? 
5.1 (b) Do the 1ect'Urers of ~:athe1foatics at your College 
consult .... ith lecturers of other Colleges 'on 
syllat i interpretation and shari ng of ideas? 
II you an~ .... ered YES, how is this done? 
Use the space t ·elo .... : 
5.2 Are Mathematics Subject meetings held by the Head of 
the Mathematics Departmen t ? 
If y~ ans .... ered YES , state how frequent: 
5.3 Is this College involved with the in-service train-
ing of P.athematics teachers? 
If you ans .... ered YES, give details in the space below: 
YES KO 
YES KO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
5. 4 Is the }:atherroatic£ Depi'.rtrnent at your CcllegE 
i nvolved \l ith assistancc to Secondary or Primary ' 
scr.ool pupil s7 
If you al".5wered YES , give some details in the 
space below: 
5. 5 Do the lecturer s of 11athema tics .;It this college meet 
with the Mathematics Sv Lject Advisers of the Depart-
ment? 
If you al"'.s .... ered YES, or. .... t.at basis? 
5.6 Is the Mathematics De"partment affi1:iated to a 
}lathem.;ltical Associ.;ltion7 
If you ansvered YES , name the Association ( s): 
TIlA1'lX YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERATIm: 
YES I,D 
YES NO 
YES NO 
r-
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE B 
TO BE COI-PLETED fN INDIVIDUAL I-1ATIlEMATl CS lECTIIRERS (nl::LUDIHG '!HE 
H£I>.D or DEPARTHEn) 
PL~A.SE NOTE WAT YOU ARE NaT REGUIRED TO GIVE YOUR NAHE . 
PlEASE: COHPLETE TIlE FOLLO"'!»:; QUESnOllS AND DELETE \liHERE l' OT 
g!UCABLE 
1- :RSC'!~AL DETAILS 
AGE : • • ••• •••••• • ••• • • •• • • •••••• ••••••••••••••••• • •• ••••••••• •••••• ••••• 
AC.r.DEHIC Qt.:ALIFICATIONS : •••• • • ••••• ••• ••••• •• •• •••••••••• • • • •••• • ••••• 
fRCFESSIONAL QUALIF ]CATIONS : •• • •••• ! • • •••••••• •••• • •• •• • • •• •• • •• • •••••• 
TEACIl]}K; EXPERIENCE IN MATHEMATlCS (State years): 
PRlJ-tARY SCHOOL : • •• •• • •• •• ••••••••• ••••••• •••••• • •• •• ••• • •• 
SECOI'DARY SCHOOL : • • •• • • •••• •••• ••• • • • •• • • •• • • • •• • •••• • ••• • 
TERTIARY: ... ..... ~ .... .. ... .. " ........... ' " ...... " .... . 
onlER (State), •.•••••••••. . • : • • .••••••.• ••••••• •••.••••••• 
Ci,JESTlON 1 : (PINse delete ...,here JiOT applicaHe) 
1.1 Did you offer J.lathematics as a major for your degree? 
1.2 Did you offer Method of M.athematics as a subject 
for your professior.a l qUalif1catior.? 
1.3 Are you ~rrently involved with further studies 
in: 1. 3 .1 l-Iathematics 
1. 3. 2 l-iathematical Education? 
].4 Have you effered any matherr,e. tically related 
sut.jects for any of your degrees? 
II YES , please state the sutjects : 
.... ..................... .. .. ..... ... ......... ... .. 
. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . '" ............... ........ .. .. .. . 
YES 
YeS 
YES 
YES 
YES 
'NO 
NO 
NO 
Ne 
l~O 
QE.sT101~ 2 : . The falloving questions r elate to your interest 
in the teacbt'Jg of Mathematics . 
(Please c.el ete 'Which is NOT appUcable) 
2 .1 Are you affiliated to any Mathematicel Association? 
If YES . pl ~ase name the association and s tate the 
BAn.ber of years of members:hip 
2 . 2 H.:;,ve you attended any of the National Ccnventions 
For MatheIT,atics teacher s held by the Four;dation 
of Sciem:e . Educa.tion an::} Ted:nolog'Y? 
~ . J II <\v(' you attended any of t he confere nces of the 
Mathemati ca l Association of South Africa? 
2. 4 What doe.!; ICME , stand for? 
2. 5 H~ve you attendee ar.y of the I CKE congresses? 
2. 6 Are you f~mili8r with the guidance material issued 
by l.hr Mathem,~tic<; Svt.ject Advisers to Secondary 
teachers of Mathema t ics? 
? 7 lIilve you ? ttcmled any of the various shor t courses 
helel by the Mathematics Subject Advisers for 
Secondary teache r s? 
2 . 8 Do you think tll.=!t a corSere!'",c:e discussir,g the 
training of Mathematics tead;ers a!'ld the 
interpretation of the prescribed syllabi , viII 
be of any help to you? 
~.9 Have you ever e:ssisted a school pu;:il in preparing 
for a !~.E.the/j,atics Ol:lJr.piad? 
YES NO 
YES 1.0 
YES 1lO 
YES 110 
YES NO 
YES 1.0 
YES NO 
YES NO 
co 
CO 
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p.EseXRCES . T~AC:IJ NG t.1DS 
QUESTIO!\ 3: Till S question relates to teaching aid~ , materi als and 
resrurces used f o r the teact,ing of Kathematics . 
(Please delete "'hich is NOT applicable) 
3.1 In your personal library. "'hi ch is the mai n reference ",ark 
that yo-" use for the teachi ng of Nathe~r.atics Sutject 
Didactics? 
3.2 Do you persendly sutscribe to any journals or 
putUcatior,5 on the teaching of f.jatherr,atic=? . 
3. 3 Please :indic2.te using a tick V ",hf'ther the 
follo",ing publ ie~tior.s are use~'by you : 
(aJ Spectrum 
(bJ The r.athematics Teacher 
(cJ Hathematics Teaci:ing 
( dJ Matherr.a tical Digest 
(eJ Pythagoras 
(rJ It1STUS J!EWS 
(gJ Thf' Journal of the )\atal Teachers' 
Mathe~~tics Association 
(h) Pl ease r.ame any other used ty you , but 
not li sted above 
YES 
YES 
........ ....... ..... ..... ...... ' .................... . 
3.4 Woul d a reco~h.ended l ist of suitable reference 
material for the use of teaching Sutject 
Didactics be of any usc to you? YES 
NO 
'0 
'0 
eller.nON 4: ' The follo"'l!)g questions relate to the role and u se of 
Cot'~TERS IN 'nIE TEACJllNG (f' l'A'IliEMATICS 
(Please delete ",here NOT app licable) 
4.1 Co you thl nk t hat c orr:puters can be useful for the 
teaching of Mathematics at school? 
4 . 2 Do you t hink. that it is necessary for a teacher of 
Mathematics to r.ave some knolo'ledge of the use of 
mi CI'O-COIT.pu t ers? 
4.3 Do you use cOIT.pvters t o assist you ",i th the 
teachi I"Ig of )J,athelT,atic!::? 
4 . 4 Do you assist the students at you r College 
during their sessiol~s in the COIT.puter room? 
4. 5 Do you kno", 1"0'" to operate a mi ero-computer? 
If YES , .please state the tra:i rung that you 
recei ved. Use the space below: 
.......•..... ... ......... ... .. ........ ... ........ 
4.6 Do you have any kr.o .... ledge of Programrring? 
If YES . s t ate the l anguage that you are familiar 
'With : 
4.7 Would you be interested in attending a cours e 
specifically designed to explain the role and 
use of micro-computers ln the Mathematics 
classroom? 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
I~O 
NO 
NO 
Jl0 
NO 
''0 
'" co
.--< 
C'l!ESTlor~~ : Tbe f ollC'wi ng qt;e~ ti or.!;". re1 ate t o the tra ining 
- ---- O! r':2HJema tics teachers : 
5.1 Are specifi ~' 1 c:'cturi ng time set a~.i de: by you f or 
the teacl~ilJg of Sutject Didactics? 
5.2 Is re seard: or. the tead:i ng of )J.~the ll,atic5 useFul? 
~ . 3 Do you find it necessary f or any trainer of 
~tudent- t eact'. ers: of Hathelf,a tic s to have any 
teacl',:ing experleno:c 2.t £·c l:001 le\i el? 
~· . 4 I s kr,ol,.'ledge of t-: a thematica l cor.t e lit t-eyond 
rr.atde level ]"'{'cessary [ (IT t!H~ training of 
Secor:lary scl:ocl teachers of :-:athCIl'Ii..tics? 
5.5 "'hid: sdoc.1 5utjects, i n additior. t o }~athe",atic£ . 
do you feel ~'houl(1 al so be off ered b)' prospec 'tive 
IT.athematics teachers? 
5 . 6 Are there any addi t io"a1 t opics Or! Mathemat ics tha t you 
fee l shou l d also have been included in the syllabi for 
the initial training of £.eccr,dary t ead:ers of 
Matilerr,atics? 
If YES , pl ease specify in the s pace below: 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
:NO 
NO 
NO 
HAT.-II:::MATICAL COf>.'TEI:T 
QUESTIQI\' 6 : The following questions relate to some topics 
fro~ the Content of Kathematics as pre scribed 
in the various syll a bi : 
(Please delete where NOT applicable) 
6 . 1 Give some reasor.s why you think it is necessa]"y to 
r evise sct:.ool sy llabi in Mathematics frofl'. time to 
time . Use the space below: 
6.2 Is an AX I OM a self-evident truth? 
6.3 What are the reasors for including Euclidean 
Georr.e try in the school sy llabi? 
6. 4 Name sOll'.e other t opics in Matherr.at ics that could 
also have been used to teach the Axiomatic - Deduc-
tive structure of Mathematics to school pupils? 
.. .. ...... ... ... .. ... ......... .... ... ... .... .. ... .. 
6. 5 Write down a suitable definition for the concept of 
a FUl'CTIQK that you \o1ill use a t school level , based 
Or! the new syllabu s (1984) 
... ........... .... .... ......... .... ....... ... ... ... . 
YES NO 
o 
'" 
.-< 
HA1liEMATICAL EDUCATION (Pleas e delete .... here NOT appHcable) 
QL'EHI01\ 7: The f o llolo'ing -ques t ions a re bas ed on topics from 
t he Ke thod sectior. of the varicrus syllabi: 
7.1 Do ycru frequ e~. tly refer to the s tudy material 
given t o ycru during yrur Mathematics Method 
cour se? 
7. 2 ""ill t he u se of electrodc ca l a;. l a t or s at set-,ool 
inhi bi t a pvpil ' s n,ather:latical devel opme nt and 
r easor.i ng? 
7 . 3 Are you satisfi e d '..-ith the t opi cs prescribed for 
the t eact.i ng of Subject Dida c t ics of Mathematics? 
7.4 Name sorr,e t op ic s t hat yoo teach t o )'our students 
that are not s peci fically prescri bed in the various 
syllabi or. Subject Didactics • 
....... .... .... .............. ..... ......... ..... .. 
... . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
" ....... .... ........ . " ... ....... .... ...... ... ... ... , 
7.5 Are there t op i c s that you feel s hould be excluded 
from the pre scribed sy l labi for the teaching of 
Sut·ject Didactic s? 
7.6 Woul d a t extbook based on all the t opics as 
presc ri be~ in th e SUbject Did3c ti c s syllabi 
be use~ by you as main referenc e? 
• 
YES 
YES 
YES 
. YES 
YES 
NO 
"0 
NO 
.0 
NO 
QlTESnON 6: Th e Process of Teacting Ka thematics c an be 
illustrated ~s in th e ciagram telo .... (Farrell and Farn'er) 
NATURE of the The DEVELOPHENT 
Content to be 
of PUPILS learned 
J 
Ho .... Humans Learn OEJECTIVES SPECIFIED I 
vari ous categories 
of content I' 
I 1 NSTRUCTlONAL I I EVA!..UATIOl\ STRATEGIES I I FEEDFoACK 
A few sections talte-n from the H.D.E. (Secor.dary) syllabu s a re li s ted 
below • 
Use the attached s heet and ccrr-plete the table . 
Relate each of the following topics to the above aspec ts of the 
process of teacr.ing Kathematics. 
TOne A: 
TOPIC B: 
TOnC C: 
TOPI C D: 
TOPIC E: 
TOPIC F: 
TOPI C G: 
TOPIC H: 
The social , econordc , intellectual and emotional factors 
influencing the pupil ' s attitude tOWards the subject. 
(SyllabJs ref . ).1) 
N..ur.ber sense. 1. e. l'!al1 ' s abili ty to tp.;,anti.tY 
(Syllabus ref. 4) 
The history of the ceveloprr.ent of Mechanica l aids for 
calculations . (Syllabus ref. 7. 9 ) 
A discussion of the contributions made by the GREEJ:S , 
EGYPTIANS and ARABS to the developrrler.t of Y.atherr,a tics. 
(Syllabus ref. 7, 10) 
The slow l earner . Didac ti c remediation 
The "t ea.ching of .... ord ed prohl ems in Algebra. 
(Syllarus ref . 8. 8) 
Evaluation: Tests and Examinations . 
(Syllabus ref . 11) 
Scr. e rr,e s of "'ork for Secondary Mathe ... atics Syll abi 
(Syllarus ref . 10) 
.--I 
'" 
.--I 
PLACE A .TICK ./ IN TIlE APPR OPRIATE: COlUP.!; 
TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC 
A • C D E 
'!liE KATIiRE Cf' 
TIlE C01<IENT TO 
EE LEARNED 
TIl E DEVELOPJo'.ENT 
a" PUPI LS 
m;~TECTIVES 
SFECIF'lED 
iiOW' HlW.ANS 
LEARN VARIOUS 
CATEGORIES 
OF CONTE"'''!' 
ISTRUCTIOKAL 
STRATEGIES 
EVALUATION 
F'EECPACK 
DiAtJ)( YOU POR YOl."R CO-OPERATION 
TOPIC TOPIC TOPIC 
F G H 
I 
N 
en 
'""' 
APPENDIXC 
QUESTIONNAIRE C 
TO EE Cm:p~E1ED Pf. FiiAr.:'TlCING SECO?:DAR)' SCHOOL HAlllE!-'.ATIC$ 
; £AGHERS IH 11-:EIR F'lF..3T ThREE YEARS (F TE.ACH] NG . 
Y: EASE NOTE TIII;T ALL DETAILS ""ILL PE TREATED IN 'ffiE STR ICTEST 
C0!J'I!JEHC£ AI\"I) REsrONl>ENTS ARE NOT RBQUIRr.D TO GIVE 'IlIEIR t:AXES . 
p~ EASE: ANS',,'ER WE r0:.LOWlJ~ C'UESTIONS Mm DELETE II'HERF. nOT APPLICABLE 
.!}RSC:~ :AL DEl Aill 
AGE: ... ............ .. .. .. .... '" .. .. ....... ... .. ............... .... . . 
!:£X : HALE/fE':ALE 
COLLEGE Cf' EDUCAT]m; WHERE YOU RECEIVED YO'JR TRAINING : 
.. . . . . .. " ... .. .. .. ....... ... .... ........... ........ ....... .. " ....... . 
rRCf'ESSIO!iAL OUALIFICATIOI;:S: •••• • • • ••••• • ••• • • •••••••• •••• •••••••••••• 
ASADt:~]C CUAJ.IFICr,'i'I01>."S : • •• ••••••••••••• , ••• ••• • • ••• •••• ••• • • •••••• ••• 
Ilor~ LANSUAGE: •••••••••••• • ••• ••••• • EtJ3LISH/AFRIKAANS/OlllER 
STATE THE l!UMEER OF YEARS TEACHlNG EXPERIE!:CE I N MA'IllEMATICS; 
'y.'iriCH OTIiER SCHOOL SUbJECT (S) DID YOU ALSO crFER AS A l'lAJOR FOR 'IRE 
COCRSE YOU POlLcr .. '£D AT COLLEGE?: 
... ' .' .... ... ............ ... .. ..... .... ... ..... ..... ~ .. .... ... . " ....... . 
SINCE COnLETlON OF' YOUR I NI TIAL TRAlNII'1J AT A COLLEGE OP 
EDllCATI 01: , HAVE YOU COt-IPLETED AlT'i OTIlER COURSE? 
If YES, give ~o~e dctai1~. U~e the ~pace helo .... . 
\o'!lAT YAS TIlE SniEOL YOU ATTAINED FOR HATIlEHATICS FOR TIlE SE1\'lOR 
CERTIF'lCATE? 
YES NO 
QUESTION 1 
Please delete .... hich is Nar applicable 
1 . 1 To .... hich standards at secondary school level have 
you taught Mathematics? Standards 6/7/8/9/10 
1.2 Did you folIo .... a tead:i ng course .... ith the 
specific intention of being a Hatherr,a tics 
te2:cher? 
If NO, state .. hy. Use the s pace telo\o' • 
1.3 State othe r school sutjects that you have taught 
at seccndary school level. Use the space belo ..... 
1.4 Do you feel conrident enough to teach Ma thematic s 
to secondary school pupils? 
1. 5 Are you affihated to any Mathematical 
Association? 
If YES. please name the association and state the 
1D.1n.ber of years of membership 
1 . 6 Do you sutscribe to local putlications/journals 
on the teaching of Matherr,atics? 
1.7 Do yoo relate Matherr,atic~ t o other school sul:jects 
.... hen t eaching Mathematics? 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
I'D 
NO 
r~o 
NO 
NO 
M 
'" 
.--l 
lrE.sTI.9~ 
TrE FOLW',,'ING CUESTIOl,S RELATE TO THE ROLE AND USE OF' COKPUTERS 
it.: WE TEACHING CF YJI.THEMATICS 
Please delete \<Itere NOT apP l icabl e 
2. 1 Do you y_r.o .... hO\<l to operate a micro-colT.puter? 
If YES , pl E"ase state the training that you 
recei ved . Use the space t ·elN • 
• • • • • •• •• • • • • 0 •••••••••••••••••• " • " •• • • • •••••• •• • •• 
••••••••• .. •• •••••• • •••••••••••••• 0 ••• •• ' 0. 0 0 •••••••• 
. ... " ............... " ............................. . 
2.2 Do you have any knowledge of COJT~uter Programrrdng? 
7. 3 Do you use corr,puters t o assist you \<lith the 
teact.ing of i'{ath erna tics? 
2.4 Do you think that corr.puters can be useful for 
teacJ-.ing "~athematics? 
2.5 Do you think that it is nece£sary for a Mathematics 
teacher to have sorr.e kno\<lledg e of the use of 
rnj cro-co,,".pu tel'S? 
2.6 OrJy ap.swer the follcr.ring quest i or; if you followed 
a Corr.puter Literacy course a t or.e of the Colleges 
of EducC',tior.: 
2 . 6.1 Lid you find the Ccrr.pute r Literacy course 
th a t you follo .... ec u seful? 
2.6.2 Have you \<Iritten any programs for the use 
in the Matherr,atics c1ass!"oorr.? 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
'0 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
QUEST! 01-: 3. 
TIlE POlLOWING QUESTIONS RELATE TO THE I NITIAL TRAINnlG COURSE FOLLO'y,TED 
AT A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION: 
Ple.ase delete where NOT applicable 
3.1 Was the Mathematical Content taug}lt to you at Ccllege 
sufficient for your teacting of Mathematics at secondary 
sdool level? YES 
3. 2 Did you find the Sutject Didact i cs of Y.athematic£ 
taught to you at College of any value? 
3.3 Do you feel that enough Sutject Didactcs of 
Hathematics were imparted to you at Cellege? 
3.4 Should ffiore lecturing time have been allocated to 
the secti on on Subject Didactics of Mather..atics? 
3. 5 Did you find the sut-jeet Didi'lctic~ course on 
Matherr.atics interesting? 
3.6 Has the Subject Didactics course inspi red yO'.1 to 
further your study of t h e teading of Hatherr,atics? 
3 . 7 Did you use a prescribed textbook(s) for the section 
or. Sutject Didactics for Mathematics? 
3.8 Did you receive any study material on the tead:j ng of 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
YES 
Mathematics from your lecturer{s)? YES 
3. 9 Did the college of education that you attended have 
any useful reference material on the Teacting of 
Mathematics in their library? YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
"'0 
Jm 
NO 
NO 
'" 
'" rl 
CliESTlON 4 
T:!E POLLO\o,'JNG QUESTIDt,S RELATE TO TIlE INITIAL TRAINIOO COURSE 
POLLO\,ED AT A COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 
Please delett': "'here NOT applici:!b1e 
4.1 Did you IT.ake any teaching aid s for Mathematics as part 
of your training at Coll ege? YES NO 
':: . 2 Did your lecturer at ColJE'ge 1.Ose teacting aids for 
l1athematics? YES NO 
4.3 Are you using rr.any of the lecturer ' s methods of 
teaching I~athematics f or your tead:ing at secondary 
~chool? YES NO 
.i!.4 ,,"'ere proposed schemes of .... 0 1'): for the seconda ry 
syllabi for Mathematics di SC1.Ossec vi th you at 
College? 
'i . 5 . ere the C1.Orrent syllabi for It,athematics at school 
level discussed during the Subject Didactics 
ll!'ctures? 
4.6 W~s attention given to the teacting of Mathematics 
to spec i al students (Mathematically talented and 
slow learners )? 
4.7 State briefly your impressior.s of the Suhject 
Didactics cour se in Mathematics offered to you 
at the collesc of education you attended. 
Use the space below. 
~~N! ~~ rO! !rr~_C2-2F§R~T!OE 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
lf1 
'" .--<
APPENDIX D 
MATHEMATICS SYLLABUS 
HIGHER DIPLOMA IN EDUCATION 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND CULTURE 
AIMS 
.! . To gi ve tbe s tudents a thorough kno ..... l edge , insight and s1::i ll i n 
tt,e basic rr." theITo2tical pr'incipl es: 
::' . To extend t h e students hackgrourd f to d"!.eper. their in£.ight and to 
dev~loD th~ir app reciation fer th ~ logic end st ructure of 
":ather.,~ ti cs bnd to e<r ... ip therr. so that they will 't>e able to te2;ch 
l-:a the:;,tics wi th confidenct!: and er~ thu~ia~n, 
3. To eY.pose the s tucients to rr.ath er..ati c a l thinking i so tha t it gives 
them pleasure 
t. To arouse the studen ts interes t i n furt her s tudy in Mathematic s and 
ether related subjects . 
REMARKS 
1. For t ho.! sa.\:: e of convenience the subj ect mat t er has been divided 
into different sections 
The sutject matter should a:: far as possible be inte9rate~ and 
treatec! cor.currently in order to retai n t h e ulci ty of t he. subject 
The arrang ement of the C0r.tent is not necessarily an indication 
of the seqt:ence in w",ieh the sutject matter should be treated 
2 . The £u bject matter mer.tioned in this sy lla~.l= should be presented 
a:1d Ifastere<! a.t such a level tha t stude:. ts .... i 11 not encour:ter 
problems whe n teaching the correspor.ding 5utject matter in the 
£yllabuses of the p r imary and seconda!"y schools 
3. Where possible ~he student must be led to apply their mathematical 
knowledge in the forrrulatior. and solution of r e.2l life prot:lerr,s 
i . e. students must be exposed to si",p le It.athemati cal modelling 
4. linere pos sible the sut:jec t mat~er and fr·ethod of pres entation 
:!ObO'.llo be !:leal t wi tb simul t a!Jeously 
5. Duri T1~ til(' tr. ?clll)'l9 o f t"hc subject the di f ferent approaches 
.... i th reg "r,1 to thf' intui ti ve-experimental in cont r ast to the 
r Ol'llial-dcductiv~ app roach s hould be clarifi ed 
As l'e!J a.!'cis the f("·:rrr,al-deo.tctive a.pp r oad: , accurate fc r rr.ulation 
and the es s ential diff erence b~twe~ r, c ~fini tio:!s , axie]"".s , theorems 
and applic2.tions shO'..J l d be stressed 
6 . rOCKET CALCuLATORS 
Student s ar~ allowed to use c alcul ators for c!a~svork and during 
examinations • 
Calculators must be silent, ccrdless and r,on-;:TograrrJ'!".able 
No restrictions are place!! on the functions c~pable of being 
P~l"f'C"'rlTtcd by the calcul ator but no external storage media 
(i. e . Il'agnetic .stri p program.r.es ) may be trought into the 
examination roorr. 
The introduction of a t-Jtorial ~ys terr: is recc:- JT.er.ded 
Or.e pt!:riod a wee}: sho-..ld be s~t a~ide for the p'o.lrpos t!: of tutorials 
1\.Itorials !r.".lst affor~ oppcrtunity for the consolioatior: and 
ap\=l:icati on of IT.athelT:atica l cor.cepts by n,e",ns of assignmen t s .... hich 
students must do u r,der the supervisiol~ and guidance of the lectur e r 
At all times the purpose of the tutorial must be to i den tify and 
~ol ve the pr'ct:l ems of i neli vi dual students 
B. Whenever possible the 'oIork sh op idea should be u::ec! 
1t i s desirable that students s!lould work t hrough the material they 
are t o preser,t at school in the same >"-ay as pepils ~.'ould be expected 
to wer}:; through the materi al 
'" 
'" .-< 
0.1 SYLLABUS: FIRST YEAR 
0.1.1 MODULE 1 : ALGEBRA 
D.l , 1 . 1 N.,1 :l'ter concept 
SUlillTary of the operations and the operational rules in the 
differ('nt nulT~er sets as point of departure for the follo",ing : 
The principle of r.athemati cal I nduction v i th simpl e applicati ons 
t o the sunJlla ti on of seri e s 
D. l . 1. 2 Relations and fur.ctions 
D. l . 1.2 . 1 Definitions and applications 
relatior.sj functio~,s; dorrain; rat~gc; var;iable : dependent 
and independent vari abIes 
D. 1.1. 2 . 2 The inverse of a fur,ction \odth special reference to the 
funeti ons defined by 
(1 . 1.1. 2.3 
yax+b ' • y "" ax 
F'ur.ction of a furJCtion 
y a{x _ p)' 
D. 1. 1. 2 . 4 The decuction of the characteri sties \0'1 t h regard to dOIT.ai n, 
r ange , intercepts "'ith axes , fo r m and symmetry f r om th e 
equation and the graph i cal r epresen t ation of functions and 
r ela t ions: (no point by point plotting requi r ed for 
examination purposes) "'ith specia l refe r ence to the 
f ollo\o'ing (x a nd y real ): 
t {X;Y ) ax + by + c '" 01 ; {(X iY): x ... + y .... : r~J 
i {x;y) ). '" ax' + bx + c } j f{x; y): ry 0 k } 
{{x;y) y = lax + bl! t(Y.; Y) : x", 2:YI.. + by + c } 
D. l . 1.2 .5 Equations and inequalities with regard to relations fr olT, 
2. 4 including : 
((x;y) 
/(x;y) 
y ~ t.rra:. x· 
y ~ i 1 
f {x ;y) y ~ lax + b11 
0.1.1. 3 Soluti on sets 
JI . E. Factorizati on is assun'ec! 2:S previous kr.o",ledge 
0.1 . 1. 3. 1 Li~ear equations and inequalities 
(a) The solution of simple and difficul t problems by 
r:t€2nS of linear e<;\lations and inequalities in one 
un):::r.o",rj 
D. 1. 1. 3 . 1 (b) 
(c) 
Applicat i or,s of systems of Ii ne2:r equations fo r the 
sol ution 01 simple protlems (or.ly t .... o urJ<:no"'lls) 
Li near progr ammi ng as appli ca ti on of gr aphic rep r es en-
t ation of linear i nequali ties 
D.1. 1. 3. 2 Quadratic equa ti ons and inequaliti es 
(a ) The r oots of ax '" + bx + C = OJ conditi ons for solu ti on 
in t he set of real TIllmbers j equal and u nequal root s ; 
ra t ional and irr ati o nal r oots ; imaginary r oots ; t he 
sum a nd t he p r oduct of t he r oo t s 
(b) 
(c) 
( d) 
The soluti on s e t of ax l. + bx + c ~ O 
Solution of tva siJm.lltaneous eqt;.a t ions (in t \o'O 
variabl es ) of \o'hich one i s of the fj rst degree and the 
other of t he second degree 
Protlems .... hich lead to quadr atiC; equations and inequa -
l ities of the foll owing types e . g . n.Ht bers ; age ; 
length and area; time; distance and speed ; price 
cal culati ons 
0.1.2 MODULE 2: SYNTHETIC GEOMETRY 
The £o l1 o",ing georr.etric fac t s must be i llu st r a t ed experimentally 
and u sed as axi orr.s in problem solving : 
D. 1,2 .1 If t vo l i ne s intersect , t hen t he SUII. of any pair of adjacent 
a ng l es i s equa l t o 180· 
C·.1. 2 . 2 If two li ne in t e r sec t t hen t he verti cally opposi t e angles are 
equal 
[: . 1 . 2 . 3 If two parallel l ines ar e intersecte d by a transversal then 
D. 1. 2. 3. 1 t he al t ernate angles are equal 
D. l. 2. 3. 2 
D. 1. 2.3 . 3 
the corre£ponding ang l es are e qual 
the sun. of the inte r i or ang l es on the same side of the 
t r ansver sal is equal to 180· 
D. 1. 2. 3. 4 The converse of 3. 1, 3. 2 and 3. 3 
D. 1. 2. 4 The exterior ang l e of a triangle i s equal t o the sum of the 
inter ior opposi t e angles 
D. 1. 2. 4 . 1 The sun of the t hree i nner a ngles of a t riang l e i s equa l t o 
180 0 
D. 1.2.5 The fou r cases of congru ency of tri angles 
r-
'" ..... 
lJ . l. 2 . 6 The r-a5e angles of an isoscel~s triangle are equal , and the 
cor.ver se 
0 . 1.2. 7 TIle opposite sides and angles of a parallelogram ar e equal, 
the di agonal s I:.i sect each other and each di agona.l bi sec t 
the area of t he parallelogram 
D.1. 2. 8 The diagonals of a rectangle bisect each other 
D. 1. 2.9 The diagonals of a rh orr.b.Js bisect each other perpendicularly 
and bi sect the angles of the r horr:b.Js 
0 .1. 2. 10 The th eorerr· of Pythagoras and its conver se 
0 .1. 2.11 The line joining the centre of a circle to. the centre of a 
chord i s perpendicular to the chord 
D.1 . 2. 11.1 The line through the centre of a circle perpendi~ lar to 
th e ct.ord bisec t s the cl'!or d 
0.1 . 2 .11. 2 The perpendicular bisec t or of a chord passes through the 
centre of the circle 
D.1. 2 .1 2 The angle suHended by an arc at the centre of the circ l e 
is t .... ice the ang1 e it sut tends at any other poi nt on t he 
circle 
0 .1. 2.1 3 Angle s in the SalJ'e segmen t are equal 
0.1. 2.1 4 The ar.gle in a se~i-circle is a right angle (Theorem of Thales ) 
!RJ G!)!;a~':E TRY 
N. P. : Item!; 1.2 .1 5 - 1 . 2 .1 9 for angles in the interval [ 00 
are ass;.l r!ed <:.s kl'!olo'l'! and must or,ly be red. sed 
FUT!'.:tion \'alues for (0" i 30" 
a~d the corT~5por.di ng values in 
also taken as i:r,cwn 
. . 
45 i 60 
the other 
The E'JI',phasis her e is On negative angles 
and 90°) 
qt;adrar.ts are 
0 .1. 2. 15 Definition of the six t r igonotT.etr ic21 ratios for any ang l e 
~ n,eans of coordinates \Ii th r espect to a pe r pendicular 
system of axes 
360") 
0 .1. 2.1 6 Deductions of the mutual relations bet .... een the t rigor;orr.et ric 
ratios f ("o r any angle 
1;. 1.2.17 Si n , cos , tan , cosec , sec and cot as fUI1Cti ons wi th a corr.pl ete 
description of the distinct dotT.ains , ranges and pE.riodici ry , the 
latt er a~ it beCOIT.es ,,-pparen t f rorr. the function values for 
e + n . 360· (ct::aracteristi c!! of the last three fvr.ctior.s to 
I:;e-c!educed from those of the first three respectively by 
me.bng use of the redpr ocal) 
0 . 1.2 .1 8 Sketch graph~ of the ~rves of the six functions with respect 
to a set of rectangular axes 
Sketch graphs of the sin, c o s and tan functions of corr,pOl.md 
angles (only one deviation allowe~ e.g. sin 2x but not 
! s in 2x ) 
0.1 . 2 .1 9 F'ur,ctior. values for 90°.:t. 8; l80°.:t &; 270°.:t. &; 360° .!: 8; 
- 8 arnd e .:t m. 3600 ..... here n .. 1, 2 , 3 expressed in terms of 8 
D.l.3 MODULE 3, SUBJECT DIDACTICS 
0.1 . 3. 1 The aims in the syllaooses for Matherr,atics for Standards 
2 to .q 
D.l. 3.2 The goals pursued in a l esson 
0 .1. 3. 3 Different types of lessons and teaching methods 
Examples of each type j advantages and disadvantages of the 
different types ; hm.r di'fferent methods may be used to arcus 
and retain interest 
0 .1. 3. 4 Elementary teaching ai~s 
The value and u se of aids in teaching Mathematics 
The use of the chalkboard: lay-out; drawing and conUruction 
D.l . 3. 5 Written preparation of l esson 
0 . 1.3.6 The ",ethod of presentation of a judicious choice of themes 
from the syllabuses f or Mathematics Standards 2 to 4 must be 
studied 
D. 1. 3. 6. 1 Nurrleration system 
E<rVPtian.J Roman sys t ems 
The Hindu-Arabic nun.eration system as a decimal system which 
makes u se of p l ace value; nun.ber and place value prir,ciples 
in thi s system; ho .... to make notation and place value 
meaningful to the Frimary school pupils 
Nun,eration systems .... i th oth er bases ( base 2j base 5) 
D. 1.3. 6. 2 The basic properties of nun.bers and the appl:i cation in opera-
tion vi th special reference to the properties of 0 and 1 
co 
~ 
.--< 
D. 1. 3. 6. 3 The- se ts of niltu r ol ' and cou l ,ti rig 1:..11:' beTS 
The oun,t er Ii ne 
The four operatior. s applied to ~atura l nunters; 
the r elati onship signs =, I. > • <. 
D. 1.3.6.4 Fzctors and multiples 
D.1 .3.6. 5 Vulgar fractior.s 
0.1.3.6. 6 Decimal fractior.s 
D. 1. 3. 6. 7 Percentages 
0. 1. 3.6. 8 Averages 
D.1.3.6. 9 Rati o and proportions 
D. 1.3. 6.10 Geo~etric concept (i ntuitive and prac tical approach) 
wi th regard to circunSerence , area , points and lines , 
angle- £. the circle, symme try 
D. 1.3.6. 11 Physical qt;ant i ties in the SI sys tem for mass , len]th , 
liqt.;.id capaci ty 
D. 1.3. 6.1 2 !-o\m.her sentences; graphi cal r epresentat ion on the rvn.ber 
line 
0.1.4 EVALUATION 
D.1.4. 1 Candidates are examined in the sut ject 
Provisior. i s made for year and eY3..'1"i nation marks as 
indic2.ted in the schedo.lle be low 
Sl'EJECT: MAlllEHATICS HIGHER ~: DE and HDE YEAR: 1 
Y.ODULE Ey.am Time Year Examination TOTAL 
Paper (hours) Y.ark Mark 
1. Algebra 1 2 ·· 60 120 200 
2. Ge ome try and 2 2 00 120 200 
Trigor,o:r.etry 
-
---
TImL 160 1<0 40G-
-
D. 1. 4 . 2 The Examination 
D.1.4.2.1 All t he questions are cOll'pul sory 
Pape r 1: Algebra (Module 1) 
Paper 2: Geometry (M odule 2 ) 
Trigor.ometry 
120 marks 
60 rr.arks 
60 IT_ark s 
As difficulty could be experienced in setting the question 
papers so that the total marks for each of the sutdivisions 
corr.e to exactly the prescTi bee'! totals. an all owance of 5 
marks either way in e ach of the sutdivisions i s rern.issi b1e 
in Paper 2 
D.l. 4.4. 2 No exawination in Sutject Didactics in the first yecr 
'" 
'" .... 
0. 2 SYLLABUS: SECOND YEAR 
0.2.1 MODULE 1 : ALGEBRA 
D.2 . 1. 1 Al gebraic cxpressior.s 
D. 2.1 . 1,1 Si r9l ifi cation of advanced 2.1g~t·raic fractiOl: S as a 
direc t applicati or. of factorization 
D. 2.1 .1. 2 E1irllin<ltion 
D. 2 . 1.1.3 Syr.thetic division 
D.2.1.1 . 4 Till? ren,airder and factor theoren, ""ith applic.atior.s 
D. 2 . 1. 2 Ratio and proPQrtion: K-method 
[l . 2. 1. 3 
D. 2 . 1. 3.1 
D. 2 . 1. ) . 2 
Relations and functions : graph , do:r.ain , r ~nge 
l-lcdulus f\lr.ction- { (x ;y)1 y = x + Ixl} 
I (x;y) \" y • x. Ixll 
f (x;y)1 Ix l ,:,1 y = - or x 
Ratio!'",al furlctior. ! (x;y ) I y aX + b J Z 
---d .... here.a i b ; Ci d f: ex + 
2.nd c and d not simul taneously zero 
ax + b ~ 
cx +d< 
0 ; asyn,p totes impprtant 
D. 2.1 .3. 3 Polynorrial fUflction (only factoriz.able functior.s : 
grouping and factor t heorem) of the third degree 
D. 2.1. 3. 4 Equations and ineqt; ali ties of the ~bove-na'llec! 
D. 2.1.4 Indices alld logari thms 
D.2 . 1. 4. 1 Definition of an n a natural n'..ln.ter .... i th the de6Jction 
of the la .... s 
(a) 
(b) 
(e) 
(0) 
m n 
a . a 
m 
a 
n 
a 
am+n 
m-n for m n or 
a 
(ab)n = anbn 
(am)n arer. 
1 
N-m for m < 11 
a 
D. 2.1.4 . 2 Extension of toe definitior. of an to include a ll the intefjers 
and ra tional !'lUmbers as indices by proving that 
[1 . 2 .1.4.3 
(a ) aO c: 1 .... bere n is a natural mllnber , a E: R 
(b) -n a 1 
n 
a 
where n is a natural ml!T_her, a E R 
(e) (a p/q)tt. = aP ar.d hence aP/ q "" w ....... ere p ,;,nd 
q are natural mmhers a € R 
Relatior,ship bet\leen surds and indices and the corres ponding 
basic characteristics where 2. and b > C! 
(a) if;'. nJb ",lab' 
(b) ';/ r. = m:r. 
(0) (mra)n • ")[;"' 
( d) Rati onalization of t he denorrdnator 
D. 2 .1.4.4 Logarithms 
(a) The exponential .£'unction defi ned by 
y = aX , a > 0; its graph, shape and position, 
deductions from graph 
(b) The logari thmic Function defined by 
(e) 
(d) 
(e) 
y "" log aX , a ) 0 and a I 1 as the inverse of the 
exponential func tion in (a) ; its characteristics and 
gr aph; deductions f r om t he graph 
Ded~ction of basi c properties of logari thms 
(proofs are required) 
Change of base (proof reqUired) 
Use of (c) and (d) f or t he simplification of 
expressions (numerical cclculations .... ith pocket 
c alcula tor) 
o 
o 
N 
D.2.1.4 . 5 Sc:,lution of equC!ti01~s 
D.2. 1. 5 
D.2 .1. 6 
exponential ; 10garithr.Ucj irrational 
TF.l GONOt-'..ETRY 
App lication of trigono:':",etric fU1Jctions to angles in 
a td angl e 
Deduction of the sine rule , cosir,e rule and ar eq formula 
Solution of triangles 
Protlern~ (in two and three C:illlensions) .... I·;ere these 
conc ep t s are used 
I de,",ti ties 
D. 2. 1. 6.1 Simple examples obtair,ec frolt. t he mv.ool relationship 
bet...'een trigor.ometrical ratios for any angle. 
D. 2. 1. 6. 2 The identi ties : 
• • • si 1'1 e + cos fI 1 ; • sec e 1 + tan ~ 8;· c oselS 1 + cot S 
n. 2 . 1. 6. 3 Proof of the identity : cos (A-B) :: cosAco"B + , ;",A';I\ B 
deduction of identities for cos (oI..+~), sin( ol. :!.P). 
cos (900 1. 9); sin 28; cos 28; tan (o:l+Mi t an 28 
[: . 2.1 . 6.4 Decuction of the identities 
sin a cos b t:: ~ { sin (a + b) + sin (a b)~ 
cos a sin b '" ~ { sin (a + b) - sin (a b)J 
cos a cos b:: t { cos (a + b) + cos (a - h)\ 
sin a sin b '" -! t cos ( a + b ) - cos (a b)1 
sina+sinb 2 sin · a.b a-b 
-2- cos 2 
sin a - sin b t:: 2 cos a.b sin a-b 2 -2-
cos a + cos b = 2 cos a+b a-b 
-2- cos 2 
2 . a+b 
si 11 a-b cos a - cos b '" - Sl.n T 2 
0.2 . 1.7 General solutions of 
, 
0 . 2.1. 7 . 1 Simple trigonometrical equations 
0 .2. 1. 7 . 2 Equations of the type: a sin x - b cos x =- c , (a I- b) 
0 . 2.1. 8 Graphs of the follOwing functions 
y eo a sin bx; Y "" a cos bx 
Y t:: a + si n xi Y a + cos x 
yt::a sin (x+8); y a cos (x + 8) 
Inequalities are also included with the graph 
D. 2. 1. 8 ANALYTIC GEOMETRY 
The str aight line 
D.2.1.9.1 Distance f ormula; midpoint f ormula 
0.2 . 1 . 9.2 Slope and gradient of a line 
Parallel and perpendicul ar lines 
D. 2.1.9.3 The s traight l ine: 
l~l gradient-point form t .... o-point form gradient-intercept form intercept form general form 
D. 2 . 1.9.4 The distance from a point to a line 
I'. 2.1.9.5 The distance between tvo straight lines 
Bisector of an angle 
rl 
o 
N 
0. 2 . 2 MODULE 2: SUBJECT DIDACTICS 
[1 . 2 . 2 . 1 
D. 2. 2.2 
D.2 . 2. 3 
The .tin,s in the syllaoose!; f(':r J-:a-:bc:natic! Standards 5 to 7 
In- d .... pth <; turly or pa ragr;,ph D. ?2 . 3 to 0 . 2 . 2.6 . 3 .... ith 
~'I,, ·r ifi('" rn 'ph,)sj~ Otl prr-paration i'lnd u se of teaching aids and 
u ! iljriltinu of the t~xtbook 
!..essor. Structure 
The f c llo .... ing a!'pects may be COllsiderec as the basic 
el", ~.t. :,ts occording to ",bel: le£sons ~.ay be s:tructured 
:O . ? 2. 3. 1 LE"tsor. detail! School; Stnnd2rd; Cc~:pcsitior. of e l as!': ; 
Sut'ject ; Sv t·sectior: of Sutject; Lessc.l': topic; 
Datei' Time; Duntion 
r.?2 . 3. 2 lessor. r,ote!;: General Aims; Specific /"ims; Introduction 
and correlation with previous knov ledge ; 
Presentation of r.e .... sutject matter ; 
Assessment; Applica tion 
1,. 2.2. 3. 3 lI'herever appUcatle c.t tentior. should be giVen to: 
Didactic form ar:.d prjn~iples; Method of 
de ... ·el oprr,ent; Method of teachi ng; Learning 
and tead:ing methods ; Remedial methods ; 
AFplication; Material for exercises 
The at-ove is the general plan for a lessor, .... l".en carefu lly 
planned lesson notes are requirec 
~.2.2 . 4 The aim of the teaching of Matherr:atics (elemer,tary treatment ) 
0 . 2 .2 . 5 The ~uhjec t matter of the syllarus 
Study of !'yllabus standards 5 - 7 "With vie ... · to : 
n . (' . 2.5.l Selection: choice, of sutject matter for certain gr oups 
of pupils (",i th cogni sance of differentiated 
tead.ing also) 
D.2 .2.5. 2 Prindples wl.ict determine the division and arrangerr,ent of 
urdts of svt.ject matter according to different standards 
and groups of pupils 
.. . 2 .2 . 5. 3 DjIf ('r e!lces bet .... een sy lla 'l:'\Jse!': f or different st;mdards 
1;. 2. 2.6 Sche.'I"·~ of .... (·r l: (Standards 5 , 6 al~d 7) 
Plannir19 of form of scheme of work: 
!) . ~ .2 . 6 . 1 Divi!;ior. of ... or}: 
G.?~ . 6.2 Sequence ~~d arrar.gem~nt 
1> . 2. 2 . 6 . 3 Detailed pl anning 
D.2.2 . 7 
D.2.2.8 
quaterly , .... eelly and lesson urd. ts ; teaching aids; exercises ; 
examples; test and test planning ; revision; differentiated 
and group teachi ng 
Record of corr:pleted "Work 
Frej.aration 
D.2 . 2.S . l lI'ritten prepe.ration: forrr; procedure (daily in advance) ; 
preiHlration of tes ts; revision lessons ; preparatior. book 
D. 2. 2 . S.2 P::-epcration .... ith the idea of rr.astering sutject matter and 
the teaching method by the teac her 
D.2 . 2.8 . 3 Preparation of exercises 
D. 2. 2 . e. 4 Preparati on of and by pupi 1 s for a specific lessor:. or 
sutject matter . 
0 . 2. 2 . 8 . 5 Pl.~ning of pupils ' homewor k; controlling and recording 
0 . 2.2 . 9 Evaluation 
D. 2. 2 . ,9 . 1 Testing duri ng the course of a lesson 
D. 2. 2. 9 . 2 Cla~s test (or al , ~ritten , practical) 
0.2.2.9 . 3 Accur.:ulati on of year marks 
D. 2. 2.10 The following themes from the syllabuses for Mathematics 
Standards 5. 6 and 7 must be studied with t he emphasis on 
the teachirlg of t he suvject matter 
The themes must be used to illu s trate t he concepts mentioned 
in par agraphs D.2 . 2.3 to D. 2.2.9.3 
D.2.2 . 10. 1 The set of integers : lUrr.ber line; orde r ; the four 
operations applied to integers 
D. 2. 2.10. 2 Algebra as generali~ed Arithrr,et ic : formulae; expressions ; 
syrrt:'olic language; calculation of values by su1:sti tution; 
the four operations using algebraic expressions 
D.2 . 2 . 10.3 lin(:aT equations and inequalities in one variable 
Solution by inspectior,; graphice.l representatior. of the 
relationship pet ... een variable on two l'7l.Jn.t-er lines at right 
angles to each other 
N 
o 
N 
D. 2.2.1(.01 J.)t;}UI!'.S ar,d theorems (intuitive, experimental and fo r mal 
decucti ve approaches) 
D.2.2.10. 4. 1 If h.'O 1lnes intersectb the SUit. of any t ..... o adjacent 
<mgles is equal to 180 and the conver se 
!:'. 2. 2. 10. 4 . 2 If two lines intersect , the vertically opposite 
angles are equal to caci', other 
D. 2.2 . 10. 4 . 3 I f t ..... o parallel lines are intersected by a tral'.sver sal 
the c orresponding angles are equa l 
the .0.1 terr,ate angles are eqlA a l 
the rult of the co·· interior ar.gle~ is equal ·to 1800 
[;.?2 . 10. ~ . 4 Tile conver s es of 10. 4 . 3 
D. 2.2 . 10.4 . 5 Triangle s : the sum of the angles of a triangle is equa l to 
1800 ; a!"l exterior angle of a triangle is equal t o the su n. 
of the interior oppcsite al!9 les; if t ..... o sides of a triang l e 
are equal then the angles opp osi te those sides are equal 
and the conver se; cong:ruency of triang l es 
11. 2. 2.10. 4.6 Ou a dri laterals: prope rties 
pa.rall elogram; rectangl e; rhorr.rus ; square 
0.2.3 EVALUATION 
D. 2.3 . 1 Candidates are examined in the sutject 
Provision is made for year and e xamination marks as 
indicated in t he schedule below 
SUEJ"ECT: MATIlEMATICS COl'RSE: HDE (Sec) YEAR: 2 
Module E:XaJr~ Time Year Exmination Total 
Paper (hours) Mark Mark 
J. Algebra , Trigono~etr) 1 3 70 140 210 
Analytic Geometry 
2. Subject Didactics 2 1t 30 60 90 
TOTAL 100 200 300 
----_ . . 
D. 2.3. 2 The Exarrin<ltion 
D. 2 .3 •. 2. 1 Pape r 1 (Modul e 1) 
Al l questions are compulsory 
Algebra 75 marks 
Tdgor.ometry 40 It,uks 
Ana l ytic Geometry 25 marks 
As difficulty may be experi enced in setting the ques t ion 
paper 50 that the total marks for each of the sut:divisions 
come to exactly the prescribed totals , an allowance of 5 
marks ei t her way in each of t he subdivisions is per missible 
D. 2 .3. 2.2 Paper 2 (M odul e 2) 
r IVE questions must be set of which three should be answered 
M 
C> 
0.3 SYLLABUS : THIRD YEAR 
0.3 . 1 MODULE 1: ALGEBRA 
D. 3. 1. 1 Perrrvtations can Corr.Hnations 
D. 3. 1. 1 • 1 Defini Hon of e ach 
D. 3.1.1. 2 El ementary exampl es t o sho~ t he di fference in meaning 
n nC 
D.3.1. 1.3 ~le;:min9 of notations: n: ; Prj r 
D. 3. 1 . 2 The bi nOlTj a1 t heor em 
[1 . 3.1 . 2. 1 rascal ' s triangle as an ir,tuitive approacr. to the t i nolTial 
theorem 
D. 3. 1. 2 . 2 The expansions: 
(1 + x)n ~ 
::It 
r=O 
"or 
r . O 
nor 
• 
r'C x r 
r 
t .r ; 
D. 3. 1. 2. 3 Elementary appli cati ons 
and (a+b)n 
x E R, n < N 
[1.3.1 . 5 ANALYTIC GECY.E.TRY 
. 
D. 3.1. 5.1 Th e ci r cle 
D.). 1. 5 . 2 The parabol a 
0. 3.1. 5. 3 The ellipse 
0.3.1 . 5. 4 The hypert-o l a 
0.3.2 MODULE 2: INFINITESIMAL CALCULUS 
D.3.2 .1 Ccr:cepts of limits and CO!jtinuity 
D.3.2.1. 1 Informal approach t:y meC.l1s of graphs of kr.O"-.'o functions 
(sirr,pIe polyr,om.ials ) 
D. 3. 2 . 1.2 Left and right limi t (intuitiv~ approach) 
D.3 . 2.1. 3 Description of neighbourhood of a point (intuitive approach) 
D.3. 2. 1. 4 Formal definitions of a limit of a function i n terms of 
neighboUrhood ; meaning of lim f (x) c l for 
x _ a 
N a fini te 
D.3.1. 2 . 4 Deterrr.ination of the coefficients of a t erm 
0 . 3. 1. 2. 5 Cal culation for example of (1 , 01 ) 7 
D. 3. 1. 3 Matrices 
D.3. 1.3. 1 }latTices 
D.3 . 1. 3. 2 Inverse of a square matric by Gauss r eductions 
D. 3. 1. 3. 3 Appl:i.cation on linear equations 
D. 3. 1. 4 Determinants 
D. 3. 1. 4 .1 Determinant of 2 x 2 and 3 x 3 matr ices 
D. 3. 1. 4.2 ~inor s and co-factors 
D. 3.1. 4 . 3 Sta~dard characterics (by means of exampl es ) 
D. 3.1.4.4 Cramer ' s rule 
D. 3. 1. 4 . 5 Systems of l inear equatior.s re s trictec! to 4 equations; 
soluti on by means of E'chelor. form; qugmented IT,atrix ; 
c onditions for 1:0 solution; a Unique solution and for an 
infiID te rnJ.1l .i;oer of solutions 
D. 3. 2. 1. 5 
.! positively infinite 
Defi ni ti on of continui ty of a furlc tion at a point and over an 
inter val 
D. 3. 2. 1. 6 Kr.O'o.'n contirruous functions . inter alia , elementary polynOinials j 
f ex) '" Ixl ; rex) '" sin x , r(x) = cos x 
D. 3. 2 .1 . 7 Proof of l im 
1~O 
Specia l li mi t: 
sin x_ 
x 
_ 1 
lim (1 + ..!.) n 
n 
n -CD 
_ e 
D. 3. 2. 1. 8 SUIT" product and quotient theor ems for limits (no proofs 
required) 
D. 3. 2 . 2 DiFferential Calculus 
D. 3. 2 . 2. 1 Gradient of a chcrd 
D. 3. 2 . 2 . 2 Gradient of a tangent to a curve 
<t 
o 
N 
D. 3.2.2 . 3 Gecru::tric inter pretatior: of a der ivabve 
0.3. 2.2.4 De r ivatives frorr, definition of tri gonometric functions ; 
xn for!! a natural or posi ti ve rational nun.ber; 
log X; x . , eX; inve rse trigonometric functions 
0.3.2.2.5 SUIT,; product and qu otient theorems for differentiation ; 
app lications 
0 . 3. 2. 2. 6 Cr.ain Rule ; applications 
D. 3.2. 2. 7 I mpli cit di fferenti a- t ior:; applications 
0. 3. 2. 3 Applic2.ti on of differentiation 
0. 3. 2. 3. 1 Extreme value theorem - geometrically approached 
0. 3. 2. 3.2 The value of the fir st derivative at a maximun, or minimwr, 
point 
0 . 3. 2.3.3 Rol le ' s theoretn 
D.3.2.3.4 The mean value theorem 
0. 3. 2. 3. 5 Applica t ion to graph s of functions 
0 . 3.2.3. 6 Higher derivatives (tq second order) 
0. 3. 2.3 . 7 Second derivative test - factorizable pol ynomial functions 
( to fourth degree fur,ctions) 
D. 3. 2. 3. 8 Applications to maxima and rrd.nima. 
D. 3.2 . 4 
D. 3. 2. 5 
TRIGOh"OHETRY 
Rawan measure : der.!uction of arc length and area; 
prove 
li m 
x-oQ 
sin x 
x 
The i nver se trigonolTtetric func tions (only introduc tion); 
graphical r ep resenta tior. of a r c sin Xi arc co's x ; 
arc tan x; elementary applicatior.s 
0 .3 .3 MODULE 3 : SUBJECT DIDACTICS 
0.3.3. , Natu re of Mathematics a s a school subject 
D.3 . 3.2 Mathematics and other subj ec ts 
0.3 . 3. 3 t-lani fe ~ tatior: of If.cthelT,atica l }:::r,o..,ledge 
D. 3. 3. 4 Place of Mathematics in the school curriculum 
D.3 . 3.4.1 For lT.ative value of Mathematics 
D.3 . 3.4 . 2 Vocational value of f·;athematics 
D. 3.3.4 . 3 Utility va lue of Nathematics 
0 . 3.3. 4 . 4 Y.a thematics as a se ryice subject for the Natural Sciences, 
Account ancy , Music , H2.nd .... c-r "k and tecl:r.ical subj ect s 
0.3. 3. 4.5 Ma thema ti cs i n the IT:o1err era of computers 
0 . 3.3. 5 The syllabus for Standard 8 
Study of the syllabus for Mathematics ..... i t h a vie .... to 
0 . 3. 3.5. 1 Differences betyeen Higher Grade and Standard Grade 
0.3 . 3. 5 . 2 PO'lsibilities for enrichment of the syllabus for gifted 
pupils 
0 . 3.3.6 Scheme of wor}::: for Standard 8 
Pl anning and form of t he sc~eme of york 
0 . 3. 3. 6 . 1 Division of work 
D. 3.3 . 6.2 Sequence and arrangement 
0.3.3 . 6 . 3 Detailed planning 
0.3. 3. 6. 4 Different approacr.es to organising and planning the t eacti ng 
of Math ematics 
0.3.3. 7 The pupil and Ka thernatic s 
The inter-relatedness of the r olloving factors and the 
syll abu ses taught to pupi l s in Standards 5 , 6, 7 and 8 : 
If) 
o 
N 
0. 3. 3.8 
IT'.aturity; at-ility; intelligence 
physical abili ties and ski 11s 
psyd:ologic21 abilities ; insight and lT,emory 
scholastic experiential backgrou.r.d 
IT,ilieu factors 
atti tuee; personali ty of teacher 
temperament and personali ty of the pupil 
pupil-teacher relatior.ship 
pupils' r e l ationship ~ith other pupi l s 
facili ties at hOIT,e and at school 
climate and season 
health 
seqt:cnce of teachi ng sutject matter 
exercises and drill 
co-ordination ~i th other sutjects 
The physical condi tions and faciIi tics for teaching 
Mathematics . 
0 . 3. 3. 8. 1 The ideal physical conditior.s and facilities; for the 
teacr.ing of the sulject: accorm.odatior .• fad Ii ties in 
the sut-ject or cl assroom; teacr.i ng and lec.rdng aids, 
library , textbooks and exercise books , e~ipment , materia l 
suitable for exercises; stock and storage 
0. 3.3. 8. 2 Proceeures for the acquisition of stock . equipment and 
accorrrodation 
0 . 3.3. 8 . 3 Procedures .... i t h resard to exhibitions , mathematics 
competitions and other activities 
0. 3. 3. 8. 4 Effective methods of dealing \lith problems relating to 
stock, teaching aids . storage and equipment 
0 . 3.3. 8.5 Safety n,eaS1Ares 
D. 3. 3. 8 . 6 Adminis tration \lith regard t o stock and projects 
D. 3. 3. 8. 7 Maintenance and care of s tock and equipn,ent 
D.3.3. 9 Lor,g term undertaJdngs f or the teaching of I':athematics 
(nature; organi zation, control and evaluation) 
0 . 3. 3. 9.1 Indivjdual and group assigrJrlents, py·ojects and themes 
D.3.3.9.2 lIomeucrk 
D. 3. 3. 9.3 Production, collecti on , recp.;.i si ti on ar.d ruying of ai ds 
and the systematic and effec tive use 
0 . 3. 3. 10 Evaluation 
D. 3 . ) . 10.1 ' Testing during, the course of a lesson 
D. 3.3 . 10.2 Cl,ass tests (oral , vr-itten and practical) 
D. 3. 3. 10. 3 Evaluation of assi gnment s , projects, homevorlc 
0.3. 3. 10. 4 Accun~lation of year mark 
D. 3. 3. 10. 5 Drafting question paper and memor andurr. of marking : 
moder ati on , dup l ica t ion. time factor , division and 
allocation of IT.arks . method of marki ng and adjudication 
procedures . checking marks . mark sd:edules , moderation , 
adjustment , cor,donation, promotion scheC!Ules , promotion 
procedures 
D. 3.3 . 11 ExtrC!l-c,lrriCUlar activities .... ith regard to Y.e.thematics 
.Preparation of pupils for corr.peti tions and organising of 
such activities 
D. 3. 3.1 2 TIle teacting methods of the followi ng themes from the 
syllabus for Matherr,atics in Standard 8 nrust be studied 
0 . 3. 3.12.1 Factorization of algebraic expressions 
0.3. 3.12 . 2 Simplification of algebraic expressions (frac tions included) 
D.3.3. 12 . 3 Equa:.tions and inequalities-sol ution of linear equations and 
inequali ties in one unknO\oln sys t ems of linear equations 
quadratic equations by factori zati on 
D.3 . 3. 12.4 Functions and relations : concep t of a function; linear 
relations ; graphical representation of linear relations 
D. 3. 3. 12 . 5 Quadri laterals (experimental approach) 
'0.3. 3. 12.6 Formal proofs of theorems .... i th regard to triangles including 
Pythagoras and quadrilaterals (emphasis to be on the method 
of presentation) 
0.3.4 EVALUATI ON 
D. 3.4 .1 Candidates are examined in the sut·ject 
'" o 
'" 
!) . J . 4. 1 · '!' rc-visic-n i~ f",adc for ye.:r and excllrin<:> tior: marks as 
indicatec in the schedule below 
Sl'BJECT: P,J"TI!EMATICS ~ HOE (Sec) ~: 3 
Modu l e Exam Time 
Paper (hours ) 
1 . Algebra , Analytic 1 2 
2. I nfini tes imal 2 2 
Ci. lcu l us 
Trigor.o; etry 
3. Sutjec t Didactics 3 1 ~ 
TOTAL 
D.3.4. 2 The Exall'ination 
C. 3.4.2. 1 Paper 1 (M c-dule 1) 
All the questior.s a r e cOIf,pulsory 
Algebra 
Analytic Geometry 
D. 3. 4. 2. 2 Pape r 2 (M odule 2) 
60 IT.arks 
30 "·arks 
All the ~estior.s are co~pulsory 
Infinitesi mal calculus 
Tri gonolT.(> try 
Yea r f.xamination 
Mark mark 
50 90 
50 90 
40 eO 
140 260 
60 ITarl:s 
30 marks 
Total 
140 
140 
120 
400 
As difficulty could be experienced in setting the question 
paper s so th a t the total marks for eGch of the subdivi sions 
COIT,e to exac tly th e prescri bee! totals, an al1O\o1ance of 5 
marks either way in e ach of the subdivisions i s permissible 
D.3.4. 2. 3 Paper 3 
(Module 3) (Sutject Didactics) 
FI VE equivalent que stions will be se t of .... hich the candidate 
vill be re~iree t o answer FOL~ 
0.4 SYLLABUS , FOURTH YEAR 
O. 4. 1 SECTION A 
0 . 4.1.1 STATISTlCS AND ELEMENTARY PROBAPILI'IY 111 EORY 
0 . 4 . 1 . 1 .1 Ca lculation of the arithmeti c mean, median and mode of 
u ng rouped data 
0.4. 1.1. 2 Frequency: 
1 . Tarolated da ta , frequency distribJ tion , class i nt e rvals, 
interval lengths , class midpoints 
2. Cc.lo.;.lation of the ",ode and mean of grouped data frorr. 
frequency table s 
3. Graphical r epresentati on of a frequency dist ri blltion 
0 .4 .1.1. 3 Dispersions (Scatter diagrams) 
0 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 4 The drawing of a r epresentative sample: 
Random sampling ; Principles of stratificatior.: Systematic 
sa:npling; Multi-stage sampHng: Area sampH !lg (cluster 
sampli 119): Judgement sampli ng 
0 . 4 . 1 . 1 . 5 ProbabiHty: 
1 . Int r oduction experiments , results of experiments 
2 . lutui tive probabili ty (Chance ) 
3 ~ Formal probability: experi ments - deterll'jnist ic and 
statistical experiments: sample srace j events 
4. Conditional probability 
5 ~ Dependent , independent event s 
6. Theorems on probabili ty (no proof s required) and simp l e 
applicationsj 
(a) p(f) = 0 
(b) P(A ' ) = 1 - P(A) 
(c) If AC P. t he F(B) ~ P(A) 
(d) P(Bf\A' ) = P(B) - P(B (\A) 
(e). P(AV P) = P(A) + P(B) - ?(Af\P) 
r-
o 
N 
0 . 4.1.2 
• 
• 
7 Eleme.ntary andtql;.iprobable Events 
6 Eayes I rule 
9 Prchability distributions: 
(a) Rectangular: SYlTIIletri c binomial; general binomial ; 
Normal 
(b) Applicatior. of the forrulae for mean and standard 
deviation of the normal distribution 
(c) Stal1dardi zatior; and use of tables for normal 
distribution 
(rroblerlis should be of an ele:r.entary nature) 
INTROr.uCTIOr< TO ELEMENTARY LOGIC 
0."'. 1.2.1 Propositions 
Statements , conjuctions , di sjuYJction , negation (_ ) 
Condi tional , bicondi tional. statements 
rroposition and truth tablec 
Tautolog i es and c or,tradictions 
Logical equivalence 
Logical i ::lplication 
Logically true and logically equivalent statements 
D. 4 . 1. 2. 2. ~antifi ers: 
1. Uni versal quar.tifi er 
2. Bxistential quantifier 
3. Negation of pr oposi tioos .... hich contain quantifiers 
0.4.1 . 2. 3 L09ica1 reasoning: 
1. Argun,ents (including 'What i s a proof) 
2. Argun,ents and Venn diagrams 
3. Argun'ents and proposi ti ons 
4 . 'Iguments and ~antifiers 
5. Conditional staten,ents and vadations 
D. 4. ' . 3 VECTORS 
D. 4 . l . 3 .. 1 The geometric approach to vectors 
D. 4 . 1. 3. 2 'The algebrai c approach to vectors , i . e. ordered pairs 
D.4.1.3.3 Equali ty of vector s 
D.4.1 . 3. 4 Special vectors 
1 . The z.ero vector 
2. Th e urri t vector (including i and j vec t ors ) 
3. The negative of a vector 
D. 4 . 1.3.5 Addi tion of vectors ; geometric repr esentation 
D. 4 . 1. 3. 6 . Properti es of addi tion of vec tors (proofs robt reqt:.ired) 
D. 4. 1. 3. 7 Scalar multiplication an~ its properties (proofs not re~irec) 
0 . 4 . 1 . 3 . 8 Jhe inner product of two vectors and the angle between two 
vectors 
0.4. 1. 3. 9 'Properties of the inner procuct 
0.4.1 . 3. 10 Division of a line segment AB by P such that: 
1 . the r atio AP Afl = k. : 1 
2. the ratio AP PB=>: I. 
0.4. ·1. 3. 11 The vector equation of a line 
D.4 . 1. 3. 12 Simple applications to Geometry and Trigonome try 
0 . 4.1 . 4 C(]ipLEX m.w.SERS 
D. 4 . 1 . 4.1 Cononica l form: a + bi 
0 . 4.1 . 4 . 2 Complex conjugates 
D.4 . 1.4 . 3 Modulu s of a complex rrumber 
D. 4 . 1. 4. 4 Corr.plex nunlbers as ordered pairs 
D. 4 . 1.4.5 Fuy.damental operations 'Wi t h cor,;plex rrunlbers 
1 . Addition 
2 . Subtraction 
3. Multiplicati on 
4 . Oivisior. 
ro 
o 
N 
L'.4.1.4. 6 Argand diagrams 
D. 4. 1.4 . 7 Vector interpretation of corr.plex rrun,bers 
0. 4 .1. 4.8 Polar form of complex Tn.ln:bers: 
D.4 .1. 4.9 Oc Moivre ' s theorem: 
{r(cos e .+ i sin e) 1 n 
D.~.1.4. l0 Roots of corr,p lex numbers 
0 . 4 . 1.4. 11 Euler's formula : 
e i e:: cos B + i sin B 
[,.4.1.4.1 2 The n-th roots of ur.i ty 
rn(cos n 6 + i sin e) 
L 4.1. 5 RoarS (F TIIIRD DEGREE POLYNO~IAL EGUATION 
0 . 11.1.5.1 
1' . 4. 1. 4.2 
Rati onal roets 
Irratior:.al root s; variatior. of si91'; uesc.:.!'tes ' rule of signs 
I. ~kthnd of ~\.Iccessive lir'ear approximati ons 
? . 11 ornf'r ' s method of approximation 
D.4 .1 .5.3 fur,da..'TI(>r,tal theorerr. of Algebra 
D. 4 .1. 6 INFINITE SEQUENCES 
l' . 4. 1.6.1 General term of all i nii ni te sequence 
D.4 . 1. 6. 2 Limit of an infinite sequence 
D.4.1. 7 INPINITE SERIES 
0. 4 .1. 7 .1 Conver'gence and divergence 
D. 4. 1. 7. 2 Necessary condi tion for convergence 
D.4. 1 7. 3 Sufficient condition f or convergence 
D. 4. 1. 7.4 Seri es .... i th posi ti ve terM: 
1. Comparison test for convergence 
2 . Ratio test for cOlwergence 
D . ~. 1.8 PARTIAL r RACTIQl:S in\'olving at most polyr,ondals of the 
second degree 
D.4 . 1 . 9 POLAR CO-ORDINATES: 
0 .4.1 .9 .1 The polar co-ordi nate system 
D.4.1.9. 2 Transforrr.ations bet .... een polar and rectangular co-ordinates 
D.~.1. 9 . 3 Curve tracing in polar co-ordinates 
D.4 . 1.9 . 4 An introduction to sphe rical trigor,orr,e try 
D. 4 .1.1O INVERSE TRIGOWt:ETRIC fUKCTIONS 
D. 4 .1. 10. 1 Definitions, notations 
D. 4.1 . 10.2 Graphi cal representati ons 
D.4. 1. 10 . 3 Principal valu es 
0 . 4. 1.10. 4 Gener al values ; applications 
D.4 .1.1 0.5 Calculations of function values 
D.4. 1.11 GEOY.ETRY 
0.4.1.11.1 Tessalations 
D. 4 . 1. 1 1 . 2 Elementary transformatior.s ( trans1ati on , r otation and 
reflection) 
D. 4 . 1. 11. 3 SYJlTlIetry of figures 
0.4.1. 11.4 Euler ' s Polyhednenformola (proof not r equired) 
0.4.2 SECTION B: CALCULUS 
D.4 . 2 . 1 LIMITS AND COJ-OTI11JIT'f 
D. 4 . 2 .• 1. 1 Formal definition of a limit of a fur,ction: 
1. Um f(x) = ~ if V £(0) 3 a &'> 0 such that 
x~a 
/£(x) - l/« for 0 <I x - a\<b 
'" a 
N 
D. 4 . 2.1.1 2. lim f{x} == t if 'I E"> 0 , a rrun,ber N exist suer. that 
x- .. 
If (x) -tl<E for x~N 
3. Simple applications of 1.1.1 and 1.1. 2 
D. 4.2.1.2 Formal definition of continuity of a function at a point 
and over an interval: 
D.4.2.1. 3 
1. f{x ) is continuous in x == a if given [> a there exists 
a I(E» 0 such that I f(x) - f(a~< E for Ix - a l <, 
2. If f(x} is contirrucus over the intetval [a;bJ the f(x) 
ha s a minimum and a rn.:tXirrnm valve .... ithin the interval 
3. The continuity of cf(x) , f(x) ± g(x) and f( x). g (x) if f 
and g are continuous (no proofs) 
4. Tests for continuity using 1. 2 . 1 - 1.2.3 
Si mple applications 
Indeterminate forms 
L'H ospi tal ' s rule: 
.r.hl lim g(i} 
x-+a 
£'1a) 
9Ta) 
o c 
0' ;; )oo_~) O. "" 
where f(a) ~ g(a) 
but g ' (a) ;I 0 
o 
Problems requiring only one applicatior. of the rule 
and 
D.4.2 . 2 I~EGRAL CALCULUS 
0 . 4.2.2.1 The concept of area , lim.i t approximation to area; lower 
upper bour,ds of area bounded by a curve 
D. 4.2.2 . 2 The trapeziun, rule 
0.4.2.2.3 The defini te integral, the sign of the integral , properties 
of the defini te integral 
0.4.2.2.4 The indefinite integra l: properties , constant of integration 
0.4.2. 2.5 The integra l as a limi ting value of a sun,; equivalence of 
I~ {:If". 
!x..-o . 
and h do< 
• 
D.4. 2.2 .6 liltegratior. as t;he inverse of differentiation. The process 
of integratior., integrand and integral . Fundamental theorem 
of Calculu~ (no proof) 
D4 . 2. 2 .7 Integration ted:rciqt.;es: 
1. Using standard forms 
2. Sut'sti tution 
3. Using elementary trigor.ome tric ~ut'st i tutions 
4. Rational algebraic functiOl~S 
5. Integration by parts (at most two applications) 
D.4 . 2.2. 8 Applicatio]:s of integra.tion: 
1. Evaluation of definite integrals 
2. Areas of lamir,ae (ell ipse included) 
0.4.3 SECTION C, SOBJECT DIDACTICS 
0.4 . 3.1 
*~ 0 . 4 . 2 
0 . 4.2.1 
D.4. 2.2 
D. 4.2. 3 
ill'" 0.4.3 
D. 4. 3. 1 
D.4.3. 2 
RE}iARKS: The sections indicated with a dot:.t'le asterisk (* *) ...... i11 
not be exandned but should be included in the list of 
projects for wbich a year mark is a ... arded 
The nature , place and role of f>jathematics as a school subject 
and i ts relationship to other spheres of life 
The }Iathematics teacher 
The characteristics of the Mathematics teacher 
The role of the Mathematics teacher 
The attitude of the Mathematics teacher to',:ards the subject 
The Mathematics pupil 
The social , ecor.omic , intellectual and emotiona l factors 
influencing the pupi 1 1 5 atti tuce tOiolards the suLject 
TIle pupi l- teacher and pupil relationships 
o 
.--< 
'" 
D.4 . 4 );..In,t·er sen~e i.e. Yoan's ability to r,-<.l i..ntify 
0 . 4.5 Teacting rrlethods approaches 
D. 4. 5. 1 Th e deductive-analytical method 
D. 4. 5.2 The indoctive- .synthetic me thod 
D. 4.5 . 3 The scient i fic method 
D. 4.5.4 The lecture method 
0.4 . 5. 5 The te~tbook method 
0.4.5. 6 The Tole of teacr.ing aids in the at'O\Oe method 
D.4 . 6 Programmed-teaching 
0 . 4. 7 The hi story of Mathemati cs 
0 . 4 . 7.1 TIle hi story of Algebra 
0 . 4. 7.2 .The hi s t ory of Co-ordi na te Geometry 
0.4. 7. 3 The history of Geometry 
D. 4 . 7. 4 _The history of Trigonometry 
0 . 4.7.5 The hi s tory of Calculus 
0 . 4.7.6 The history of Statistics 
0 . 4. 7. 7 TIle history of Vector Algebra 
0.4 . 7. 8 TIle history of the development of the nunher syst em 
The history of the development 0: IT·echanic.s.1 aids for 
calcu l ations 
0 . 4.7.9 
D. 4 . 7. 10 
0.4.7.11 
0.4 . 8 
0.4.8.1 
A discussion of the contributions m2de by t he Greeks, 
EgyPtians and Arabs to the cevelopn,ent of Ma. thema tics 
Biographies of a f e"W reno ..... r:ed Xathematicians e.g . Euclid , 
Pythagoras , Newton , Napi er , Pasca. l, Euler , Gaus e , Erahrr.agu pta 
Teaching methods , aids and approaches to the following 
top ics from the SeT'.ior Secondary syllabi 
Forma l proofs of Georr,e t r y t heorem 
0 . 4.B. 2 Th e solution of Gecll:etry ri der s 
0.4 . 8.3 The teacl:ing of 1'I('f"""lArate geo/T,ctric cOI:structior.s 
0.4.8 . 4 The teaching of Cc.-or dinate Geometry 
0 . 4 . 8 . 5 The introcuction of t rigor:;ometrical r atios 
D. 4.B. 6 Methods of teaching f actorisation of trinomial s 
0 . 4.8.7 The function concept 
D.4 . 8 . 8 :The teaching of .... c.rded problems in Algebra 
D. 4. 8 . 9 The t e5c!:ing of elementary Calculus 
D. 4 . 9 
D. 4 . 9 .1 
D. 4 . 9 . 2 
0 . 4.9.3 
D. 4.9 . 4 
D. 4 . 10 
D. 4 . 11 
D.4.1 2 
Diff erentiation 
Di f ference s between Hi9her Gra de and Standa rd Grade 
Differentiation as appliec to all aspects of t eaching e . g. 
presentation, as s ignments , tests and examinations 
Different iation "Within the same class -group 
The slO'W-lear r.er . Didactic remediation 
1. Didactic causes of problems 
2 . Didactic ciagnosi s 
(a) Fault-analysis 
(b) Teacher' s tes t 
(c) Didac tic intervie ... ' 
Sc!:emes of "Work for t he Se nior Secondary syllabuses and 
examiners ' repor ts 
Evaluation: tests and exalldnations 
Contiruation of third year "Wer le 
I nspec t ion 
D . ~.12 .1 Duties of the teache r before, during and after inspection 
D. 4 . 12. 2 Auth or) ty and do ti e s of the I nspector of Educa tion , 
Subject Advi sor , Princip a l and Subject Head 
Functional inter relationship 
M !I . oil.13 
D. 4.14 
Th e role of c OJ:".pu t e r s in th e teact ing of Mathematics in 
the Future 
Projec t study rela t ing to the aIor e-rr.ent ioned theme s 
r-< 
r-< 
N 
0.4.4 EVALUATION 
C~ lldid2tes are examined in this sut.ject and pr(lv:ision is r.lade for 
class Jr,ar}s (l lld eX81:'ina tion 1T,a.rks as irld icatec in the £,110\.,'1n9 
schedule: 
(Oepartmer.t D; College x) 
Sl;fJECT: HAmE~ATICS COURSE: HIoE(Sec) YBAR : 1V 
Se-ction Exam Ti IT,€, ni Year Exam 
rc.pr:r (hours) K ~:ar}.: Mark 
f--. 
A Statistics ) 
Frobabili ty ) 
Elerr,entary Logic ) ( 30) 
Vectors ) 
Geometry ) 
TT i gOl-.olT,etry ) (30) 
Fol ar Ce·-erai notes ) I 
Alge bra ) ( 30) 1 2 I D 40 I 90 
I I B Inrin] te si rr.al 2 2 i D 40 90 Calculu s 
C Su bject Didactics 3 2 X 50 90 
TOTAL 130 270 
~~ 
The year rrarks fcr SECn Or-; A and SE.CT!m; Bare accunn;lated frorr. the 
Total 
130 
130 
140 
400 
r." • .u-ks aw.:.rded f or ey.<.: rdnatioy:s and tests. The y~ar n-2.rk for Sectior, C 
is deriv €,c freoo: r..2.rts awarded fo r at least 3 p r o j ects (ou t of 30 rrarr.$) 
.; nd for examir,E!tiol'1s and te ~ t s (O:.lt of 20 r.ar}:s) 
i 
:~ 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4 • 
5 . 
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APPENDIX E 
LISTS OF REFERENCE BOOKS AVAILABLE 
IN COLLEGE LIBRARIES DURING 1986 
ANDERSON , R.W . Romping through Mathematics. 
BEHR, A. L. Teaching the new arithmetic . 
BELL , F.H. Teaching and learn ing Mathematics . 
BISHOP , E . Teaching Mathematics in secondary schools. 
BOYER , C. The history of Calculus and its conceptual 
deve l opment. 
6 . BOSCH , M. A guide to the teaching of basic Mathemat ics. 
7 • BUTLER, F . The improvement of teaching in secondary 
schools. 
8 . BUTLER , WREN and BANKS . The teaching of secondary 
Mathematics . 
9 . BURCKHARDT, H. The real world and Mathematics . 
10 . CHAPMAN , L.R. The process of learning Mathematics. 
11. COPELAND, R.W. How children learn Mathematics . 
12. COSFORD, Q. Remedial teaching . 
13 . DIENES, Z . P. An experimental approach ; Study of 
Mathematics learning . 
14. DUMINY, P.A. Education 1 , 2 and 3 . 
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15. ERASMUS et a 1. Wiskunde vir onderwysstudente vir die 
senior primere kursus . 
16. 
17 . 
18. 
19. 
20. 
2l. 
22. 
23 . 
24 . 
25 . 
FREEMAN, L. 
FARMER , D. 
HART, K.M. 
HILTON , P. 
HOGBEN, L. 
HOWARD, F . 
JOHNSON , M. 
KANE, P. 
LAND, F. 
LIEBECK, P . 
26. MATTHEWS, G. 
Fun with Geometry . 
Getting on with Mathematics. 
Childrens' understanding of Mathematics. 
Fear no more . 
Mathematics in the making. 
Teaching Mathematics. 
Understanding numeration systems. 
Modern world Mathematics. 
The language of Mathematics . 
How children learn Mathematics. 
Mathematics through school. 
27 . MARJORAM , D. T.E . Teaching Mathematics. 
28 . MARSH , L .G. Children explore Mathematics. 
29. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS. 
learner in Mathematics. 
The slow 
30. PALING , D. Teaching Mathematics Ln prLmary schools . 
3l. POTTER , G. The teaching of Arithmetic . 
32 . ROGERS , J. The story of Mathematics. 
33. ROWEN, A.J. Mathematics for everyday life . 
34 . ROUSE BALL , W.W. A short account of the h istory of 
Mathematics. 
35 . SERVAIS , W. Teaching school Mathematics . 
36 . SCMINKKE, C . W. et al . Teaching the child Mathematics. 
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37. SCHNUGH, V.E. et al. Method'of Mathematics . 
38. SCOPES , P . G. Mathematics in secondary schools . 
39 . SHUMWAY, R.J. Research in Mathematics Education. 
40 . SKEMP, R.R . The Psychology of learning Mathematics. 
41. SMITH , D.E. The History of Mathematics . 
42. STOLTZ , D. Low attainers in Mathematics. 
43. TURNER , E. Teaching aids for elementary Mathematics. 
44 . VAN DER ROSS , R.E. The psychology of Arithmetic. 
4S . VAN STIGT , A. Success in Mathematics. 
46 . WILEY , J. Contemporary teaching of secondary school 
Mathematics. 
47 . WILLIAMS , J . D. Teaching techniques In primary maths . 
ASHTON , P.M . E. 
et al . 
BELL, F.H . 
BELLVILLE 
COLLEGE OF 
EDUCATION 
BEHR , M.H . and 
MACMILLAN, R . G. 
COCKROFT, W. H. (ed) 
COHEN,L . and 
MANION , L. 
COONEY , T.J 
COULTER , P.M. 
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